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1.Sujet Moi Personne { Cahier 2
P.U.F. / Centre Marcel Granet, 2004, 280 p.
Sommaire I. Dire le moi � Note: le sujet dans le Chu ci
(R�emi Mathieu) � Du sujet dans Le chagrin de la guerre,
roman vietnamien de 1990. Gen�ese d'un contre-discours
(Cam-Thi Doan-Poisson) II. Le lieu du sujet � Le je dans
tous ses �etats. Analyse du pronom de premi�ere personne
en chinois archa��que (Qi Chong) � Le sujet chez Nishida
Kitaro (Nakagawa Hisayasu) � Une vue de mille Li : l'es-
pace r�eexif et l'�evolution de la subjectivit�e lyrique en
Chine (Paula Varsano) � All�egorie et personnages dans
Le rêve dans le pavillon rouge (Jean L�evi) III. La per-
sonne souveraine : Le Roi et le Soi ; ou de quel Soi parle-
t-on dans la culture de soi? Contribution �a une anthropo-
logie philosophique en Chine ancienne (Romain Graziani)
IV. Dissolutions de soi � L'être-sans. Notes en marge de
la question du sujet chez Zhuangzi (Song Gang) � La
dispersion de Soi. M�editation, image et construction de
la singularit�e dans La salle des neiges de Su Shi (1037{
1101) (St�ephane Feuillas) � Le sujet moral dans la philo-
sophie de Mou Zongsan (1909{1995); R�esum�es, notices
biographiques. EUR 22,00

2.Politique �etrang�ere No2 �et�e 2004
Institut fran�cais des relations internationales,
2004, 240 p.
Au sommaire de ce num�ero, 97 pages consacr�ees
�a la Chine : La Chine dans l'�economie mondiale �

L'�emergence de la Chine, menace et opportunit�e pour
les pays avanc�es (Fr�ed�erique Sachwald) � L'irr�esistible
ascension de la Chine en Asie orientale (Fran�coise Nico-
las) � Changement et continuit�e : le r�egime de change de
la Chine (Agn�es B�enassy-Qu�er�e, Amina Lahr�eche-R�evil
et Fran�coise Lemoine) � G�erer l'a�ux de capitaux en
Chine (Barry Bosworth) � Croissance chinoise et march�es
mondiaux de mati�eres premi�eres (Jean-Pierre Angelier)
� L'adh�esion �a l'OMC et les r�eformes �economiques en
Chine (Will Martin) EUR 20,00

3.Extrême-Orient Extrême-Occident No26 {
�De la diÆcult�e de juger� Quelques ressources
du mode critique en Chine et au Viêt Nam
Presses Universitaires de Vincennes, 2004,
178 p.
Sommaire : Le d�epassement critique (St�ephane Feuillas)
I. Naissance du jugement litt�eraire � Jauger l'homme, ju-
ger l'�uvre (Fran�cois Martin) � Le d�esenchantement de
Liu Xie. Postures et devoirs du critique litt�eraire selon le
chapitre \Du connaisseur" du Wenxin diaolong (Val�erie
Lavoix) II. Contrastes critiques � Combats d'animaux.
R�eexions sur le bestiaire du Zhuangzi (Romain Gra-
ziani) � Penser par contraste. Critique du bouddhisme et
strat�egies discursives dans le Zhengmeng de Zhang Zai
(St�ephane Feuillas) III. Classer/exclure � De la critique
�a la r�eforme de la bureaucratie dans le Viêt Nam clas-
sique (Emmanuel Poisson) � L'autre comme \imb�ecile"
Le syst�eme clos de la critique comme op�eration d'inclu-
sion/exclusion (Rainier Lanselle) IV. Regard ext�erieur :
Le goût et les r�egles : les usages de la critique en Occi-
dent (Fran�cois de Gandt); R�esum�es. EUR 15,00

4.Perspectives chinoises No82 { Mars-avril

2004 Centre d'�etudes fran�cais sur la Chine
contemporaine, Hong Kong, 2004, 90 p.
Sommaire : Chine-droit :Les d�e�s de la s�ecurit�e alimen-
taire en Chine : La l�egislation actuelle est incapable de
prot�eger les consommateurs, victimes de producteurs
avides de pro�ts (Bian Yongmin) ; La derni�ere r�evision de
la Constitution chinoise : Grand bond en avant ou simple
geste symbolique ? (Chen Jianfu) � Taiwan-politique :
Naissance d'une nation �a Ta��wan ? Essor de l'identit�e
nationale taiwanaise et nouvel �echec du Kuomintang
�a l'�election pr�esidentielle (Franck Muyard) ; Les parti-
sans de l'uni�cation face �a la taiwanisation : Psycho-
logie de crise et sentiment d'urgence chez les Bleus
dans la campagne pr�esidentielle de 2004 (St�ephane Cor-
cu�) � Chine-art : L'art contemporain chinois dans les
ann�ees Deng Xiaoping (Emmanuel Lincot) ; Lectures
critiques. EUR 12,00

5.Perspectives chinoises No83 { Mai-juin 2004
Centre d'�etudes fran�cais sur la Chine contempo-
raine, Hong Kong, 2004, 84 p.

Sommaire : Chine-�Economie : � L'industrie chinoise face
au d�e� technologique { Les investisseurs �etrangers sont
les premiers pourvoyeurs de technologies (Gong Cao)
Globalisation et enjeux �energ�etiques en Chine : le cas
du p�etrole et du gaz (Alain Sepulchre) ; Les di��erentiels
salariaux par sexe en Chine urbaine : les entreprises
�a capitaux �etrangers o�rent des salaires horaires plus

faibles aux hommes que les entreprises d'�Etat centrales
et provinciales (Yi Chen, Sylvie D�emurgier et Martin

Fournier) � Chine-Hong Kong -�Economie : Un accord
commercial bilat�eral entre Hong kong et la Chine : le
CEPA (Bruno Cabrillac) � Chine-Soci�et�e : La corrup-
tion dans les m�edias chinois toujours dans l'ombre (Liu
Xiaobo) � Chine-Litt�erature : L'�ecriture subjective dans
la litt�erature contemporaine (le \je" a succ�ed�e au \nous"
omnipr�esent jusqu'�a la �n des ann�ees 1970 (Jin Siyan) �
Lectures critiques. EUR 12,00

6.Perspectives chinoises No84 { Juillet-août
2004 Centre d'�etudes fran�cais sur la Chine
contemporaine, Hong Kong, 2004, 68 p.

Sommaire : Chine-religion : La nouvelle relation �Etat-
bouddhisme : Un nombre grandissant de croyants en-
trâ�ne une mutation de l'�economie monastique en Chine
(Zhe Ji) � Chine-�economie : La fragmentation du march�e
int�erieur chinois : P�ekin peine �a mettre un terme au
protectionnisme r�egional (Sandra Poncet) � Chine-
politique : La Chine �evoluerait-elle vers un autoritarisme
\�eclair�e" mais ploutocratique (Jean-Pierre Cabestan) ;
Le d�ebat entre lib�eralisme et nouvelle gauche au tournant
du si�ecle (Chen Lichuan) ; Les valeurs d�emocratiques
dans la population chinoise : Analyse d'une enquête
d'opinion (Lu Chunlong) ; L'identit�e insulaire dans la
campagne pr�esidentielle taiwanaise de 2004 : une ap-
proche iconographique (Benson Wai Kwok Wong) ; Lec-
tures critiques EUR 12,00

7.Cahiers d'Asie Centrale No11-12 { Les mon-
tagnards d'Asie centrale Edisud, 2004, 352 p.
Sommaire : Les langues indo-iraniennes des Pamirs et
de l'Hindou Kouch (F. Jacquesson) ;Le culte d'Isakan-
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dar Zu-l-Qarnayn chez les montagnards d'Asie centrale
(S.N. Absain) ; Sou�s du Badakhshan : un renouveau
confr�erique entre l'Inde et l'Asie centrale (A. Papas) ;
Le pass�e et le pr�esent des populations du Pamir occiden-
tal (V. Buskov, T. Kalandorov) ; The Realities of Being a
Woman-Teacher in the Mountains of Tajikistan (S. Niyo-
zov) ; Dynamique et stabilit�e de la communaut�e monta-
gnarde du Yaghnob (Tadjikistan du nord) ; R�esistances et
adaptations de l'�economie agropastorale des montagnes
d'Ouzb�ekistan (A. Cariou) ; Au c�ur du Tian Chan : his-
toire et devenir de la transhumance au Kirghizstan (Sv.
Jacquesson) ; Le pastoralisme dans l'ouest de la Mon-
golie : contraintes, motivations et variations (P. Finke) ;
La repr�esentation des Mugat dans les sources �ecrites :
r�ealit�e de leur mobilit�e et de la s�edentarit�e (K. Gate-
lier) ; Histoire des rivi�eres d'Asie centrale depuis deux
millions d'ann�ees : certitudes et sp�eculations ; Compte-
rendus. EUR 28,00

8.Outre-Terre Revue fran�caise de
g�eopolitique No6 { Asie tiers du monde
Er�es / OGRE, 2004, 379 p.

Extraits du sommaire : �A P�ekin ! Avec P�ekin ? (Mi-
chel Korinman) � Extrêmes de l'Orient : Washington :
attention Asie ! (Guy Milli�ere) ; Russie d'Asie (Jean-
Christophe Romer) ; Une Chine, des Chines (Eglantine
Jastrabsky) ; S�eoul : la faute aux Am�ericains (Yeon-Goo
Choi) ; Japon : puissance militaire, puissance civile? (Ma-
rianne P�eron-Doise) ; Comment nous apprenons l'histoire
(Chaiki Ishikawa-Mastalski) � Islam ou islamisation? �
Asies du sud-est : La Birmanie en quête de rois (Marie-
Sybille de Vienne) ; Le complexe de l'archipel (Conrad
Lafaek) � Cartographie et g�eopolitique : Le Triangle
d'Or, espace de production illicite d'opium en cartes ;
Les fondements historiques des chemins de la drogue

(Pierre-Arnaud Chouvy) � �Economie et g�eopolitique :
Entretien avec le ministre du commerce du Cambodge ;
R�esister �a la Chine ? (Ajam Suthipand Chirathivat et
Eric Albert) ; Europe-Asie : le XXIe si�ecle (David M.
Milliot) ; Femmes chinoises, patrimoine et cassette per-
sonnelle (Thierry Pairault) ; Du global au local (St�ephane
Dovert) � Psychanalyse et g�eopolitique � Cin�ema et
territoires EUR 28,00

9.Le nouveau recueil septembre-novembre
2004 { Revue trimestrielle de litt�erature et de
critique Champ Vallon, Paris, 2004, 190 p.
Extraits du sommaire : Po�esie chinoise ; Encres de Chine :
textes de Camille Loivier, Mu Dan, Liao S�ebastien, Shu
Ting, Yu Jian, Wang Anyi, Leung Ping-kwan, Luo Zhi-
cheng, Chen Dongdong, Yang Lian, et Annie Curien,
rassembl�es par Camille Loivier ; entretien avec Yu Jian
(Marie Laureillard et Camille Loivier). EUR 14,00

10.Meet No8 { Revue de la Maison des
�Ecrivains �etrangers et des traducteurs {
P�ekin/Istanbul
M.E.E.T., Saint-Nazaire, 2004, 223 p.
102 pages consacr�ees au monde chinois, textes bilingues
fran�cais-chinois. Extraits du sommaire : � Le voyage en
Turquie (Chantal Chen-Andro) � Chine : Han Shaogong :
Le temps ; Wang Anyi : Sur le bateau ; Yu Qiuyu : Un Yi-
jing de pierre ; Jia Pingwa : La voix de l'arbre � Ta��wan :

Xia Yu : M�emoire / �Eloge des choses ; Shang Qin : Pou-
belles volantes / Larmes volantes ; Qi Desheng : Un
�et�e maussade � Exil : Bei Dao : Journal de mes beu-
veries/Journal de voyage ; Song Lin : Cartographie/Une

ombre dense/Singapour/�A une jeune canaque ; Yang
Lian : Les paroles des esprits/ Terre. EUR 20,00

11.Dossiers internationaux Francis Lefebvre {
Chine juridique et �scal
Francis Lefebvre, 2004, 256 p.
Sommaire : Aides fran�caises aux entreprises I. Droit des
a�aires : Droit des contrats � Droit du n�egoce interna-
tional � Droit de la distribution � Appels d'o�res et
BOT � Droit de la construction et de l'environnement
� Propri�et�e intellectuelle � R�eglement des di��erends II.
Droit des soci�et�es : Implantations l�eg�eres � Implantation
d'une �liale III. Syst�eme �scal : Impôts directs � TVA
et autres impôts IV Droit social V. Convention �scale
franco-chinoise : Texte de la convention � Application en
France VI. Mod�eles (contrat de joint-venture, statuts de
soci�et�e commune) � Adresses et sites utiles. EUR 66,00

12.Zao Wou-Ki { La quête du silence
Somogy, 2004, 175 p.
Catalogue r�ealis�e �a l'occasion de di��erentes expositions :
Mus�ee des Beaux-arts de Dunkerque (du 4 avril au 30
août 2004), mus�ee du Dessin et de l'estampe origi-
nale (4 avril au 30 septembre 2004) et mus�ee Fabre,
Montpellier (3 juillet-3 octobre 2004). 124 �uvres sont
pr�esent�ees. EUR 28,00

13.Le moine et le d�emon { Art contemporain
chinois Co�edit�e par 5 continents, Mus�ee
d'art contemporain de Lyon, Fondation Guy &
Myriam Ullens et les auteurs, 2004, 182 p.
Catalogue d'exposition publi�e �a l'occasion de l'exposition
�Le moine et le d�emon�tenue au mus�ee d'art contem-
porain de Lyon du 9 juin au 15 août 2004 qui pr�esente
notamment des installations de 22 artistes. Textes de
Thierry Raspail, Fei Dawei, Wang Huangsheng, Feng
Boyi, Qiu Zhijie et Lu Jie. On trouve �egalement les bio-
graphies des artistes expos�es et un guide de l'art en Chine
(artistes, institutions, galeries ; magazines, etc.) Album
reli�e. EUR 35,00

14.Anthology of Ink { Ancient Chinese Painting
and Calligraphy from the Dr. S.Y.Yip Collection
Hong Kong, 2004, illus., 256 p.
Features over 80 examples of Chinese painting and cal-
ligraphy. All these pieces were from renowned artists,
such as Shen Zhou (1407-1509), Wen Zhengming (1407-
1559), Zhu Yunming (1460{1526), Wang Hui (1632{
1717), Liu Yong (1714{1904) and Ren Xiong (1822{
1857) who epitomized traditional and new styles of
schools in the Ming and Qing periods. EUR 46,00

15.�A l'ombre des pins { Chefs-d'�uvre d'art chi-
nois du Mus�ee de Shanghai
Somogy, 2004, 247 p.

Catalogue publi�e �a l'occasion de l'exposition \�A l'ombre
des pins - Chefs-d'�uvre d'art chinois du Mus�ee de
Shanghai", tenue au mus�ee Rath (Gen�eve) du 16 sep-
tembre 2004 au 16 janvier 2005. Plus de 130 objets d'art
s�electionn�es parmi les collections du mus�ee de Shanghai
sont pr�esent�es et reproduits en couleurs. EUR 35,00

16.Adshead, S.A.M. T'ang China { The Rise of
the East in World History
Basingstoke, 2004, 208 p., cloth.
This book shows how a di�erent China, Buddhist or
Taoist rather than Confucian, aristocratic as much as
meritocratic, achieved, through openness to the outside
world and partnership with its elites, a multiple pre-
eminence in politics, economics, society and intellect,
not unlike that enjoyed by the United States today. Wi-
thin a looser web of globalisation the T'ang period and
its dynamics o�er a distant mirror of our own time. Also
available in paper at EUR 31,50. EUR 87,00
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17.Alber, Charles J. Embracing the Lie { Ding
Ling and the Politics of Literature in the Peo-
ple's Republic of China
Westport, 2004, 372 p., cloth.
A comprehensive account of Ding Ling's life, the pro-
gressive woman writer who became famous during the
May 4th movement. EUR 106,50

18.Altbach, Philip G. & Toru Umakoshi (eds.)
Asian Universities { Historical Perspectives
and Contemporary Challenges
Baltimore, 2004, 352 p., cloth.
Since 1980, higher education access and endorsement
have grown more dramatically in Asia than in any other
area of the world. This volume o�ers a detailed compa-
rative study of the emergence of the modern university
in Asia. Contributors describe higher education systems
in eleven countries including : Korea, China, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Singapore, Thailand and Japan. Each case
study includes a discussion and inuence of indigenous
and European educational traditions and an examina-
tion of development patterns. Also available in paper
at EUR 44,00. EUR 73,00

19.Bai Limin Shaping the Ideal Child { Chil-
dren and Their Primers in Late Imperial China
Hong Kong, 2004, 350 p., cloth.
This book examines traditional Chinese literacy primers
in the context of intellectual involvement in elementary
education. It analyses the contents of the primers, in
terms of their relationship to the theory and practice of
elementary education in late imperial China, their un-
derlying philosophical premises, and what they reveal
about elite attitudes towards children and childhood.
The study points to a close link between elite concep-
tions of children and Confucian attempts to construct
an ideal society and thus provides a new perspective on
pre-modern Chinese society and culture which may be
relevant to our understanding of education in contem-
porary China. EUR 48,50

20.Balme, St�ephanie La Chine
Le Cavalier Bleu, 2004, 125 p., Coll. Id�ees re�cues
Dans la collection \Id�ees re�cues", l'auteur prend les id�ees
re�cues pour point de d�epart et apporte un �eclairage dis-
tanci�e et approfondi sur ce que l'on sait ou croit savoir.
Par exemple ici: \La Chine est un empire immobile" ou
\En Chine, l'enfant est roi, la femme n'est rien". . . En
�n d'ouvrage, des pistes bibliographiques tr�es actualis�ees
pour aller plus loin. EUR 9,00

21.Behuniak, James Mencius on Becoming
Human
Albany, 2004, 224 p., SUNY Chinese Philosophy
and Culture, cloth.
Using current research from traditional sources and
newly unearthed documents dating from the Warring
States period (403{221 B.C.E.), Mencius on Becoming
Human o�ers a timely interpretation of a central text in
the Confucian canon. The author carefully reconstructs
the philosophical assumptions that underwrite the tea-
chings of the Mencius, returning the text to its native
intellectual world. The result is a compelling new rea-
ding of an ancient classic, one that is both sensitive to
the details of historical context and contemporary in its
philosophical implications. EUR 39,50

22.Bello, David Anthony Opium and the Limits
of Empire { The Opium Problem in the Chi-
nese Interior, 1729-1850
Cambridge, MA, forthcoming 2005, 375 p.,

cloth.
The British opium trade along China's seacoast has come
to symbolize China's century-long descent into politi-
cal and social chaos. In the standard historical narrative,
opium is the primary medium through which China en-
countered the economic, social, and political institutions
of the West. Opium, however, was not a Sino-British pro-
blem con�ned to southeastern China. It was, rather, an
empire-wide crisis, and its spread among an ethnically di-
verse populace created regionally and culturally distinct
problems of control for the Qing state. This book exa-
mines the crisis from the perspective of Qing prohibition
e�orts. The author argues that opium prohibition, and
not the opium wars, was genuinely imperial in scale and
is hence much more representative of the actual drug
problem faced by Qing administrators. The study of pro-
hibition also permits a more comprehensive and accurate
observation of the economics and criminology of opium.
The Qing drug traÆc involved the domestic production,
distribution, and consumption of opium. A balanced exa-
mination of the opium market and state anti-drug policy
in terms of prohibition reveals the importance of the em-
pire's landlocked western frontier regions, which were the
domestic production centers, in what has previously been
considered an essentially coastal problem. EUR 57,00

23.Berry, Chris Toward a Postsocialist Cinema
{ The Cultural Revolution in the Films from the
PRC
London, 2004, 352 p., cloth.
This dissertation seeks to determine whether the cycle
of �lms produced after the fall of the 'Gang of Four'
in the People's Republic of China in 1976, and repre-
senting events during the Cultural Revolution decade of
1966{1976, constitutes a major break with the classical
mainland Chinese cinema that had been dominant in that
country after 1949. It is widely acknowledged in scholar-
ship about China that Chinese society and culture now is
qualitatively di�erent from the heyday of socialism, both
in terms of a decline in central control and loss of faith
in the socialist vision. This dissertation understands this
new culture as postsocialist, and therefore asks if these
�lms constitute the earliest sustained manifestations of
postsocialist cinema. EUR 103,00

24.Berthold, Rolf & Baudouin Deckers (eds.)
�Etudes marxistes No64 oct.-d�ec. 2003 { Le
socialisme �a la chinoise
EPO, 2004, 118 p.
Rolf Berthold et Baudouin Decker analysent ici les nom-
breuses questions qui se posent dans l'�edi�cation du so-
cialisme �a la chinoise. EUR 5,00

25.Bird, Isabella Chinese Pictures { Notes on
Photographs
London, forthcoming 2005, 133 p., Travellers,
cloth.
This unique photographic record of China at the turn of
the 20th century is �lled with typical scenes of Chinese
life. Beautiful pictures of shrines, homes, city gates, ri-
vers and tradesmen appear in the book allowing readers
to voyage into China's past. Explanatory notes by Bird
accompany each photo. EUR 124,50

26.Birnie Danzker, Jo-Anne, Ken Lum & Zheng
Shengtian (eds) Shanghai Modern { 1919-
1945 (Bilingual German-English edition)
Ost�ldern-Ruit, 2004, 280 illus., 423 p., cloth.
Shanghai Modern documents the vigorous cultural ex-
change between China and the West. Essays shed new
lights on the emergence of the Modern in China : �
Cultural Exchange � Modern Literati � Xihua and the
Storm Society � Lu Xun and the Woodcut Movement
� Film � Shi Mao � Shanghai 21st Century. The su-
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perb spectrum of Shanghai Modern is revealed in full-
colour reproductions of early masterpieces of Chinese
modernism. EUR 61,95

27.Blanchard, Pascal & Eric Deroo (eds.) Le Pa-
ris Asie { 150 ans de pr�esence de la Chine, de
l'Indo-Chine, du Japon...dans la capitale
La D�ecouverte, 2004, 217 p.
Quarante-huit auteurs ont collabor�e �a cet album pour re-
tracer 150 ans d'histoire aux mille et une facettes. Outre
les textes des sp�ecialistes, on d�ecouvre de nombreux do-
cuments photographiques. EUR 49,90

28.Bonnin, Michel G�en�eration perdue { Le
mouvement d'envoi des jeunes instruits �a la cam-
pagne en Chine, 1968-1980
�Ecole des hautes �etudes en sciences sociales, Pa-
ris, 2004, 491 p., Coll. Civilisations et soci�et�es
121
S'appuyant sur des statistiques dispers�ees dans des publi-
cations chinoises peu accessibles, Michel Bonnin montre
qu'il n'est plus possible d'expliquer le lancement et le
maintien de cette exp�erience unique dans l'histoire mon-
diale par de simples raisons socio-�economiques. Loin
d'avoir �et�e seulement un syst�eme de gestion de la main
d'�uvre urbaine exc�edentaire, ce mouvement a d'abord
r�epondu �a des pr�eoccupations id�eologiques et politiques.
Mao a voulu r�e�eduquer les jeunes intellectuels, les obli-
ger �a s'unir aux masses a�n d'empêcher qu'ils ne tra-
hissent sa r�evolution. L'analyse concr�ete, fond�ee sur un
grand nombre de t�emoignages et d'�uvres litt�eraires,
met en �evidence l'�echec total de cette tentative de trans-
formation des jeunes citadins en \paysans socialistes d'un
type nouveau". D�eviance, corruption, r�esistance passive
puis active ont eu �nalement raison de cette politique,
trois ans apr�es la mort de Mao. Avec glossaire, index et
bibliographie. EUR 39,00

29.Boyd, Helen R. The Future of Tibet { The
Government-in-Exile Meets the Challenge of De-
mocratization
Bern, 2004, 121 p., cloth.
This book discusses the emergence of democracy's mo-
dernizing force in an exiled community with a political
history based on a feudal theocracy. Since his exile almost
forty years ago, the Dalai Lama and his government-in-
exile have steered this edgling democratic community
toward the ful�lment of his dream of converting a theo-
cracy to a democracy. The establishment of a tripartite
government with separate powers and the development
of a framework for a future democratic polity - if and
when Tibetans regain their land - is a testament to the
ongoing democratizing revolution. EUR 68,00

30.Brook, Timothy The Chinese State in Ming
Society
London, 2004, 264 p., Asia's Transformation Se-
ries, cloth.
The Ming dynasty (1368{1644), a period of commercial
expansion and cultural innovation, fashioned the rela-
tionship between the present day state and society in
China. This unique collection of reworked and heavily
illustrated essays, by one of the leading scholars of Chi-
nese history, re-examines this relationship. It argues that,
contrary to previous scholarship, it was radical responses
within society that led to a `constitution', not periods of
uctuation within the dynasty itself. Brook's outstanding
scholarship demonstrates that it was changes in com-
mercial relations and social networks that were actually
responsible for the development of a stable society. Also
available in paperback at EUR 38,40. EUR 139,00

31.Brook, Timothy Collaboration { Japanese

Agents and Local Elites in Wartime China
Cambridge, MA, forthcoming 2005, 320 p.,
cloth.
Studies of collaboration have changed how the history of
World War II in Europe is written, but for China and Ja-
pan this aspect of wartime conduct has remained largely
unacknowledged. In a bold new work, Timothy Brook
breaks the silence surrounding the sensitive topic of war-
time collaboration between the Chinese and their Japa-
nese occupiers. EUR 57,00

32.Bruun, Ole and Li Narangoa (eds.) Mongols
from Country to City { Floating Boundaries,
Pastorialism and City Life in the Mongol Lands
Copenhagen, forthcoming 2004, 288 p., cloth.
This volume examines the process of cultural change in
Mongol societies since the early 20th century by conside-
ring: 1- the interaction of the basic structural features of
pastoral nomadism in Mongolia with larger economies,
both communist and capitalist; 2- the e�ect of delibe-
rate cultural reconstruction (ranging from changes to the
education system to purges and outright cultural des-
truction) on the conduct of the pastoral economy; 3-
the e�orts of Mongols themselves to develop aspects of
their own cultural identity under conditions of territorial
partition, episodes of intense political repression, and (in
the Russian and Chinese regions) very substantial immi-
gration by non-Mongol groups. EUR 76,00

33.Butler, Linda Yangtze Remembered { The
River Beneath the Lake
Stanford, 2004, 112 illus., 192 p., cloth.
In June 2003, the Three Gorges Dam opened and a re-
servoir the size of lake Superior began to form, inun-
dating 372 miles of china's Yangtze River Valley. Bet-
ween 2000 and 2003 Linda Butler made eight trips to
the Yangtze to photograph the people, the human envi-
ronment, and the natural landscape before, during, and
after these changes. EUR 75,90

34.B�rdahl, Vibeke, Fei Li & Huang Ying (eds.)
Four Masters of Chinese Storytelling { Full-
length Repertoires of Yangzhou Storytelling on
Video
Copenhagen, 2004, one VCD, 288 p., cloth.
This volume has its origins in the project 'Large-scale
Registration of Chinese Storytelling', which involved the
recording on �lm of 360 hours of performances by the
four masters of Yangzhou storytelling, Dai Buzhang, Fei
Zhengliang, Gao Zaihua and Ren Jitang. Four sets of
these �lms have been deposited (in Washington D.C.,
Taipei, Beijing and Copenhagen) so that future genera-
tions of scholars will have access to this unique mate-
rial. The purpose of Four Masters is two-fold: �rst, it
functions a guide to the collections in situ (and one, mo-
reover, that by its availability in libraries worldwide will
promote further research into this material); second, with
its introductory chapters, teller autobiographies, perfor-
mances and catalogue entries (plus the audio-visual ma-
terial), it stands as an independent and valuable contri-
bution to research in Asian oral traditions. With all text
appearing in both English and Chinese and with its sub-
ject matter brought alive by a wealth of photographs
plus 60-minute �lm on VCD, this volume promises to be
a classic work in its �eld. EUR 92,50

35.Cai Zong-qi Chinese Aesthetics { The Or-
dering of Literature, the Arts and the Universe
in the Six Dynasties
Honolulu, 2004, 384 p., cloth.
This singular work presents the most comprehensive
and nuanced studies available in any Western language
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of Chinese aesthetic thought and practice during the
Six Dynasties (A.D. 220{589). Despite a succession of
dynastic and social upheavals, the literati preoccupied
themselves with both the sensuous and the transcendent
and strove for cultural dominance. By the end of the
sixth century, their reections would evolve into a so-
phisticated system of aesthetic discourse characterized
by its own rhetoric and concepts. A prologue details the
historical context in which Six Dynasties aesthetics arose
and sketches out its major stages of development. The
ten essays that follow bring fresh perspectives to bear
on important writings on literature, music, painting, cal-
ligraphy, and gardening. Grounded in close readings of
primary texts, they reveal the complex, dynamic inter-
play between life and art, the sensuous and the meta-
physical, and the artistic and the philosophical that lies
at the heart of the aesthetic thought and practice of the
time. EUR 54,00

36.Callahan, William A. Contingent States {
Greater China and Transnational Relations
Minneapolis, 2004, 296 p., Borderlines series
No22,
William A. Callahan argues that Greater China, though
absent from geopolitical maps and international law,
exempli�es the contingent state of international politics.
He deconstructs the mainstream understandings of Grea-
ter China, tracing its emergence through four political
\problems" in East Asia : the South China Sea disputes,
Sino-Korean relations, the return of Hong Kong, and
cross-straits relations. Contingent States reveals how
each of the \problems" provoked theoretical innovations
that depart from standard conceptions of sovereignty,
democracy, and the nation-state. EUR 31,00

37.Camus, Yves & Eric Sauted�e (eds.) Chinese
Cross Currents No 1.3 2004 { Culture, Art
and Society Macau, 2004, 136 p.
Contents : Foreword: Labours for a New Life (Yves
Camus) � Transcending Experimentation{Contemporary
Art in China in the 1990s (Li Puwen) � The Inuence of
the West on Chinese Modern Art (Oscar Ho Hing-kay) �
An Essay on Heroes of Equally Unusual Talents { A Dis-
course on the Visual Space of Three Movies: Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Infernal A�airs, and Hero (Do-
minic Yung) � Chinese Dance, so Old and so New (Ou
Jianping) �When Going to Sea or up the Mountain, Ask
�rst the Fisherman or else the Woodcutter : To Know the
Masseuse's Heart, Listen to their Folksongs { A Philo-
sophic Reection on Present Day Chinese Folk Rhymes
(Chen Xinhan) � Features : From Trading Rivals to Aca-
demic Partners: The Relations of Macao and the Phi-
lippines from the XVIth Century to the Present (C�esar
Guill�en-Nu~nez & Tereza Sena) � Reviews EUR 15,00

38.Cao Jinqing China Along the Yellow River
London, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
This text had a major impact in its original Chinese ver-
sion, Huanghe bian de Zhongguo. It examines the lives
and work of peasants, Party and local government oÆ-
cials, providing a wealth of data on life in post-reform
rural China. EUR 93,00

39.Cartier, Michel (ed.) Castiglione { j�esuite ita-
lien et peintre chinois, dit Lang Shining
Favre, 2004, 147 p., Coll. Grande �ecurie de Ver-
sailles
Lorsque l'empereur Qianlong charge le j�esuite Giuseppe
Castiglione d'immortaliser ses plus beaux chevaux, celui-
ci va les repr�esenter sur des rouleaux de soie. Le plus
c�el�ebre mesure plus de sept m�etres et repr�esente cent
chevaux dans des postures et des allures di��erentes. Le
rouleau des Cent coursiers est reproduit au c�ur de

ce volume sur un d�epliant de deux m�etres quarante de
long. EUR 48,00

40.Chambers, William Aux jardins de Cathay {
L'imaginaire anglo-chinois en Occident William
Chambers
�Editions de l'Imprimeur, 2004, 235 p., Coll. Jar-
dins et paysages
Textes r�eunis et pr�esent�es par Janine Barrier, Monique
Mosser et Che Bing Chiu. L'architecte anglais William
Chambers a publi�e trois textes qui jou�erent un rôle es-
sentiel sur l'esth�etique des jardins occidentaux de la se-
conde moiti�e du XVIIIe si�ecle. L'analyse de son Trait�e
des �edi�ces, meubles, habits, machines et ustensiles des
Chinois (1776), dont un chapitre d�edi�e aux jardins, suivi
de la Dissertation sur le jardinage de l'Orient (1772) et
du Discours servant d'explication, par Tan Chet-qua de
Quang-Cheaou-Fou, gentilhomme (1773), r�eunis ici pour
la premi�ere fois, permet de comprendre la mani�ere dont
Chambers combine les apports proprement chinois, re-
cueillis sur place, �a sa propre vision de l'art des jardins
o�u se conjuguent pittoresque et sublime. EUR 30,00

41.Chan, Alan & Sor-Hoon Tan (eds.) Filial Piety
in Chinese Thought and History
London, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
Often regarded as the key to preserving Chinese tradition
and identity, �lial piety, and its potentially vast impact
on government and the development of Chinese culture
makes it extremely relevant, and although invariably vir-
tuous in its promotion of social cohesion, its ideas are of-
ten controversial. A broad range of topics are discussed
chronologically including Confucianism, Buddhism and
Daoism, making it essential reading for those studying
Chinese culture, religion and philosophy. This is a multi-
disciplinary survey that combines historical studies with
philosophical analysis from an international team of res-
pected contributors. EUR 103,00

42.Chan, Kara & James McNeal Advertising to
Children in China
Hong Kong, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
This book discusses children and advertising in China,
the country with the largest population of children in the
world. As China rapidly becomes a market-driven eco-
nomy and its one-child-per-family policy spreads throu-
ghout society and repositions children as focal points
of family life, e�ective marketing to children and their
parents requires the useful information provided by this
book. EUR 37,00

43.Chan, Shirley The Confucian Shi, OÆcial
Service, and the Confucian Analects
Lewiston, 2004, 310 p.
In this work the Confucian Analects are interpreted from
the perspective of the social group known as shi (oÆ-
cers or potential oÆcers). Confucius and his disciples,
all living between the late Chunqiu or Spring and Au-
tumn period (770{481 B.C.) and the Zhanguo or War-
ring States period (481{221 B.C.), were members of the
shi class and the Lunyu records anecdotes about them as
well as their conversations and statements said to have
originated with them. The contribution of this study to
the �eld of scholarship is two-fold. It clari�es the meaning
of the term shi (variously translated as \scholar", \man
of service", \man of excellence", and \oÆcer") that has
been rendered ambiguous in Chinese classical literature
because its terms of reference have changed over time.
More importantly, the study increases our understanding
of this Confucian text by providing a historical context
from the perspective of the shi as a social group and
allows us to explain some of the inconsistencies in the
text. EUR 135,00
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44.Chang Chin-sung Mountains and Rivers,
Pure and Splendid { Wang Hui (1632{1717)
and the Making of Landscape Panoramas in
Early Qing China Ann Arbor, 2004, 560 p.
This dissertation argues for the importance of Wang Hui
(1632{1717) in the formation of early Qing painting and
speci�cally in the creation of a landscape panorama that
matched the political ambitions of the emperor Kangxi
(reign 1662{1722). The potential political association of
Wang Hui's landscape panoramas with images of the
Great Unity (Da yitong) was appealing to the Qing im-
perial court. Wang Hui's landscape panoramas, made for
high oÆcials during the 1680s, led to his appointment
as the master painter of the Nanxun tu, a set of twelve
scrolls commemorating the emperor Kangxi's Southern
Tour of 1689. The imperial commendation, 'mountains
and rivers, pure and splendid (shanshui qinghui),' in cele-
bration of the completion of the Nanxun tu, epitomizes
Wang Hui's artistic ambition and political success. An
authorized facsimile of a doctoral dissertation submitted
to Yale University. EUR 83,90

45.Chang Sung-sheng Yvonne Literary Culture
in Taiwan { Martial Law to Market Law
Irvington/New York, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
With monumental changes in the last two decades, Tai-
wan is making itself anew. The process requires remap-
ping not only the country's recent political past, but
also its literary past. Taiwanese literature is now com-
pelled to negotiate a path between residual high culture
aspirations and the emergent reality of market domina-
tion in a relatively autonomous, increasingly professio-
nalized �eld. This book argues that the concept of a
�eld of cultural production is essential to accounting for
the ways in which writers and editors respond to political
and economic forces. It traces the formation of dominant
concepts of literature, competing literary trends, and how
these ideas have met political and market challenges.
Contemporary Taiwanese literature has often been ne-
glected and misrepresented by literary historians both
inside and outside of Taiwan. Chang provides a compre-
hensive and uent history of late twentieth-century Tai-
wanese literature by placing this vibrant tradition within
the contexts of a modernizing local economy, a globa-
lizing world economy, and a postcolonial and post-Cold
War world order. EUR 39,50

46.Chang, K. C. (ed.) The Formation of Chi-
nese Civilization { An Archaeological Pers-
pective New Haven, forthcoming 2005,
288 p., The Culture & Civilization of China,
cloth.
A survey of China's archaeological remains, seeking to
rewrite the early history of the world's most enduring
civilization. It shows how the evidence proves that Chi-
nese culture did not spread from a single central area, but
emerged out of geographically diverse, interacting Neoli-
thic cultures. This album contains a wealth of fascinating
details and hundreds of reproductions of archaeological
discoveries, including very recent ones, EUR 64,80

47.Charney, Michael, Brenda S A Yeoh &
Tong Chee Kiong (Eds.) Chinese Migrants
Abroad { Cultural, Educational and Social Di-
mensions of the Chinese Diaspora
Singapore, 2003, 304 p., cloth.
The study of the overseas Chinese has by now become
a global enterprise, raising new theoretical problems and
empirical challenges. New case studies of overseas Chi-
nese, such as those on communities in North America,
Cuba, India, and South Africa, continually unveil dif-
ferent perspectives. New kinds of transnational connec-
tivities linking Chinese communities are also being iden-

ti�ed. It is now possible to make broader generalizations
of a Chinese diaspora, on a global basis. Further, the
intensifying study of the overseas Chinese has stimula-
ted renewed intellectual vigor in other areas of research.
The transnational and transregional activities of over-
seas Chinese, for example, pose serious challenges to
analytical concepts of regional divides such as that bet-
ween East and Southeast Asia. Despite the increased
attention, new data, and the changing theoretical para-
digms, basic questions concerning the overseas Chinese
remain. The papers in this volume seek to understand
the overseas Chinese migrants not just in terms of the
overall Chinese diaspora per se, but also local Chinese
migrants adapting to local societies, in di�erent national
contexts. EUR 79,00

48.Chase, Michael, Kevin Pollpeter & James Mul-
venon Shanghaied ? { The Economic and
Political Implications of Cross-Strait Information
Technology and Investment Flows
Washington, 2004, 150 p.
Taiwan and the People' s Republic of China have long
had a sensitive relationship on political, security, and eco-
nomic fronts. Nevertheless, the scope and scale of trade
and investment ows across the Taiwan Strait have in-
creased dramatically in recent years, driven in large part
by the increasing integration of the information techno-
logy (IT) sector. In this volume, the authors examine the
controversial issue of IT and investment ows between
China and Taiwan, with particular emphasis on the se-
miconductor industry. They assess the impact of these
developments for Cross-Strait relations, the global se-
miconductor industry, and advancement of science and
technology in China, as well as their implications for
US government analysis and policymaking, particularly
in the area of high-technology export controls.EUR34,00

49.Chee, Harold Myths about Doing Business
In China Basingstoke, 2004, 200 p., cloth.
This book confronts the myths about China and Chi-
nese business practice and gives the reader a clear un-
derstanding of the culture and how to engage with it
successfully. EUR 49,00

50.Chemla, Karine & Guo Shuchun (trad.) Les
neuf chapitres { Le classique math�ematique
de la Chine ancienne et ses commentaires
Dunod, 2004, 1216 p.
Edition bilingue traduite, pr�esent�ee et annot�ee par Ka-
rine Chemla et Guo Shuchun. Pr�eface de Geo�rey Lloyd.
M�econnu en Occident, ce classique contredit l'id�ee
r�epandue selon laquelle le concept de d�emonstration a
�et�e d�evelopp�e uniquement par les math�ematiciens grecs
de l'Antiquit�e, et invite �a reconsid�erer l'origine de nos
connaissances et de nos pratiques math�ematiques. Cette
�edition reli�ee (19,5 x 26 cm) contient �egalement les com-
mentaires de Liu Hui (IIIe si�ecle) et de Li Chufeng (VIIe
si�ecle) et un glossaire de la terminologie math�ematique
de la Chine ancienne. EUR 150,00

51.Chen Chen Chinese Children's Humiliation
at School Ann Arbor, 2004, 119 p.
The central research question of this hermeneutic phe-
nomenological study was: What are Chinese children's
humiliation experiences at school? The purpose of this
study was to uncover the experiences of Chinese chil-
dren in school, with the hope that some Chinese ad-
ministrators and teachers will reect upon these expe-
riences and consider implementing school policies and
procedures that are less humiliating and more tactful.
Based on interviews and authors own experiences du-
ring the cultural revolution. An authorized facsimile of
a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of
Minnesota. EUR 83,90
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52.Chen Jiaqi & Martine Segalen La famille
Descl�ee de Brouwer/Presses litt�eraires et ar-
tistiques de Shanghai, Paris-Shanghai, 2004,
165 p., Coll. Proches lointains
Un nouveau titre dans la collection \Proches loin-
tains" qui propose �a deux auteurs, fran�cais et chinois,
d'�echanger leurs points de vue sur le th�eme de la fa-
mille. Chen Jiaqi est professeur de philosophie allemande
�a l'universit�e de Tongji �a Shanghai, Martine Segalen est
ethnologue et professeur des Universit�es �a l'universit�e de
Paris-X Nanterre. EUR 14,00

53.Chen Lijun Building Local State Capacity
in China Ann Arbor, 2004, 476 p.
This thesis studies the attempts of local Chinese go-
vernments to build state capacity to promote econo-
mic growth in the last two decades of the 20th century
when China embarked on a tortuous economic transi-
tion process. Based on the development experience of
several regions in China, this thesis delineates major fea-
tures of the contemporary Chinese state and describes
the administrative reform e�orts of local governments.
Since the key to understand the performance of Chinese
governments is the political institutions that motivate
and constrain local state oÆcials, this study focuses on
the major institution that governs their career prospects:
the nomenklatura system. An authourized facsimile of
a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of
Chicago. EUR 83,90

54.Chen Mumin Prosperity but Insecurity? {
Globalization and the Challenges to China's Na-
tional Security, 1979{2000
Ann Arbor, 2004, 249 p.
The purpose of this study is to go beyond the conventio-
nal debate about whether China's rise will pose a threat
to the rest of the world, and to see how China's security
strategy has been created and modi�ed by political elites
during the reform period. The research assumes that in-
creasing emphasis on economic aspect of security by Chi-
nese leaders today is the consequence of their attempts
to protecting their power and interests in the process of
the country's integration into the world economy. The in-
teractions between the elites' attitudes toward the Open
Policy and their reactions toward the changes of external
security circumstance constitute a dynamic force modu-
lating the security considerations of elites and security
policies they made. The research is organized to exa-
mine three phases of the economic reforms: 1979-1989,
1989-1992, and 1992{2000. In each phase, the analy-
sis aims to explore the following �ve questions: (1)Who
are the elites with power and privileges to discuss se-
curity related issues? (2)How are elite interests served?
(3)How do the elites look at the outside world? (4)What
issues concerning national security have been raised and
debated? (5)Do the discussions lead to an adjustment
of security policy? An authorized facsimile of a doctoral
dissertation submitted to Denver University. EUR 83,90

55.Chen Ran A Private Life
Irvington/New York, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
Translated by John Howard-Gibbon from the Chinese,
original title : siren shenghuo. From one of China's most
celebrated contemporary novelists comes this riveting
tale of a young woman's emotional and sexual awake-
ning. Set in the turbulent decades of the Cultural Re-
volution and the Tian'anmen Square incident, A Private
Life exposes the complex and fantastical inner life of a
young woman growing up during a time of intense social
and political upheaval. EUR 31,00

56.Chen Yiu Por Labor, Institutions, and Ur-
banization { The Emergence of China's Labor

Market and its Impacts on Urbanization Policies
Ann Arbor, 2004, 206 p.
Urbanization and urban growth policy is one of the major
concerns of urban planning. Labor migration, as opposed
to natural growth of population, is another major cause
of city population growth, it is also one of the major fac-
tors of economic development particularly in transitional
economies such as China. This is because the reform and
marketization during the 80's brought with it important
pressure to the urban biased labor mobility policy at that
time. However, little has been discussed, except some
empirical observations and news reports, on how and why
the labor mobility policy steered toward its current direc-
tion. This dissertation is interested in the driving forces
that explain the institutional change of labor mobility po-
licy during the 80's. The thesis focuses on explaining the
driving forces behind the institutional change of China's
labor mobility policies and its implications to urbaniza-
tion in China in di�erent dimensions. The central thesis
the dissertation is that \bottom-up" self-organizational
activity such as family production activities and local go-
vernments' incentives could bring about the related ins-
titutional changes. This thesis not only studies Chinese
labor mobility policy changes but also shows how labor
market regulations and institutional rigidity from above
can be altered. In particular, this study shows that top-
down policy may be confronted by micro-activities from
below and a more viable policy development may emerge.
An authorised facsimile of a doctoral dissertation submit-
ted to Columbia University. EUR 83,90

57.Cheng, Fran�cois Le livre du vide m�edian
Albin Michel, Paris, 2004, 217 p.
Fran�cois Cheng nous invite �a scruter ce que les anciens
penseurs chinois appelaient le \sou�e du vide m�edian",
un des trois types de sou�e, les deux autres �etant le
\sou�e yin" et le \sou�e yang". Deux cents po�emes
r�edig�es en fran�cais sont r�eunis ici. EUR 15,00

58.Cheng, Fran�cois Toute beaut�e est singuli�ere
{ Peintres chinois de la Voie excentrique
Ph�ebus, 2004, 238 p.
Fran�cois Cheng rend hommage aux peintres excen-
triques, tels que Shitao, Chu Ta, Bian Shoumin, Jin
Nong, Huang Shen, Qi Baishi et tant d'autres, insou-
mis qui ont s�evi sans discontinuer depuis mille ans et
plus. Chacune des peintures (plus de cent dix) est ac-
compagn�ee d'une citation ou d'un po�eme et comment�ee
par Fran�cois Cheng. EUR 60,00

59.Cheon Kyung-Hee South Korea-China Re-
lations, 1979-1992 { The Normalization Pro-
cess in Transnational Perspective
Ann Arbor, 2004, 141 p.
This study is about the development of South Korea-
China relations during the period of 1979-92, from the
South Korean point of view. The primary concern of the
study is with economic exchanges between the two coun-
tries, which were the most substantial core area in their
unoÆcial relations prior to the normalization of 1992.
Focusing on South Korea's trade and other economic
interactions with China conducted mainly by Korean pri-
vate businesses, this study seeks to explore how Ko-
rean businesses' nongovernmental economic exchanges
with China a�ected the two governments in Beijing and
Seoul and thus the process leading to the normalization
of intergovernmental relations. An authorised facsimile
of a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of
California. EUR 83,90

60.Chi Zijian La fabrique d'encens
Bleu de Chine, 2004, 143 p.
Deux nouvelles traduites du chinois par Dong Chun.
Titres originaux : Jiuduo hujie hua etXiang fang . Dans
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Neuf pens�ees, neuf femmes ont �et�e viol�ees et assassin�ees
et la police surveille plusieurs suspects dont Shen Ni, voi-
sine de la derni�ere victime. La fabrique d'encens met en
sc�ene la famille Chi. Le tr�epied d'encens des Chi, pro-
ducteurs d'encens, disparâ�t et la famille est accabl�ee de
malheurs. EUR 19,00

61.Childs, Geo� Tibetan Diary { Form Birth to
Death and beyond in a Himalayan Valley of Ne-
pal Berkeley, 2004, 218 p., cloth.
Chronicles the daily existence of a range of people, from
venerated lamas to humble householders. O�ering in-
sights into the complex dynamics of the ethnically Tibe-
tan enclave of Nubri, Childs provides a vivid and compel-
ling portrait of the ebb and ow of life and death, of com-
munal harmony and discord, and of personal conicts
and social resolutions. Part ethnography, part travelogue,
and part biography, Tibetan Diary is a one-of-a-kind
book that conveys the tangled intricacies of a Tibetan so-
ciety. Also available in paper at EUR 24,50.EUR 54,00

62.Chin Ting Lan An Investigation of the Ef-
fects of Political Persecution in Chinese Im-
migrant Women and their Daughters
Ann Arbor, 2004, 174 p.
There is little research that studies the psychological ef-
fects of political persecution experienced by Chinese be-
fore immigrating to the United States and the possible
transmission of trauma to the second generation. This
study includes interviews of Chinese immigrant women
who ed China because of the Communist takeover, des-
cribing their memories of that time period and how they
have integrated their experiences. It also includes inter-
views with daughters of these Chinese immigrant women
to determine to what extent the trauma of the years of
upheaval a�ected the next generation. The main hypo-
thesis of this study is that a mother's ability to manage
her own negative a�ective states is directly related to
her ability to regulate her daughter's negative a�ective
states as well and to help her daughter to learn how
to self regulate. This study also includes a qualitative
exploration of the following topics: experiences associa-
ted with political and economic turmoil, diÆculties of
immigration and acculturation, familial communication
patterns and separation-individuation. Authorised facsi-
mile of a dissertation submitted at City University of New
York. EUR 83,90

63.Christiansen, Flemming & Ulf Hedetoft (eds.)
The Politics of Multiple Belonging { Eth-
nicity and Nationalism in Europe and East Asia
Aldershot, 2004, 292 p., cloth.
This international collection examines how ethnic iden-
tity and belonging are created and used politically in
Europe and East Asia. The contributors respond to de-
bates about whether and how regional, supranational,
transnational, and multicultural identities may compro-
mise nation states, and how nation states deal with such
centrifugal forces. EUR 83,00

64.Chu, Cindy Yik-yi The Maryknoll Sisters in
Hong Kong, 1921{1969 { In Love with the
Chinese Basingstoke, 2004, 272 p., cloth.
The Maryknoll sisters were the �rst American Catholic
community of women founded for overseas missionary
work, and were the �rst American sisters in Hong Kong.
This book asserts that the mission provided Maryknollers
with what they long desired - equal employment opportu-
nities - which were only later emphasised in the women's
liberation movement of the 1960s. EUR 64,50

65.Chung Chien-peng Domestic Politics, Inter-
national Bargaining and China's Territorial

Disputes London, 2004, 240 p., cloth.
This book analyzes and explains the negotiations that
have taken place between China and three of its neigh-
bours - namely India, Japan and Russia - and uses Robert
Putnam's two-level game framework to relate negotia-
tion outcomes to interaction between governments and
their domestic national groups, the role of institutions
and the strategies of negotiators. EUR 103,00

66.Chung, Anita Drawing Boundaries { Archi-
tectural Images in Qing China
Honolulu, 2004, 236 p., cloth.
Qing China (1644{1912) witnessed a resurgence in archi-
tectural painting, a traditional subject category known
as jiehua, or boundary painting. Drawing Boundaries
concerns itself with the symbolic implications of this
impressive and little studied reorescence. Beginning
with a concise and well-illustrated history of the evo-
lution of the tradition, this exciting new study reveals
how these images were deployed in the Manchu (Qing)
imperial court to de�ne political, social, or cultural
boundaries. EUR 52,00

67.Chung, Wai-keung The Emergence of Cor-
porate Forms in China, 1872{1949 { An
Analysis on Institutional Transformation
Ann Arbor, 2004, 254 p.
This dissertation is an analysis of the emergence of cor-
porate forms in China between the late 19th century and
before the establishment of Communist China. It seeks
to provide an alternative explanation of the emergence
of corporate forms in China. The critical juncture that
initiated the transformation of the Chinese economic ins-
titution was the strong presence of foreign capital in the
mid-19th century. This external factor became a signi�-
cant cause of the eventual break down of the traditio-
nal mode of economic organization, and the replacement
of it with the modern, Western, mode of organization.
This analysis o�ers a way to understand how continuity
in Chinese social organization was maintained in the face
of economic transformation, and shows how pre-existing
social relationships were embedded in the adaptation of
modern business rationality. An authorized facsimile of
a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of
Washington. EUR 83,90

68.Clunas, Craig Elegant Debts { The Social
Art of Wen Zhengming Honolulu, 2004, 60
color illus., 40 b/w illus., 232 p.
This book takes an innovative approach to one of the
great �gures of Chinese culture, the writer and painter
Wen Zhengming (1470{1559). Renowned as one of the
great \scholar painters" of the Ming dynasty, Wen was
enmeshed in a complex web of social obligations, his
\elegant debts" as he called them, which led to many of
his most celebrated works. This study looks at the ways
in which social obligation and gift exchange were central
to personal and individual identity in the Ming period.
The book also examines Wen's family relationships, his
friends, mentors, and pupils, his sense of a distinct local
identity, and the interplay of national and regional po-
litics with the achievements of his long life. It uses the
insights of a range of scholarship - art history, social and
literary history, and anthropology - to show how \self"
was constructed in Ming China. EUR 66,50

69.Conceison, Claire Signi�cant Other { Sta-
ging the American in China
Honolulu, 2004, 304 p., cloth.
Chinese views of the United States have shifted drama-
tically since the 1980s, with changes in foreign relations,
increased travel of Chinese citizens to the U.S., and wide
circulation of American popular culture in China. Signi-
�cant Other explores representations of Americans that
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emerged onstage in China between 1987 and 2002 and
considers how they function as racial and cultural ste-
reotypes, political strategy, and artistic innovation. Ba-
sed on �eldwork in Beijing and Shanghai, it o�ers a
unique view of contemporary Mainland Chinese spoken
drama from the perspective of a Western academic who
is both a Chinese studies scholar and a theatre practi-
tioner. Claire Conceison's close readings of recent plays
take into account not only the texts of the plays them-
selves and other primary sources, but also production
contexts, creative origins, artistic collaboration, and au-
dience reception. EUR 59,30

70.Constable, Nicole (ed.) Cross-Border Mar-
riages { Gender and Mobility in Transnational
Asia Philadelphia, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
Illuminating how international marriages are negotiated,
arranged, and experienced, Cross-Border Marriages is the
�rst book to chart marital migrations involving women
and men of diverse national, ethnic, and class back-
grounds. The migrations studied here cross geographical
borders of provinces, rural-urban borders within nation-
states, and international boundaries, including those of
China, Japan, South Korea, India, Vietnam, the Philip-
pines, the United States, and Canada. Also available in
paper at EUR 25,30. EUR 54,50

71.Cook, Constance A. & John S. Major (eds.)
De�ning Chu { Image and Reality in Ancient
China Honolulu, 2004, 264 p.
Now available in paper. EUR 33,70

72.Coppola, Antoine Le cin�ema asiatique {
Chine Cor�ee Japon Hong-Kong Taiwan
L'Harmattan, 2004, 488 p.
Le cin�ema r�ealis�e en Asie est une r�evolution des
repr�esentations au cin�ema : celles du temps, des h�eros, de
l'imaginaire, de la jeunesse, de l'id�eologique comme du
philosophique. Au-del�a des strat�egies marketing, quelles
sont les dynamiques mises en �uvre par cette nou-
velle fronti�ere du cin�ema? Pourquoi l'histoire du cin�ema
passe-t-elle dor�enavant par l'Asie? Pourquoi les �gures
esth�etiques actuelles trouvent-elles leurs pr�e�gurations
dans le cin�ema asiatique? Pourquoi le cin�ema asiatique
impr�egne-t-il la perception de notre �epoque? EUR 40,00

73.Couling, Samuel Encyclopaedia Sinica
Folkestone, (1917) Reprint 2004, 633 p., cloth.
Following the tumultuous events in China in the �rst
two decades of the 20th century, there was an urgent
need for a reliable reference work surveying all aspects of
contemporary China, given that existing reference works
and scholarly monographs became rapidly obsolete. Cou-
ling's work, published in 1917, covered so much ground
with such accuracy and consistency that it has become
established as an essential tool for scholars wishing to
understand how the new China was seen and interpreted
at the time. EUR 159,80

74.Coutinho, Steve Zhuangzi and Early Chi-
nese Philosophy { Vagueness, Transformation
and Paradox Aldershot, 2004, 202 p., Ash-
gate World Philosophies Series, cloth.
Drawing on several issues and methods in Western phi-
losophy, from analytical philosophy to semiotics and
hermeneutics, the author throws new light on the an-
cient Zhuangzi text. Engaging Daoism and contempo-
rary Western philosophical logic, and drawing on new de-
velopments in our understanding of early Chinese culture,
Coutinho challenges the interpretation of Zhuangzi as ei-
ther a skeptic or a relativist, and instead seeks to explore
his philosophy as emphasizing the ineradicable \vague-
ness" of language, thought and reality. This new interpre-

tation of the Zhuangzi o�ers an important development
in the understanding of Daoist philosophy, describing a
world in ux in which things themselves are vague and
inconsistent, and tries to show us a Way (a Dao) to nego-
tiate through the shadows of a \chaotic" world.EUR84,00

75.Crossman, Carl L. The Decorative Arts of
the China Trade { Paintings, furnishings and
exotic curiosities London, reprint 2004, 325
b&w and 136 colour plates, 462 p., cloth.
From the late 1700s an increasing number of British,
American, Potuguese, French and Dutch sailing vessels
brought back loads of exotic objects. First published in
1991, this fully illustrated book shows collections of pain-
tings, furniture, silver, silk embroideries, lacquerware,
ivory carvings, clay �gures, fans and decorative wallpaper
which made their way to the West throughout the 19th
century. EUR 89,95

76.Csikszentmihalyi, Mark Material Virtue {
Ethics and the Body in Early China
Leiden, 2004, 410 p., Sinica Leidensia 66, cloth.
Material Virtue examines a set of four through �rst cen-
tury B.C.E. Chinese texts that argue virtue has a physical
correlate in the body. Based on both transmitted (e.g.,
the Mengzi or Mencius) and recently excavated (e.g.,
the Wuxing or Five Kinds of Action) texts, Material Vir-
tue describes how the argument addresses challenges to
early Chinese religious ethics in part by relying on emer-
ging notions such as the balance of qi (pneumas) also
found in natural philosophy. EUR 154,00

77.Curt Kraus, Richard The Party and the Arty
in China { The New Politics of Culture
Lanham, 2004, 247 p., State and Society in East
Asia Series, cloth.
In this original exploration of the dynamic and potent
interface between Chinese culture and politics, Richard
Kraus examines the impact of the market on the once-
comprehensive system of state patronage of the arts in
the PRC. The author uses all genres of art to explore
the changing nature of politics, seen through such phe-
nomena as ideology, propaganda, censorship, and the re-
lationship of artists to the state. Also available in paper
at EUR 38,50. EUR 98,00

78.Davis, Edward L. (ed.) Encyclopedia of
Contemporary Chinese Culture
London, 2004, 736 p., cloth.
'Made in China' has become a tag familiar to all Wes-
terners, but China's shift to a market economy in the
early 1980s released not only the industrial, but also
the vast creative energies of China's citizens to pro-
duce a cultural renaissance unique in the contempo-
rary world. In the past quarter-century, communist ideo-
logy has been in rapid retreat and the cultural re-
sources of China's pre-socialist past have been redisco-
vered and combined with current inuences from home
and abroad to construct competing responses to China's
ever-changing present. The Encyclopedia of Contempo-
rary Chinese Culture contains nearly 1200 entries written
by an international team of specialists, to enable readers
to explore a range of diverse and fascinating cultural sub-
jects from prisons to rock groups, underground Christian
churches to TV talk shows and radio hotlines. Experi-
mental artists with names such as 'Big-Tailed Elephants'
and 'The North-Pole Group' nestle between the covers
alongside entries on lotteries, gay cinema, political jokes,
sex shops, theme parks, 'New Authoritarians' and 'Lit-
tle Emperors'. Also includes entries on Taiwan and Hong
Kong. EUR 185,00
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79.Davison, Gary Marvin Tales from the Taiwa-
nese
Westport, 2004, 200 p., World Folklore, cloth.
Although there are many collections of Chinese folktales,
few if any focus speci�cally on the tales of Taiwan, which
have evolved in a tradition separate and distinct from
that of mainland China. The Taiwanese tradition em-
braces tales from the Han and other groups from the
mainland, as well as those of the Yuanzhumin, the is-
land's indigenous people. This wonderful sampling of
more than 20 Taiwanese tales will appeal to all ages{
from how and why stories, humorous tales, and animal
tales to stories that demonstrate Taiwanese values and
ethics. EUR 39,00

80.Day, Kristen A. (ed.) China's Environment
and the Challenge of Sustainable Develop-
ment Armonk, 2004, 328 p., cloth.
Behind China's remarkable economic growth there is
a pressing issue: balancing its economic development
needs with protecting its environmental resources. En-
vironmental issues in China have a profound impact on
the rest of the world as well, in such concerns as global
warming and ethical and legal considerations about envi-
ronmental enforcement. This book covers a broad range
of topics, from speci�c environmental assessments in key
sectors (i.e. deserti�cation) to the policy implications of
China's entry into the WTO. The contributors include
scholars, government oÆcials, business consultants, en-
vironmental science and technology experts, and others
based in China and the United States. EUR 90,00

81.Dayal-Gulati, Anuradha & Angela Y. Lee (eds.)
Kellogg on China { Strategies for Success
Chicago, 2004, 225 p.
This book examines some of the changes WTO acces-
sion is bringing to the market environment and di�erent
sectors of the economy, and the resulting challenges and
opportunities for companies doing business in China. The
book draws on extensive �eld research with Chinese cor-
porate executives, government oÆcials, and representa-
tives of nongovernment organizations. Based on the �n-
dings from these interviews, the authors provide insights
into the current operating environment in China and sug-
gest strategies for companies seeking to establish a sus-
tainable competitive advantage in the country' s evolving
marketplace. Kellogg on China is the outgrowth of a col-
laborative student-faculty e�ort through the Global Ini-
tiatives in Management program at the Kellogg School
of Management. EUR 39,00

82.De Bisscop, Nicole (ed.) L'empire du dragon
{ Chefs-d'�uvre du Mus�ee du Henan en Chine
Kunsthal, Gent, 2004, 328 p.
Catalogue de l'exposition \L'empire du dragon" qui s'est
tenue �a Gand du 2 avril au 29 août 2004. Plus de cent-dix
�uvres d'art provenant du mus�ee du Henan y sont ras-
sembl�ees. Textes introductifs : La relation entre l'homme
et l'animal dans l'antiquit�e chinoise (Tian Kai) � L'ani-
mal dans les inscriptions oraculaires de la dynastie des
Shang (Li Hong) � La collection du mus�ee du Henan
(Yang Ailing) � Reets de l'histoire orissante de la Chine
ancienne (Wang Wei) � Musique et animaux dans la
Chine ancienne (Roel Sterckx); L'empire du dragon (Ni-
cole de Bisscop); catalogue; appendices. EUR 52,00

83.de Vienne, Marie-Sybille La Chine au d�eclin
des Lumi�eres { L'exp�erience de Charles de
Constant, n�egociant des loges de Canton
Honor�e Champion, 2004, 565 p., Coll. L'atelier
des voyages
Charles de Constant (1762{1835), membre d'une fa-
mille connue pour ses talents litt�eraires et son �eclectisme

a s�ejourn�e �a trois reprises en Chine : au service de la
Compagnie Imp�eriale, il est recrut�e par la Compagnie
des Indes fran�caise et devient le dernier directeur de la
loge de Canton. Pendant ces dix ann�ees, il a accumul�e
plus de 2 200 pages manuscrites relatives au fonction-
nement du commerce \�a la Chine" tout en d�ecrivant
m�ethodiquement la soci�et�e chinoise. EUR 85,00

84.Deng Rong Deng Xiaoping and the Cultu-
ral Revolution { A Daughter Recalls the Cri-
tical Years
New York, forthcoming 2005, 592 p., cloth.
Translated by Sidney Shapiro. In this book the daughter
of the former leader of China o�ers an intimate account
of her father's life, with particular emphasis on recoun-
ting the dramatic story of China's Cultural Revolution
as seen through his eyes and experiences. Transporting
readers to the front lines of the Revolution and its after-
math, Madame Rong paints a very candid and compel-
ling portrait of this turbulent era, along with �rsthand
insight as to how it shaped China's people and the des-
tiny of one man and his family in particular. EUR 46,60

85.Desnoyers, Charles (transl.) A Journey to the
East { Li Gui's a New Account of a Trip Around
the Globe Ann Arbor, 2004, 344 p., cloth.
Translated from Chinese by Charles Desnoyers. Original
title : Huan you diqiu xin lu, published around 1897. A
representative to the US Centennial in Philadelphia, Li
Gui went on to style himself as the �rst Chinese oÆcial
to circle the globe, and his travel diary o�ers a fascina-
ting window into the Chinese view of the West in the late
19th century. Li Gui's experiences traveling through the
United States o�er a unique perspective on the newest
technological and urban developments of the day in Phi-
ladelphia, New York, Washington, D.C., and other major
U.S. cities. In his day, these observations on Japan, the
United States, Great Britain, France, and their colonial
possessions helped the Chinese government construct a
more accurate picture of imperial power and statecraft
abroad. Later, the diary became required reading for re-
formers and revolutionaries from Li Hongzhang to Mao
Zedong. EUR 72,40

86.Ding Lu & William A. W. Neilson (eds.) Chi-
na's West Region Development { Domestic
Strategies and Global Implications
Singapore, 2004, 592 p., cloth.
In the last two decades, China's western inland region
has largely been left out of the nation's economic boom.
While its 355-million population accounts for 28 and its
land area for 71 of China's total, the region's share of the
national GDP is under 20. Since 1999, Beijing has imple-
mented the West China Development Program to boost
the region's growth. To study the major domestic issues
and the global implications of this program, the Univer-
sity of Victoria's Centre for Asia-Paci�c Initiatives orga-
nized and hosted a multidisciplinary international confe-
rence on March 6-8, 2003. This volume of papers presen-
ted at the conference o�ers perspectives on the issues by
leading experts of diversi�ed academic disciplines from
China, Canada, the US, and other countries. EUR 68,40

87.Dott, Brian R. Identity Reections { Pilgri-
mages to Mount Tai in Late Imperial China
Cambridge, MA, forthcoming 2005, 30 illus., 4
tables, 375 p., cloth.
Mount Tai in northeastern China has long been a sacred
site. Indeed, it epitomizes China's religious and social
diversity. Throughout history, it has been a magnet for
both women and men from all classes{emperors, aris-
tocrats, oÆcials, literati, and villagers. For much of the
past millennium, however, the vast majority of pilgrims
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were illiterate peasants who came to pray for their de-
ceased ancestors, as well as for sons, good fortune, and
health. Each of these social groups approached Mount
Tai with di�erent expectations. Each group's or indivi-
dual's view of the world, interpersonal relationships, and
ultimate goals or dreams{in a word, its identity{was re-
ected in its interactions with this sacred site. This book
examines the behavior of those who made the pilgrimage
to Mount Tai and their interpretations of its sacrality and
history, as a means of better understanding their identi-
ties and mentalities. It is the �rst to trace the social land-
scape of Mount Tai, to examine the mindsets not just of
prosperous, male literati but also of women and illiterate
pilgrims, and to combine evidence from �ction, poetry,
travel literature, and oÆcial records with the �ndings of
studies of material culture and anthropology. EUR 57,00

88.Downs, Erica Strecker China's Energy Secu-
rity Ann Arbor, 2004, 281 p.
This study examines China's e�orts to cope with its in-
creasing demand for foreign oil as a way to explain Chi-
na's dilemma of how much to engage or to not engage
with the rest of the world. China's shift to a net oil im-
porter in 1993 forced the country to confront the issue of
whether it should seek energy security in accordance with
economic nationalism or economic liberalism. In the ex-
treme, this is a choice between autarky and international
trade. On a more practical level, it is a choice between
state-centered and market-centered measures. This de-
cision is a particularly diÆcult one for China, which has
long equated oil self-suÆciency with national indepen-
dence and power. Chinese energy security rhetoric and
practice are characterized by a 'tug of war' between eco-
nomic liberalism and economic nationalism. The liberal
side is winning, but not without a �ght from the nationa-
list one. China has become increasingly reliant on and in-
tegrated into global energy markets, but has also sought
to hedge against this process lest it someday prove in-
imical to national security. This study contributes to the
literatures on energy security and Chinese foreign policy
and political economy by explaining how China is co-
ping with foreign oil dependence based on a review of
the Chinese literature on energy security and interviews
with stakeholders in the Chinese energy security debate.
An authorized facsimile of a dissertation submitted to
Princeton University. EUR 83,90

89.DuBois, Thomas David The Sacred Village
{ Social Change and Religious Life in Rural
North China Honolulu, 2004, 320 p., cloth.
The Sacred Village introduces local religious life in Cang
County, Hebei Province, as a lens through which to view
the larger issue of how rural Chinese perspectives and be-
haviors were shaped by the sweeping social, political, and
demographic changes of the last two centuries. Thomas
DuBois combines new archival sources in Chinese and
Japanese with his own �eldwork to produce a work that
is compelling and intimate in detail. This dual approach
also allows him to address the integration of external
networks into local society and religious mentality and
posit local society as a particular sphere in which the
two are negotiated and transformed. EUR 59,30

90.Dutton, Michael R. Policing Chinese Poli-
tics { A History
Durham, forthcoming 2005, 392 p., cloth.
In the �rst line of his Selected Works, Mao Zedong
states, \Who are our enemies, who are our friends, that
is the question germane to the revolution". In Poli-
cing Chinese Politics, Michael Dutton argues that this
friend/enemy dichotomy structured Chinese social order
for much of the twentieth century, and the functioning
of the Chinese police reected this. Unlike western po-
licing, which grew out of community e�orts to control
crime, modern Chinese policing - born in war and revo-

lution - was founded to defend the Communist Party.
Analyzing empirical evidence including extensive mate-
rial from Chinese Public Security sources, Dutton tells
the political history of modern China through the his-
tory of its policing practices. Also available in paper
at EUR 33,95. EUR 115,00

91.Duzan, Brigitte Mille ans de soucis et sou-
dain le printemps
L'Aube, 2004, 280 p., Coll. L'Aube document
Immerg�ee dans le quotidien d'une maison habit�ee par
trois g�en�erations, dans un village du Zhejiang, Brigitte
Duzan revit �a travers parents, enfants et petits-enfants
l'histoire de la Chine rurale des cinquante derni�eres
ann�ees et livre un t�emoignage de l'int�erieur sur la soci�et�e
et la civilisation chinoises d'aujourd'hui. EUR 22,00

92.Eckfeld, Tonia Imperial Tombs in Tang
China, 618-907 { The Politics of Paradise
London, 2004, 184 p., cloth.
This landmark book looks at the religious, political, so-
cial and artistic signi�cance of the Imperial tombs of the
Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD). It traces the evolutionary
development of the most elaborately beautiful imperial
tombs to examine fundamental issues on death and the
afterlife in one of the world's most sophisticated civili-
zations. Selected tombs are presented in terms of their
structure, artistic programs and their purposes and are
examined in the context of Chinese attitudes towards the
afterlife, the politics of mausoleum architecture, and the
artistic vocabulary which was becoming the mainstream
of Chinese civilization. EUR 93,00

93.Emmons, Deirdre (�ed.) Dieux de Chine { Le
panth�eon populaire du Fujian de J.J.M. de Groot
Mus�eum d'histoire naturelle (Lyon) & Un,
Deux. . . Quatre �editions, 2004, 143 p.
Dieux de Chine est l'occasion de d�ecouvrir une collec-
tion unique de 250 statuettes repr�esentant les êtres sur-
naturels qui peuplent les religions chinoises. Les �uvres
furent r�eunies �a la demande d'Emile Guimet par le sino-
logue hollandais J.J.M. de Groot �a la �n du XIXe si�ecle
dans le Fujian. Cet album reli�e en pr�esente le catalogue
raisonn�e �a travers un cahier photographique couleur de
80 pages. Ont �egalement contribu�e �a cet album : R.J.
Zwi Werblowsky, Keith Stevens, Roland Mourer et Ma-
deleine Fabre pour les textes, Patrick Agenau pour les
photographies. EUR 38,00

94.Enatsu Yoshiki Banner Legacy { The Rise of
the Fengtian Local Elite at the End of the Qing
Ann Arbor, 2004, 176 p., Michigan Monographs
in Chinese Studies 100, cloth.
The Eight Banners is increasingly recognized as a key ins-
titution of the Qing dynasty administration. In this study,
Professor Enatsu argues that at the end of the Qing, as
this region was placed under civil administration, many
Han bannermen in the newly created Fengtian Province
came to local prominence, �rst as landlords, then as po-
wer elites { active participants in provincial politics {
through the reforms of the late Qing and the early Repu-
blic. Key local leaders such as Yuan Jinkai, Zhang Rong,
Zhang Huangxiang, Wu Jingliang, and Wang Yuquan
may be traced to the roles of the Han Banners. Drawing
on classic Japanese and Chinese resources on the area
and recent scholarship, Professor Enatsu presents a �ne
analysis of the interplay between historical Qing institu-
tions and emerging modern political practices during this
tumultuous period. EUR 51,00

95.Erbin, Cyril, Guillamot, Micka�el & Emilie Siera-
kowski L'Inde et la Chine { Deux march�es
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tr�es di��erents?
L'Harmattan, 2004, 114 p., Coll. Inter-National
Ce guide pratique s'articule autour des grandes �etapes
de l'investissement et met en valeur les caract�eristiques
des milieux d'a�aires asiatiques. EUR 12,00

96.Erni, John Nguyet & Chua, Siew Keng (eds.)
Asian Media Studies { Politics of Subjectivi-
ties Oxford, 2004, 272 p., cloth.
A volume of original essays that provide new perspec-
tives in Asian media studies. Accounting for a paradigm
shift in these studies from cultural imperialism to glo-
balization, this book re-theorizes Asian media studies
to develop a larger context of critical internationalism
in the �eld. Also available in paperback at EUR
39,00. EUR 97,00

97.Farris, Catherine, Anru Lee & Murray Rubinstein
(eds.) Women in the New Taiwan { Gender
Roles and Gender Consciousness in a Changing
Society Armonk, 2004, 408 p., cloth.
The book places the issues facing Taiwan's women's mo-
vement in social, political, and economic contexts. It exa-
mines gender relations, the role of women in Chinese so-
ciety, and issues related to women throughout history.
Feminism and gender relations are also viewed from the
context of �lm and literature. The authors look at the
contemporary roles that women play in Taiwan's work
force and how the sexes perceive each other in the work-
place. They discuss the role of women during Taiwan's
industrialization, their role in the island's commercial and
agricultural sectors, and more. EUR 84,00

98.Fingarette, Herbert Confucius { Du profane
au sacr�e
Presses de l'Universit�e de Montr�eal, 2004, 167 p.
Traduit de l'am�ericain, pr�esent�e et comment�e par Charles
Le Blanc. Titre original : Confucius The Secular as Sa-
cred, publi�e en 1972. L'ouvrage de Herbert Fingarette,
dont l'impact �a sa publication en 1972 a �et�e imm�ediat
et majeur dans le monde anglophone, �etait attendu de
longue date par le public francophone. Les commentaires
de Charles Le Blanc viennent enrichir le texte en situant
Herbert Fingarette dans le contexte g�en�eral des �etudes
confuc�eennes et orientales, soulignant ainsi son actualit�e
et sa profonde originalit�e. EUR 20,00

99.Fischer, Andrew Martin State Growth and
Social Exclusion in Tibet { Challenges of
Recent Economic Growth
Copenhagen, 2004, 160 p., cloth.
Based on extensive use of oÆcial Chinese statistics and
focusing on the Tibet Autonomous Region and Qinghai
with numerous comparisons to the other provinces of
western China this study analyses the economic chal-
lenges facing Tibet and China's western regions and the
marginalisation of Tibetans from rapid state-led growth.
Also examines issues of urbanisation, migration, employ-
ment and education. Also available in paper at EUR
32,00. EUR 64,80

100.Fjeld, Heidi Commoners and Nobles { He-
reditary Divisions in Tibet
Copenhagen, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
Written by one of the few scholars who has been able to
conduct long-term �eldwork in the TAR, this study ex-
plores how Tibetans manoeuvre within two contradictory
value systems - those of old Tibet and the new PRC -
balancing between ideals and pragmatism. More speci�-
cally, it asks how and why it is that the social categories
of pre-communist Lhasa persist and are relevant in daily
life despite decades of Chinese rule and the comprehen-
sive restructuring of Tibetan society. EUR 72,50

101.Flad, Rowan Kimon Specialized Salt Pro-
duction and Changing Social Structure at
the Prehistoric Site of Zhongba in the Eas-
tern Sichuan Basin, China
Ann Arbor, 2004, 812 p.
This thesis examines the organization of specialized salt
production at the site of Zhongba in central China. Its
objectives are twofold: On the one hand, to deepen our
understanding of the prehistory of the Chongqing region,
an area that has been understudied but which was cru-
cial to the communication between emergent states in
Sichuan and in eastern parts of China during the Bronze
Age. On the other to study production in archaeological
contexts cross culturally. This thesis develops a model
that has been used to explicate the organization of spe-
cialized production in other contexts by incorporating
several lines of evidence. In this study, the juxtaposi-
tion of these di�erent sets of data allows us to examine
the relationship between the development of specialized
salt production and the emergence of social hierarchy in
the region during the Bronze Age. An authorized fac-
simile of a dissertation submitted to the University of
California. EUR 83,90

102.Flitsch, Mareile Der Kang { Eine Studie zur
materiellen Alltagskultur b�auerlicher Geh�ofte in
der Manjurei Wiesbaden, 2004, 489 p.,
Opera Sinologica 14, cloth.
Im Norden Chinas bedienen sich die Menschen im Inne-
ren ihrer Wohnh�auser des Kangs, einer dem r�omischen
Hypokaust �ahnlichen beheizten Wohnplattform. Auf die-
sem Kang �ndet der Alltag statt. Hier wird gewohnt,
gearbeitet, gegessen, geschlafen, geheilt, gespielt, erzo-
gen, erz�ahlt, gestritten, gelebt, geliebt, geheiratet, ge-
zeugt, geboren, gefeiert, gelitten oder getrauert. Ma-
reile Flitsch zeichnet in ihrer Studie Bau, Funktion und
Nutzung des Kangs und der Sachkultur, mit der er
best�uckt wird, systematisch nach und zeigt, wie die be-
sonderen technischen Bedingungen die soziale Nutzung
des Raumes mitbestimmt haben. F�ur die Darstellung
dienten ihr neben Sekund�arquellen und Feldforschung-
smaterialien vor allem Volkslieder und Sprichw�orter, die
die zahlreichen Facetten des Alltags auf dem Kang in
beeindruckender Weise widerspiegeln. Im Laufe der Ges-
chichte entstanden regional unterschiedliche Bauvarian-
ten des Kang und damit verschiedene Formen der Wohn-
kultur. Der Kang zeugt au�erdem von einer Geschichte
der K�orperlichkeit, erhielten sich auf ihm doch Techni-

ken des Bodenwohnens, die erst mit dem �Ubergang zum
Bettschlafen und Stuhlwohnen seltener werden. So ents-
teht das Bild einer auf den Menschen abgestimmten All-
tagstechnik, das unser Verst�andnis vom Leben in China
vertieft und ver�andert. EUR 99,00

103.Fogel, Joshua A. (ed.) The Teleology of the
Modern Nation-State { Japan and China
Philadelphia, 2004, 248 p., Encounters With
Asia, cloth.
Japan and China did not begin to emerge as uni�ed po-
litical entities until the nineteenth century. Yet scholars
and politicians persistently refer to \Japan" and \Chi-
na" in discussions of earlier periods, as if the modern
nation-state had long been established in these regions.
Joshua Fogel here brings together essays by eight re-
nowned East Asian scholars to demonstrate why this
oversight distorts our historical analysis and understan-
ding of both countries. The nation-states of Japan and
China developed much later and, indeed, far less uni-
formly than usually conveyed in popular myth and politi-
cal culture. Moreover, the false depiction of an earlier na-
tional identity not only alters the factual record; it serves
the contemporary engines of nationalist mythology and
propaganda. EUR 48,70
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104.Fogel, Joshua A. (ed.) The Role of Japan
in Liang Qichao's Introduction of Modern
Western Civilization to China
Berkeley, 2004, 324 p., China Research Mono-
graph 57,
Contents:Introduction: Liang Qichao and Japan (Joshua
A. Fogel) � 1. Liang Qichao and Western Modernity:
An Analysis of His Translations of the Term \Political
Economy" (Mori Tokihiko) � 2. Late-Qing Reformism
and the Meiji Model: Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao, and
the Japanese Emperor (Peter Zarrow) � 3. From Might
to Right: Liang Qichao and the Comforts of Darwinism
in Late-Meiji Japan (Don C. Price) � 4. The Japanese-
Induced German Connection of Modern Chinese Ideas of
the State: Liang Qichao and the Guojia lun of J.K. Blunt-
schli (Marianne Bastid-Brugui�ere) � 5. Liang Qichao and
Immanuel Kant (Huang K'o-wu) � 6. Liang Qichao, the
Field of Geography in Meiji Japan, and Geographical De-
terminism (Ishikawa Yoshihiro) 7. Japan and Liang Qi-
chao's Research in the Field of National Learning (Sang
Bing). EUR 34,00

105.Fravel, M. Taylor The Long March to Peace
{ Explaining China's Settlement of Territorial
Disputes Ann Arbor, 2004, 460 p.
This dissertation seeks to understand the settlement and
escalation of territorial disputes, focusing speci�cally on
disputes involving China. Since 1949, China has defused
or resolved 18 of its 23 territorial disputes, usually re-
ceiving 50 percent or less of contested land in the �nal
settlement. China has resorted to force in 5 of its dis-
putes, but has usually not seized large amounts of land.
To account for this variation the author develops a theory
of settlement strategies to explain why leaders cooperate
or escalate in territorial disputes. Leaders are more likely
to compromise when exogenous shocks sharply increase
the opportunity costs of delaying - costs which usually
involve forgoing more cooperative diplomatic relations
with important states. Under these conditions, leaders
have powerful incentives to compromise in the hopes that
by agreeing to concessions over territory they will receive
cooperation that helps to address the problem posed by
the exogenous shock. By contrast, leaders are more likely
to use force in territorial disputes through two separate
pathways: to signal resolve when they perceive their po-
sition in a dispute as under threat, or to make gains when
changes in the strategic context open windows of oppor-
tunity that increase the potential pay-o�s of using force.
An authorized facsimile of a dissertation submitted to
Stanford University. EUR 83,90

106.Frieman, Wendy China, Arms Control, and
Non-Proliferation
London, 2004, 248 p., cloth.
China, Arms Control, and Non-proliferation is an em-
pirically and conceptually path-breaking book that do-
cuments China's participation in international arms
control and non-proliferation regimes from 1985 to
2001. EUR 96,00

107.Gao Jingyan Social and Political Impli-
cations of Internet-based Communities in
China { An Initial Assessment
Ann Arbor, 2004, 195 p.
This study investigates social and political implications
of Internet-based communities for China's democratic fu-
ture. These communities are new horizontal civic asso-
ciations that originate from Internet forums and whose
members hold regular o�ine meetings. Methodologically,
this study relies on interviews with community members
and online posts they have written as well as a survey
with non-probability sampling of 594 people in Zhengz-
hou City. Internet-based communities, as the primary
type of voluntary civic association in China, are found

to be forming an alternate civil society. They also signi�-
cantly generate social capital and facilitate cultural shifts
toward post-materialist values among members. The �n-
dings indicate that non-political, small, local and infor-
mal horizontal associations exempli�ed by Internet-based
communities may have the same potential as traditional
civic associations for nurturing democratic culture and
solving collective action problems of Chinese society. An
authorized facsimile of a dissertation submitted at Bos-
ton University. EUR 83,90

108.Gautherin, Jacques Chine et philat�elie I
{ Marcophilie chinoise sous l'Empire et la
R�epublique - Atlas postal de Chine-R�epertoire
des villes
La Philat�elie chinoise, 2004, 346 p.
Cet ouvrage est centr�e sur un atlas de la Chine �a la �n de
l'Empire, publi�e en Chine en 1919 par l'Administration
des Postes : 46 cartes d'un format inhabituel, environ 60
x 70 cm, compl�et�ees par un index de 8 000 noms de loca-
lit�es. Les cartes ont toutes �et�e num�eris�ees et regroup�ees
dans un Cd-Rom joint au document. Le corps de l'ou-
vrage est constitu�e du R�epertoire des noms de villes de
l'atlas, compl�et�e par les villes nouvelles implant�ees sous
la R�epublique (1912{1949), soit un ensemble de 10 000
noms de r�egions et localit�es, donn�ees en sinogrammes
complexes et �eventuellement simpli��es, en transcription
�a la fois postale (utilis�ee dans les ouvrages historiques
fran�cais) et pinyin. Pour compl�eter le r�epertoire, ont
�et�e adjoints, pour chaque nom de localit�e, deux rep�eres
num�eriques, l'un correspondant �a la province dont elle
d�epend, l'autre correspondant au num�ero de la carte sur
Cd-Rom, ainsi que les coordonn�ees g�eographiques (lati-
tude et longitude) de ces localit�es. EUR 85,00

109.Gerth, Karl China Made { Consumer Culture
and the Creation of the Nation
Cambridge, MA, 2004, 445 p.
Now available in paper. EUR 32,00

110.Goh, Robbie B. H. & Shawn Wong (eds.)
Asian Diasporas { Cultures, Identities, Repre-
sentations
Hong Kong, 2004, 216 p., cloth.
Asian diasporas are all too often seen in terms of set-
tlement problems in a host nation, where the focus
is on issues of crime, housing, employment, and ra-
cism. The essays in this volume view Asian diasporic
movements in the context of globalization and global
citizenship, in which multiple cultural allegiances, in-
uences, and claims together create complex negotia-
tions of identity. Examining a range of cultural docu-
ments through which such negotiations are conducted
- literature and other forms of writing, media, popular
culture, urban spaces, military inscriptions - the essays in
this volume explore the meanings and experiences invol-
ved in the two major Asian diasporic movements, those
of South and East Asia. Also available in paper
at EUR 30,00. EUR 52,00

111.Goldin, Paul R. After Confucius { Studies in
Early Chinese Philosophy
Honolulu, 2004, 240 p., cloth.
After Confucius is a collection of eight studies of Chi-
nese philosophy from the time of Confucius to the for-
mation of the empire in the second and third centuries
B.C.E. As detailed in a masterful introduction, each es-
say serves as a concrete example of \thick description"{
an approach invented by philosopher Gilbert Ryle{which
aims to reveal the logic that informs an observable ex-
change among members of a community or society. To
grasp the signi�cance of such exchanges, it is neces-
sary to investigate the networks of meaning on which
they rely. Paul R. Goldin argues that the character of
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ancient Chinese philosophy can be appreciated only if
we recognize the cultural codes underlying the circula-
tion of ideas in that world. Thick description is the best
preliminary method to determine how Chinese thinkers
conceived of their own enterprise. EUR 50,00

112.Grange, Joseph John Dewey, Confucius,
and Global Philosophy
Albany, 2004, 160 p., SUNY Chinese Philosophy
and Culture, cloth.
A unique synthesis of two major �gures of world philoso-
phy, John Dewey and Confucius, this book points the way
to a global philosophy based on American and Confu-
cian values. Grange concentrates on the major themes
of experience, felt intelligence, and culture to make the
connections between these two giants of Western and
Eastern thought. He explains why the Chinese called De-
wey \A Second Confucius", and deepens our understan-
ding of Confucius's concepts of the way (dao) of human
excellence (ren). The important dimensions of American
and Chinese cultural philosophy are welded into an argu-
ment that calls for the liberation of what is �nest in both
traditions. The work gives a new appreciation of funda-
mental issues facing Chinese and American relations and
brings the opportunities and dangers of globalization into
focus. EUR 40,30

113.Grano�, Phyllis & Koichi Shinohara (eds.)
Images in Asian Religions { Texts and
Contexts Vancouver, 2004, 384 p., cloth.
Bringing together anthropologists, art historians, and
scholars of religion with interests in India, China, Ja-
pan, and Southeast Asia, Images in Asian Religions chal-
lenges current understandings of image worship in Asian
religions. EUR 87,50

114.Grasso, June, Jay Corrin & Michael Kort Mo-
dernization and Revolution in China { From
the Opium Wars to World Power (3rd edition)
Armonk, 2004, 353 p., An East Gate Book,
cloth.
The drama of China's struggle to modernize unfolds
against the backdrop of a proud and enduring history
in the new and completely third revised edition of this
classic text. Spanning the years of the Opium War to
twenty-�rst century China, the book covers the great
episodes that highlight that journey from the breakdown
of Imperial China in the face of relentless Western and
Japanese encroachments to the present war on terrorism.
As China continues to develop as a political and econo-
mic superpower, this book will help students understand
how the nation reached new heights from the depths in
which it found itself during the nineteenth century. Also
available in paper at EUR 37,50. EUR 90,00

115.Green, Stephen & Guy Liu Shaojia (eds.)
Exit the Dragon? { Privatization and State
Control in China Oxford, 2004, 176 p., cloth.
Drawing on the research of ten scholars from around the
world, this volume evaluates China's privatization expe-
rience by investigating the eÆciency and fairness of the
sale process and the credibility of the government's am-
bition to create world-class state-owned conglomerates.
Also available in paper at EUR 42,00. EUR 89,50

116.Gudin de Vallerin, Gilles & Gladys Bouchard
(eds.) Femmes �a l'�epoque des empereurs
de Chine { Biographies de femmes exemplaires
de Xie Jin Actes sud, Arles, 2004, 123 p.
Cet ouvrage est publi�e �a l'occasion de l'exposition du
même nom �a Montpellier, du 30 septembre au 30
d�ecembre 2004, et a pour but de mettre en valeur un

manuscrit chinois du XVIIe si�ecle, le Guji lien�uzhuan de
Xie Jin (1369-1415). 53 biographies de femmes exem-
plaires allant de la dynastie des Zhou jusqu'�a celle des
Ming, sont traduites du chinois par Agn�es Auger et sont
accompagn�ees de cinquante et une illustrations en cou-
leurs et rehauss�ees d'or. EUR 39,00

117.Halliday, Michael A.K. Studies in Chinese
Language { Volume 8
London, forthcoming 2005, 320 p., cloth.
Studies in Chinese Language, the eighth volume in the
collected works of Professor M.A.K. Halliday, approaches
the Chinese language from several interesting vantage
points, ranging from studies of medieval to modern
grammar, and also covering topics related to Chinese
phonology, grammar and discourse. EUR 114,00

118.Hamm, John Christopher Paper Swordsmen
{ Jin Yong and the Modern Chinese Martial Arts
Novel
Honolulu, forthcoming 2005, 328 p., cloth.
The martial arts novel is one of the most distinctive
and widely-read forms of modern Chinese �ction. In Pa-
per Swordsmen, John Christopher Hamm o�ers the �rst
in-depth English-language study of this fascinating and
inuential genre, focusing on the work of its undispu-
ted twentieth-century master, Jin Yong. Through close
readings of Jin Yong's recognized masterpieces, Hamm
shows how these works combine a rich literary tradi-
tion with an extraordinary narrative artistry and an evol-
ving appreciation of the political and cultural aspects of
contemporary Chinese experience. EUR 55,00

119.Hanan, Patrick Chinese Fiction of the Ni-
neteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries {
Essays
Irvington/New York, 2004, 304 p., cloth.
It has often been said that the nineteenth century was a
relatively stagnant period for Chinese �ction, but pree-
minent scholar Patrick Hanan shows that the opposite
is true: the �nest novels of the nineteenth century show
a constant experimentation and evolution. In this collec-
tion of detailed and insightful essays, Hanan examines
Chinese �ction before and during the period in which
Chinese writers �rst came into contact with western �c-
tion. Hanan explores the uses made of �ction by wester-
ners in China; the adaptation and integration of western
methods in Chinese �ction; and the continued vitality
of the Chinese �ctional tradition. Some western missio-
naries, for example, wrote religious novels in Chinese,
almost always with the aid of native assistants who ten-
ded to change aspects of the work to \�t" Chinese taste.
Later, such works as Washington Irving's \Rip VanWink-
le", Jonathan Swift's \A Voyage to Lilliput", the novels
of Jules Verne, and French detective stories were trans-
lated into Chinese. EUR 38,00

120.Harrison, Henrietta The Man Awakened
From Dreams { One Man's Life in a North
China Village, 1857-1942
Stanford, 2004, 240 p., cloth.
In this beautifully crafted study of one emblematic
life, Harrison addresses large themes in Chinese history
while conveying with great immedlacy the textures and
rhythms of everyday life in the countryside in the late ni-
neteenth and early twentieth centuries. Liu Dapeng was
a provincial degree-holder who never held government
oÆce. Through the story of his family, the author illus-
trates the declins of the countryside in relation to the
cities as a result of modernization and the transforma-
tion of Confucian ideology as a result of these changes.
Based on nearly 400 volumes of Liu' s diary and other
writings, the book illustrates what it was like to study in
an academy and to be a schoolteacher, the pressures of
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changing family relationships, the daily grind of work in
industry and agriculture, people' s experience with go-
vernment, and life under the Japanese occupation. Also
available in paper at EUR 24,20. EUR 48,50

121.Haruhisa Kato (ed.) La modernit�e fran�caise
dans l'Asie litt�eraire { Chine Cor�ee Japon
P.U.F., 2004, 403 p.
Ce livre rassemble les actes du colloque international La
France et l'Asie de l'Est. La modernit�e en Asie dans
le syst�eme culturel mondial qui s'est d�eroul�e du 18
au 22 d�ecembre 2001 �a Tokyo. C'est la premi�ere fois
que des linguistes et des litt�eraires des trois pays se
r�eunissaient pour confronter la r�eception de la langue
et de la litt�erature fran�caises. EUR 30,00

122.He Xin Why Do they not Obey the Law?
{ A Case Study of a Rural-urban Migrant En-
clave in China
Ann Arbor, 2004, 225 p.
To explain why there was widespread legal collusion in
'Zhejiang village', a rural-urban internal migrant enclave
in Beijing, China, this dissertation suggests that the state
had an interest in controlling the migrants, but not eli-
minating them; and that the state bene�ted from the
situation. The state, when it promulgated the laws, did
not expect collaboration between migrants and locals:
the law was designed to prevent a massive rural-urban
migration wave. When the law was actually enforced, va-
rious groups collaborated to frustrate the enforcement.
The state nonetheless never chose to destroy illegal colla-
boration completely; it undertook sporadic campaigns to
prevent the situation from getting worse. By so doing, it
not only maintained social stability, but also maximized
its revenue. The whole situation thus led to an equili-
brium in which legal collusion ourished. In the process
of legal enforcement in which migrants, locals, oÆcials,
and law enforcement institutions were involved, di�erent
parties were negotiating with one another. The meaning
of the law, both instrumental and symbolic, was chan-
ging in the interaction between the state and society.
This case study provides a platform to reect on the
nature and function of law, people's perception of law,
and how law operates in a society where drastic social
transition is still on its way. An authorized facsimile of a
dissertation submitted at Stanford University. EUR 83,90

123.Hershock, Peter D. Chan Buddhism
Honolulu, 2004, 208 p., cloth.
Unlike many scholarly studies, which o�er detailed pers-
pectives on historical development, or guides for perso-
nal practice written by contemporary Buddhist teachers,
this volume takes a middle path between these two ap-
proaches, weaving together both history and insight to
convey to the general reader the conditions, energy, and
creativity that characterize Chan. Following a survey of
the birth and development of Chan, its practices and
spirituality are eshed out through stories and teachings
drawn from the lives of four masters: Bodhidharma, Hui-
neng, Mazu, and Linji. Finally, the meaning of Chan as a
living spiritual tradition is addressed through a philoso-
phical reading of its practice as the realization of wisdom,
attentive mastery, and moral clarity. Also available in
paper at EUR 29,40. EUR 52,00

124.Heylen, Ann Chronique du Toumet-Ortos
{ Looking through the Lens of Joseph Van Oost,
Missionary in Inner Mongolia (1915{1921)
Leuven, 2004, 409 p.
Preface by J. Heyndrickx, texts in French and English.
The author has provided a thematic reading of the three-
volume chronicle, divided into seven separate chapters :
I. The climate, praying for rain in the desert II. Chinese
beliefs and customs, dragon kings, selling daughters, mo-

ney and death III. The Scheut mission in the Ordos,
missionaries in the �eld illustration : the plague IV. Pro-
tecting the ock, looting soldiers and political bandits V.
China in transition, politics and intrigues VI. Towards a
uniform China : bureaucratic reforms illustration : opium
for the people VII. International relations, war, diplo-
macy and railroads. Excerpts from the handwritten ma-
nuscript, glossary, bibliography, index. EUR 57,00

125.Ho, Evelyn Yueh-Ning `French fries have too
much huo qi' { An Ethnographic Study of the
Discourse of Traditional Chinese Medicine
Ann Arbor, 2004, 132 p.
Along with other complementary and alternative medi-
cines, traditional Chinese medicine's (TCM) use and po-
pularity in the United States has skyrocketed within the
last ten years. Research in a variety of �elds has focused
on issues such as why people are using TCM and whe-
ther or not this medicine is scienti�cally eÆcacious. This
dissertation comes from an Ethnography of Communi-
cation background and presents a discursive construc-
tion of TCM that highlights the ways in which commu-
nication constructs understandings of health and TCM
health practice as culturally situated. Chapter One be-
gins with a review of relevant literature in the areas of
health communication, medical anthropology, and tradi-
tional Chinese medicine. It also presents the Ethnogra-
phy of Communication and the research questions that
guided this project. Chapter Two, provides a descrip-
tion of the data collection and analysis. Chapters Three
through Five construct a discursive landscape of TCM
as seen in participants' talk. Chapter Three describes
the TCM discursive construction of health as a matter
of qi, balance and holism. Chapter Four, presents East
and West as philosophical bases from which participants
draw in constructing their understandings of TCM and
health care more generally. Chapter Five explores the
way food, both as an everyday form of health treat-
ment and as a symbolic gift, work to construct TCM
as an everyday health practice. An authourized facsimile
of a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of
Iowa. EUR 83,90

126.Howard, Joshua H. Workers at War { Labor
in China's Arsenals, 1937-1953
Stanford, 2004, 464 p., cloth.
This book focuses on the lives, struggles, and contras-
ting perspectives of the 60,000 workers, military admi-
nistrators, and technical sta� employed in the largest,
most strategic industry of the Nationalist government,
the armaments industry based in the wartime capital,
Chongqing. EUR 78,50

127.Hsia Chang, Maria Falungong, secte chi-
noise { Un d�e� au pouvoir
Autrement, 2004, 180 p., Coll. CERI -Autrement
Traduit de l'anglais par Genevi�eve Brzustowski. Pr�eface
de Jean-Luc Domenach. Le premier chapitre retrace l'his-
toire r�ecente du Falungong. Le second chapitre revient
sur le spirituel en Chine. Le troisi�eme chapitre plonge
dans le c�ur du sujet. Qu'est-ce que Falungong? Quels
sont ces pr�eceptes, ses fondements et ses prescriptions?
Il s'agit de l'ex�eg�ese d'un texte et d'une pratique. Le
quatri�eme chapitre revient sur la peur panique du Parti
Communiste concernant Falungong. EUR 14,95

128.Hsiung Ping-Chun A Tender Voyage { Chil-
dren and Childhood in Late Imperial China
Stanford, 2004, 416 p., cloth.
A Tender Voyage is the �rst full-length study of the his-
tory of childhood and children' s lives in late imperial
China. The author draws on an extraordinary range of
sources to analyze both the normative concept of child-
hood - literary and philosophical - and the treatment and
experience of children in China. The study begins with
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the history of pediatrics and newborn care and their evo-
lution over time. The author moves on to the social en-
vironment of the child, including models of upbringing
and expected behavior and the treatment of di�erent
kinds of children, including the rebellious and the \gent-
le" child. She examines the role of the mother, notably
her close and complex relations with her sons, and the
broader emotional world of children, their relationships
with the adults around them, and the destructive power
of death. The last section discusses concepts of child-
hood in China and the West. The study keeps in view
throughout the issue of representation versus practice,
the role of memory, and the importance of listening for
what is not said. EUR 78,50

129.Hsu, Hsin-Mei Agnes Pictorial Eulogies in
Three Eastern Han Tombs
Ann Arbor, 2004, 452 p.
In light of the more recently excavated evidence and ad-
vancements in archaeological research, it is necessary to
look again at the three Eastern Han tombs at Wangdu
and Anping that were discovered more than thirty years
ago in central Hebei province. While these tombs are
geographically close and share some similarities, there are
signi�cant di�erences in pictorial program, grave goods,
and tomb structures. Reexamination of previous scholar-
ship on the excavated material o�ers new information
that challenges preexisting views of aspects of Eastern
Han society, such as art, literature, religion, and mate-
rial culture of the elite in �rst- and second-century C.E.
China. This project also seeks to interpret funerary wall
paintings from an emic perspective and to study the de-
velopment and innovations of this art form in Eastern
Han using the three tombs as primary case studies. An
authorized facsimile of a doctoral dissertation submitted
to the University of Pennysylvania. EUR 83,90

130.Hu-Sterk, Florence La beaut�e autrement {
Introduction �a l'esth�etique chinoise
You Feng, 2004, 225 p.
L'ambition du pr�esent ouvrage est d'initier le lecteur
�a l'esth�etique chinoise. Il apporte des r�eponses �a des
probl�ematiques diverses. Par exemple, dans quelle me-
sure la verticalit�e de l'�ecriture chinoise a-t-elle inuenc�e
le regard artistique? Pourquoi les peintres chinois ont-ils
toujours refus�e la �perspective�? Pourquoi les vers pa-
rall�eles occupent-ils une place aussi importante dans la
po�esie? Pourquoi les peintres chinois ne peignent pas les
ombres et les reets? EUR 38,00

131.Huang, Martin W. (ed.) Snakes' Legs { Se-
quels, Continuations, Rewritings and Chinese
Fiction Honolulu, 2004, 416 p., cloth.
Snakes' Legs examines sequels (xushu), a common but
long-neglected literary phenomenon in traditional China.
What prompted writers to produce sequels despite their
poor reputation as a genre? What motivated readers to
read them? How should we characterize the nature of
the relationship between sequels and rewritings? Contri-
butors to this volume illuminate these and other ques-
tions, and the collection as a whole o�ers a comprehen-
sive consideration of this vigorous genre while suggesting
fascinating new directions for research. EUR 63,80

132.Hughes, Christopher R. Chinese Nationalism
in a Global Era
London, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
An analysis of the trends within Chinese nationalism loo-
king at perspectives from Taiwan, Hong Kong and the
Chinese diaspora, setting the current debate within the
context of the long history of Chinese nationalism. Also
available in paper at EUR 36,60. EUR 103,00

133.Hussain, Athar, Jian Chen & Juzhong Zhuang

China { Transition to a Market Economy
London, 2004, 308 p., cloth.
Under new leadership, China's transition to a market eco-
nomy is gathering pace. This new book sheds fresh light
on this important topic. EUR 103,00

134.Huters, Theodore Bringing the World Home
{ Appropriating the West in Late Qing and Early
Republican China
Honolulu, forthcoming 2005, 384 p., cloth.
Bringing the World Home sheds new light on China' s
vibrant cultural life between 1895 and 1919 - a crucial
period that marks a watershed between the conservative
old regime and the ostensibly iconoclastic New Culture
of the 1920s. Although generally overlooked in the e�ort
to understand modern Chinese history, the era has much
to teach us about cultural accommodation and is cha-
racterized by its own unique intellectual life. This origi-
nal and probing work traces the most signi�cant strands
of the new post-1895 discourse, concentrating on the
anxieties inherent in a complicated process of cultural
transformation. It focuses principally on how the need to
accommodate the West was reected in such landmark
novels of the period as Wu Jianren' s Strange Events
Eyewitnessed in the Past Twenty Years and Zhu Shouju'
s Tides of the Huangpu, which began serial publication
in Shanghai in 1916. EUR 64,00

135.Jackson, Anna & Amin Ja�er (eds.) Encoun-
ters { The Meeting of Asia and Europe 1500{
1800 London, 2004, 350 colour plates, 50
b&w ill., 396 p., cloth.
This book accompanies a major V&A exhibition that ex-
plores three hundred years of mutual fascination between
East and West. The exhibition focuses on the breathta-
king wealth and variety of items traded between the two
sides and then goes on to show that these encounters
were far greater than the mere exchange of goods and
currencies. The meeting of East and West not only he-
ralded the beginnings of a global market but also a pro-
found change in taste and lifestyle on both sides. This
exposure to a new world of goods and ideas still strongly
inuences all our lives today. EUR 74,50

136.Jagou, Fabienne Le 9�eme panchen Lama
(1883{1937) { Enjeu des relations sino-

tib�etaines �Ecole fran�caise d'Extrême-Orient,
Paris, 2004, 431 p., Monographies, No191
�A partir de sources chinoises et tib�etaines in�edites, cette
biographie d�evoile l'histoire tourment�ee des relations
enre la Chine et le Tibet au d�ebut du XXe si�ecle et
montre combien la fuite, l'exil et le d�ec�es du 9�eme
Panchen Lama en Chine ont directement conditionn�e
la mainmise des Chinois r�epublicains, puis communistes
sur le 10�eme Panchen Lama, et la s�election de son
successeur. EUR 40,00

137.Jan, George P The Chinese Commune { A
Communist Experiment that Failed
Lewiston, 2004, 247 p.
The main purpose of this study is to provide a compre-
hensive description and critical analysis of the Chinese
commune experiment for the understanding of contem-
porary China. The focus is on the period from 1958 when
the commune system was �rst introduced to the mid-
1960s when it was drastically modi�ed. The book covers
the background of the commune system, its structure,
administration and leadership. The militia force, thought
regimentation, mass education and social changes in
the communes are examined in great deal. The urban
communes are also investigated thoroughly. The Chinese
commune was a very controversial system when it was
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introduced in 1958. It caused disputes in the communist
countries and concern in the free world. Its eventual fai-
lure and abolition have had a signi�cant impact on Chi-
na's internal development, world communist movement
and the approach to nation-building in the developing
countries. This book is the most detailed in depth study
of the Chinese commune system available in the Western
world. EUR 130,00

138.Jian Chen Corporate Governance in China
London, 2004, 192 p., cloth.
This book examines key questions relating to corpo-
rate governance in China, including the relationship bet-
ween ownership structure and corporate performance,
the determinants of capital structure, and the nature of
contemporary governance structures. EUR 103,00

139.Jiang Yonglin (trans.) Great Ming Code {
Da Ming Lu
Seattle, 2004, 416 p., cloth.
Imperial China's dynastic legal codes provide a wealth of
information for historians, social scientists, and scholars
of comparative law and of literary, cultural, and legal his-
tory. Until now, only the Tang (618-907 C.E.) and Qing
(1644{1911 C.E.) codes have been available in English
translation. The present book is the �rst English trans-
lation of The Great Ming Code (Da Ming lu), which
reached its �nal form in 1397. The translation is prece-
ded by an introductory essay that places the \Code" in
historical context, explores its codi�cation process, and
examines its structure and contents. A glossary of Chi-
nese terms is also provided. EUR 88,90

140.Jiang Yuansheng Health Insurance Demand
and Health Risk Management in Rural
China Bern, 2004, 205 p.
Good health is widely believed to be intimately asso-
ciated with economic growth and development. A num-
ber of governments of developing countries have been
combatting poverty and boosting development through
providing adequate access to health care. However, de-
veloping countries have been constrained by the limited
governmental revenue. Thus, additional resources should
be mobilized through appropriate instruments. Health in-
surance is a highly practical instrument. However, health
insurance in rural areas is problematic and the demand
for private health insurance and community-based health
insurance scheme is inadequate. Taking China as an
example, this study estimates the demand for health in-
surance and analyzes the health risk management of rural
households. EUR 60,00

141.Jie Fan, Thomas Heberer & Wolfgang Taub-
mann (eds.) Rural China { Economic and
Social Change in the Late Twentieth Century
Armonk, forthcoming 2005, 416 p., cloth.
This book reports the �ndings of two �eld studies bet-
ween 1993 and 2001 in seven townships and six provinces
in China. The authors describe the process of rural ur-
banization and its related economic, social, and political
changes by focusing mainly on the zhen (town), in addi-
tion to administrative oÆces and companies involved in
the local economy, and village committees. The authors
show that the social changes resulting from China's eco-
nomic reforms are occurring mainly from below, and that
this process is also resulting in a weakening of the econo-
mic and political dominance of the central government.
Other changes discussed in this study include the deve-
lopment of new ownership structures and the increasing
dominance of the private sector; a shift in the functions
of administrative oÆces as the bureaucracy becomes in-
creasingly business oriented; the rise of a new local elite;
a rebirth of traditional social structures (clans, local as-
sociations); and the emergence of new interest groups

and institutions to represent their needs. EUR 139,00

142.Jin Shang Catch-Up and Competitiveness
in China { The Case of Large Firms in the Oil
Industry
London, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
This book examines the role of corporate structure, in-
cluding the role of corporate headquarters, in the success
of large �rms in China. EUR 103,00

143.Jin Yong La l�egende du h�eros chasseur
d'aigles { Tome 1
You Feng, 2004, 565 p. EUR 29,00

144.Jin Yong La l�egende du h�eros chasseur
d'aigles { Tome 2
You Feng, 2004, 409 p.
Roman de cape et d'�ep�ee traduit du chinois par Wang
Jiann-Yuh. Titre original : Shediao yingxiong zhuan. Jin
Yong, n�e en 1924 est le plus grand �ecrivain de litt�erature
wuxia, roman de kung-fu. La l�egende du h�eros chasseur
d'aigles fut d'abord publi�ee dans des journaux sous forme
de feuilletons et eut un succ�es ph�enom�enal. EUR 31,00

145.Jullien, Fran�cois A Treatise on EÆcacy {
Between Western and Chinese Thinking
Honolulu, 2004, 216 p., cloth.
Translated from French. In this highly insightful analysis
of Western and Chinese concepts of eÆcacy, Fran�cois
Jullien subtly delves into the metaphysical preconcep-
tions of the two civilizations to account for diverging
patterns of action in warfare, politics, and diplomacy. He
shows how Western and Chinese strategies work in seve-
ral domains (the battle�eld, for example) and analyzes
two resulting acts of war. The Chinese strategist mani-
pulates his own troops and the enemy to win a battle
without waging war and to bring about victory e�ort-
lessly. EÆcacity in China is thus conceived of in terms of
transformation (as opposed to action) and manipulation,
making it closer to what is understood as eÆcacy in the
West. Also available in paper at EUR 29,00.EUR 59,30

146.Kappler, Ren�e & Roland et Sabrina Michaud
Marco Polo { Le devisement du monde
Imprimerie nationale, 2004, 323 p., Coll.
Voyages et d�ecouvertes
Edit�e, pr�esent�e et annot�e par Ren�e Kappler. Album sous
co�ret dans lequel est pr�esent�ee, en fran�cais contempo-
rain une traduction de la version la plus ancienne du
Devisement du monde. Ce texte est compl�et�e grâce �a
d'autres versions et illustr�e de documents anciens ainsi
que de photographies de Roland et Sabrina Michaud.
Index, notes, cartes, bibliographie, chronologie.EUR84,00

147.Karlsson, Kim Luo Ping { The Life, Career
and Art of an Eighteenth-Century Chinese Pain-
ter Bern, 2004, 323 p.
Luo Ping (1733{1799), known as the youngest of the
Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou and a follower of Jin Nong
(1687-1763), was one of the most versatile and compel-
ling artists of his time. While his work covers all major
painting subjects and exhibits great stylistic and concep-
tual variety, his personality appears equally multiface-
ted. Contemporaries and later critics characterized him
variously as a cultural arriviste, a Confucian scholar of
great moral dignity, a Buddhist monk, a loving and de-
vout husband, an �eccentric�with strong leanings to-
ward the supernatural, and even an anti-Manchu dissi-
dent. Structured as a comprehensive and largely chro-
nological account of the artist's life and his interactions
with patrons of di�erent geo-cultural environs, namely
Yangzhou and Beijing, this study attempts to identify
the factors that contributed to the unfolding of the mas-
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ter's artistic voice. It includes an extensive examination
of Luo's personal, literary, and artistic engagement with
Buddhism, which constituted a signi�cant but hitherto
obscure facet of his life and work. EUR 52,70

148.Kennedy, Scott The Business of Lobbying
in China Cambridge, MA, forthcoming
2005, 272 p., cloth.
In this timely work, Scott Kennedy documents the ri-
sing inuence of business, both Chinese and foreign, on
national public policy in China. China's shift to a mar-
ket economy has made businesses more sensitive to their
bottom line and has seen the passage of thousands of
laws and regulations that directly a�ect �rms' success.
Companies have become involved in a tug of war with
the government and with each other to gain national
policy advantages, often setting the agenda, providing
alternative options, and pressing for a favored outcome.
Based on over 300 in-depth interviews with company
executives, business association representatives, and go-
vernment oÆcials, this study identi�es a wide range of
national economic policies inuenced by lobbying, inclu-
ding taxes, technical standards, and intellectual property
rights. EUR 57,00

149.Kernen, Antoine La Chine vers l'�economie
de march�e { Les privatisations �a Shenyang
Karthala, 2004, 271 p., Coll. CERI-Recherches
internationales
Antoine Kernen a r�ealis�e une enquête de terrain �a She-
nyang, bastion industriel de l'ancienne �economie socia-
liste durement �eprouv�e par le passage �a l'�economie de
march�e. Sommaire : Premi�ere partie : La lente privati-
sation de l'�economie I. Le secteur priv�e vecteur acces-
soire de la privatisation II. L'invention d'une gestion po-
litique du secteur priv�e III. La lente privatisation des

entreprises d'�Etat IV. Entre un retrait de l'�Etat et la
poursuite des r�eformes \en douceur" Deuxi�eme partie :
Vers une gouvernance locale de la modernisation ? V.
L'ouverture, une nouvelle strat�egie de modernisation VI.
La \nouvelle" question sociale : la gestion de la crise de
l'emploi. EUR 24,00

150.Kerr, Rose Song Dynasty Ceramics
London, 2004, 164 colour plates, 128 p., cloth.
This album highlights over 118 objects from the Victoria
and Albert Museum's magni�cent collection to discuss
China's great age of ceramic production (960{1279).
Photography by Ian Thomas. EUR 56,90

151.Kerr, Rose & Nigel Wood (eds.) Science and
Civilisation in China { Volume 5, Chemis-
try and Chemical Technology, Part 12, Ceramic
Technology Cambridge, 2004, 966 p., cloth.
How were Chinese pots made, glazed and �red? Why did
China discover porcelain more than one thousand years
before the West? What are the e�ects of China's in-
uence on world ceramics? These questions (and many
more) are answered in this lavishly-illustrated history of
Chinese ceramic technology. The scene is set through the
use of historical texts, archaeological excavation, and the
principles of ceramic science. This is a volume unique
in its coverage, which brings together research mate-
rials in several languages for the �rst time. With ad-
ditional contributions by Ts'ai Mei-fen (National Palace
Museum, Taipei) and Zhang Fukang (Shanghai Institute
of Ceramics). EUR 199,00

152.Needham, Joseph and Kenneth Robinson (ed.)
Science and Civilisation in China { Volume
7, Science and Chinese Society Part 2, Language

and Logic in Traditional China
Cambridge, 2004, 21 half-tones, 300 p., cloth.
During his long working lifetime, Needham kept in draft
various essays, some written with collaborators, in which
he set out his broad views on the Chinese social and
historical context. These essays, edited by one of his
closest collaborators, Kenneth Robinson, are contained
in the present volume. Part of the contents: 3. Science
and society in east and west (Joseph Needham) 4. The
roles of Europe and China in the evolution of ecumeni-
cal science (Joseph Needham) 5. The nature of Chinese
society: a technical interpretation (Huang Jen-y�u and Jo-
seph Needham) 6. History and human values: a Chinese
perspective for science and technology (Joseph Need-
ham) 7. Literary Chinese as a language for science (Ken-
neth Robinson and Joseph Needham) 8. General conclu-
sions 9. Joseph Needham: a soliloquy (Kenneth Robin-
son) ; Bibliographies EUR 107,00

153.Kindopp, Jason The Politics of Protes-
tantism in Contemporary China { State
Control, Civil Society and Social Movement in
a Single Party-State
Ann Arbor, 2004, 526 p.
This dissertation examines evolving patterns of state-
society relations in post-Mao China by conducting a
study of one segment of Chinese society, Protestant
Christians, and their interaction with political autho-
rities. Analytically, the author constructs a typology
comprised of three conceptual paradigms that are em-
ployed by scholars of state-society relations in contem-
porary China and other authoritarian regimes: adminis-
tered mass organizations (AMOs), civil society, and so-
cial movements. To obtain greater analytical leverage
in exploring variation and change in church-state rela-
tions, he conducted a comparative study of three distinct
forms of Protestantism in China, the oÆcially authori-
zed Three-Self Patriotic Movement, unauthorized 'house
churches' and the Local Church, a transnational Protes-
tant sect. Although the study is more exploratory than
deductive, it yields analytical insights that are central to
scholarly debates over state-society relations in contem-
porary China and authoritarian regimes more broadly. An
authorized facsimile of a doctoral dissertation submitted
to the George Washington University. EUR 83,90

154.King, Majorie China' s American Daughter
{ Ida Pruitt, 1888-1985
Hong Kong, 2004, 296 p.
This book is a chronicle of a bicultural woman, Ida
Pruitt, who was born in the 19th century of Ameri-
can missionaries, raised in a small Chinese village and
lived in her adopted country for �fty years. She brought
an almost unique perspective to her notable oral his-
tory, A Daughter of Han: The Autobiography of a
Chinese Working Woman and to other writings and
translations. EUR 32,00

155.Kirkland, Russell Taoism { The Enduring
Tradition
London, 2004, 304 p., cloth.
This clear and reliable introduction to Taoism (also
known as Daoism) brings a fresh dimension to a tradition
that has found a natural place in Western society. Exa-
mining Taoist sacred texts together with current scho-
larship, it surveys Taoism's ancient roots, contemporary
heritage and role in daily life. Also available in paper
at EUR 29,70. EUR 85,00

156.Knechtges, David R. & Eugene Vance (eds.)
Rhetoric and the Discourses of Power in
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Court Culture { China, Europe and Japan
Seattle, 2004, 352 p., cloth.
Key imperial and royal courts - in Han, Tang, and Song
dynasty China, medieval and renaissance Europe and
Heian and Muromachi Japan - are examined in this com-
parative and interdisciplinary volume as loci of power
and as entities that establish, inuence, or counter the
norms of a larger society. Contributions by twelve scho-
lars are organized into sections on the rhetoric of persua-
sion, taste, communication, gender, and natural nobility.
Writing from the perspectives of literature, history, and
philosophy, the authors examine the use and purpose of
rhetoric in their respective areas. EUR 48,40

157.Kohn, Livia The Daoist Monastic Manual
{ A Translation of the Fengdao kejie
Oxford, 2004, 208 p., cloth.
The Fengdao keije or Rules and Precepts for Worshipping
the Dao dates from the early seventh century and is a
key text of medieval Daoist preisthood and monasticism.
Compiled to serve the needs of both monastic practitio-
ners and priests in training, it describes the fundamental
rules and organisational principles of Daoist institutions.
Livia Kohn o�ers here the �rst complete annotated trans-
lation of the Fengdao keije, accompanied by three intro-
ductory chapters that outline the development of Daoist
organisations, discuss the date and compiliation of the
work, and introduce key issues of terminology and world
view. EUR 80,50

158.Kohrman, Matthew Bodies of Di�erence {
Experiences of Disability and Institutional Advo-
cacy in the Making of Modern China
Berkeley, forthcoming 2005, 304 p., cloth.
This book chronicles the compelling story of disabili-
ty's emergence as an area of signi�cant sociopolitical
activity in contemporary China. Keenly attentive to how
bodies are embedded in discourse, history, and personal
exigency, Matthew Kohrman details ways that disability
became a fount for the production of institutions and
identities across the Chinese landscape during the �nal
decades of the twentieth century. He looks closely at the
creation of the China Disabled Persons' Federation and
the lives of numerous individuals, among them Deng Pu-
fang, son of China's Communist leader Deng Xiaoping.
Also available in paper at EUR 30,00. EUR 63,00

159.Kong Shuyu Consuming Literature { Best
Sellers and the Commercialization of Literary
Production in Contemporary China
Stanford, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
This book examines the changes taking place in literary
writing and publishing in contemporary China under the
inuence of the emerging market economy. It focuses on
the revival of literary best sellers in the Chinese book
market and the establishment of a best-seller produc-
tion machine. The author examines how writers have be-
come cultural entrepreneurs, how state publishing houses
are now motivated by commercial incentives, and how
\second-channel", unoÆcial publishers and distributors
both compete and cooperate with oÆcial publishing
houses in a dual-track, socialist-capitalist economic sys-
tem. Taken together, these changes demonstrate how
economic development and culture interact in a postso-
cialist society, in contrast to the way they work in the
mature capitalist economies of the West. That economic
reforms have a�ected many aspects of Chinese society
is well known, but this is the �rst comprehensive analy-
sis of market inuences in the literary �eld. This book
thus o�ers a fresh perspective on the inner workings of
contemporary Chinese society. Also available in paper
at EUR 30,00. EUR 64,50

160.Kornberg, Judith & John R. Faust China in

World Politics
Boulder, 2004, 300 p., cloth.
This fully revised and updated text introduces students
to China' s foreign policy - past and present - and the
factors that may inuence the country' s future policy
agenda. Exploring the new dynamics of China' s regio-
nal and international roles, the authors outline the po-
litical, security, economic, and social issues the coun-
try faces in the emerging 21st century. Each chapter of
the book familiarizes students with the Chinese frame-
work for analyzing the issues in question. Alternate po-
licy choices are suggested, along with supporting data for
each course of action. Discussion and essay questions, as
well as suggested readings and a bibliography of internet
resources, are also included. Also available in paper at
EUR 33,70. EUR 66,50

161.Ku, Agnes and Ngai Pun (eds.) Remaking Ci-
tizenship in Hong Kong { Community, Na-
tion and the Global City
London, 2004, 10 line drawings, 20 tables,
256 p., Asia's Transformations, cloth.
This book provides a detailed comparative account of
the development of citizenship and civil society in Hong
Kong from its time as a British colony to its current sta-
tus as a special autonomous region of China. Subjects
covered include immigration, race, gender, homosexua-
lity, the law and resistance. The book also compares ci-
tizenship and civil society in Hong Kong with a number
of other East Asian countries. EUR 103,00

162.Lackner, Michael and Natascha Vittingho�
(eds.) Mapping Meanings { The Field of
New Learning in Late Qing China
Leiden, 2004, with Chinese texts, 700 p., Sinica
Leidensia 64, cloth.
This book is a broad-ranged introduction to China's in-
tellectual encounter with Western knowledge and mo-
dern sciences. Subjects included are the transformation
of the examination system, the establishment of acade-
mic disciplines, and new social actors and questions of
new terminologies. EUR 188,00

163.Laing, Ellen J. Selling Happiness { Calendar
Posters and Visual Culture in Early-Twentieth-
Century Shanghai
Honolulu, 2004, 149 illus., 37 color, 360 p.,
cloth.
This visually appealing and richly illustrated work des-
cribes the origin and evolution of modern commercial
art in China, focusing on colorful advertisement calen-
dar posters that featured distinctive feminine images. It
makes clear how essential commercial art and its insti-
tutional backing were to the development of modern art
and even modern society in China over the past century.
Selling Happiness discusses not only advertising art but
also the production and marketing of the calendar pos-
ter. Laing outlines how the Chinese commercial artist,
who rarely attended formal Western art classes, gained
skills in Western representational art. She also explains
how the styles developed by commercial poster artists
during the 1920s and 1930s became the basis for certain
types of propaganda art under Communist rule in the
1950s and 1960s. EUR 52,00

164.Lalibert�e, Andr�e The Politics of Buddhist
Organizations in Taiwan, 1989{2003 { Sa-
feguard the Faith, Build a Pure Land, Help the
Poor
London, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
This book o�ers a detailed survey of three of the most
important Buddhist organizations in Taiwan: the Bud-
dhist Association of the Republic of China, the Buddha
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Light Mountain monastic order, and the Buddhist Com-
passion Relief Tzu Chi Association. EUR 96,00

165.Lanselle, Rainier Le sujet derri�ere la mu-

raille { �A propos de la question des deux
langues dans la tradition chinoise
Er�es, 2004, 119 p.
Pour rendre compte d'elle-même, la civilisation chinoise
a fait usage d'une langue �ecrite fortement codi��ee et

situ�ee tr�es �a l'�ecart de la langue naturelle. �A côt�e de
cette langue \classique", une deuxi�eme langue \vulgai-
re" a �ni par prendre naissance, reproduisant le langage
parl�e. Pris entre deux langages, le sujet de s'est jamais
dit, en Chine , comme sujet. EUR 10,00

166.Launay, Adrien Histoire des missions de
Chine { 1. Mission du Kouy-Tch�eou (3 vo-
lumes)
Les Indes savantes, r�e�ed. 2002, 549, 623, 534 p.
�Egalement disponibles : vol. 2 Mission du Kouang-Tong.
Monographie des districts, 210 p. 38 EUR ; vol. 3 Mis-
sion du Se-Tchoan (2 volumes, 662 p. et 336 p., plus
apprendice 105 p. plus carte d�epliante) 92 EUR ; vol.
4 Mission du Kouang-Si, 447 p. plus carte d�epliante en
couleur 86,8 � 63 cm, 54 EUR. EUR 140,00

167.Lee Chin-Chuan Chinese Media, Global
Contexts
London, 2003, 288 p., Asia's Transformation Se-
ries, cloth.
Virtually every major media, information and telecom-
munications enterprise in the world is signi�cantly tied
to China. This volume provides the most expert, up-to-
date and multidisciplinary analyses on how the contem-
porary media function in what has rapidly become the
world's biggest market. As the West, particularly the Uni-
ted States, tries to integrate China into the global mar-
ket economy, the book examines how globalizing forces
clash with Chinese nationalism to shape China's media
discourses and ideology. It also analyses the role of the
media as a site of resistance within China to the ruling
elite. EUR 103,00

168.Lee, Janghee Xunzi and Early Chinese Na-
turalism
Albany, 2004, 160 p., SUNY Chinese Philosophy
and Culture, cloth.
This book situates Xunzi's philosophy in the context of
early Chinese philosophy, particularly with what the au-
thor identi�es as Chinese \naturalism". Early Chinese
naturalism refers to a unique Chinese philosophical orien-
tation that seeks normativity in the realm of nature. In
early China, where the notion of transcendence never
occupied a central position in philosophical discourse, it
was perfectly reasonable for philosophers to turn to the
\naturalness" or \spontaneity" of nature as a source of
value or guidance for a way of life. Janghee Lee argues
that the most prominent features of Xunzi's philosophy
- his famous doctrine that human nature is bad and his
strong emphasis on ritual - can best be understood as
Xunzi's critical response to the naturalistic trend of his
time, which can be found not only in Daoist philoso-
phers like Zhuangzi, but also in other Confucian philo-
sophers such as Mencius. According to the author, Xun-
zi's concept of xin (mind-heart) provides a crucial hint
for understanding his ritual-oriented philosophy, clearly
contrasted with the naturalistic tendencies of early Chi-
nese philosophy. EUR 39,50

169.Lee, Sonya S. Nirvana Imagery in Medieval

Chinese Art
Ann Arbor, 2004, 503 p.
This image of transition embodies the highest spiritual
ideal in Buddhism, as well as an inherent ambiguity in
representation which sets it apart from all other Buddha
images. The theme of the Buddha's equivocation bet-
ween presence and absence, not seeing and being seen,
found a ready audience in medieval China of the �fth
to ninth centuries. This dissertation is the �rst compre-
hensive study of nirvana imagery in this crucial period of
development.Part One concerns the process of adapta-
tion that the nirvana image continuously underwent, �rst
from a concept articulated in written format to a picto-
rial motif; and second, from its original forms rooted in
Indian and Central Asian visualities to new ones that
were more suited to medieval Chinese visual sensibilities.
Part Two historicizes the visual encounter of the nirvana
image at cave shrine complexes by focusing on two cases
of spectatorship, the nirvana caves at Dunhuang and
the site of Wofoyuan in Sichuan. The ensuing analyses
emphasize the dynamic interaction between person and
place, in particular how material images and structures
were deployed to mold viewers' experience and opinions
with great eÆcacy. An authorized facsimile of a docto-
ral dissertation submitted to the University of Chicago.
Includes a CD-Rom EUR 83,90

170.Lef�evre, Vincent (ed.) Lumi�eres de soie {
Soieries tiss�ees d'or de la collection Riboud
R�eunion des Mus�ees Nationaux, 2004, 207 p.
Catalogue de l'exposition Lumi�eres de soie qui se tient
au Mus�ee national des Arts asiatiques Guimet du 27
octobre 2004 au 24 janvier 2005. L'exposition se veut
un hommage �a Krishna Riboud qui a rassembl�e pr�es de
4000 pi�eces de textiles d'Asie dont de tr�es belles soieries
pr�esent�ees dans ce livre. Quatre essais proposent une
synth�ese historique pour chacun des grands domaines
g�eographiques repr�esent�es : � Les soieries tiss�ees d'or en
Chine (V. Lef�evre) � Le nishki au Japon (Alan Ken-
nedy) � Les soieries tiss�ees d'or dans le monde indien (V.
Lef�evre) � Le Songket et les soieries tiss�ees d'or en Asie
du Sud-est (V. Lef�evre); Bibliographie, glossaire. Notices
r�edig�ees par Catherine Delacour, Jean-Paul Desroches,
Laure Feug�ere, Vincent Lef�evre, Francis Macouin, Emi-
lie Naval, Amina Okada et Aur�elie Samuel. EUR 30,00

171.Lehnert, Martin Partitur des Lebens { Die
Liaofan si xun von Yuan Huang (1533{1606)
Bern, 2004, 299 p., cloth.
Unter den Moraltraktaten aus der sp�aten Ming-Zeit
z�ahlen die Liaofan si xun von Yuan Huang (1533{1606)
zu jenen

"
Ratgebern\ f�ur rechte Lebensf�uhrung, die

sich durch einen systematischen Ansatz auszeichnen:
Vor dem Hintergrund �okonomischer und sozialer Kri-
sen, die den Untergang des Ming-Reiches einl�auteten,
entwirft er eine Kasuistik altruistischer Praxis von be-
kenntnishaftem Charakter.Pers�onlicher Status, Ambitio-
nen, Moralit�at und karmische Vergeltung - dies sind To-
poi der Kasuistik von Yuan Huang. Der Schl�ussel zu
ihrem Verst�andnis ist ein dunkles Zitat aus dem kon-
fuzianischen Klassiker Menzius:

"
Wenn der K�onig nur

wirklich die Musik recht liebt, so kann aus dem Staat
Qi noch etwas werden\. Der Autor pr�asentiert mit den
hier erstmals vollst�andig ins Deutsche �ubersetzten und
ausf�uhrlich kommentierten Liaofan si xun ein herausra-
gendes Beispiel mingzeitlicher Gl�uckseligkeitslehren. Ka-
tegorien von universaler Harmonie und Moralpragmatik
werden ebenso behandelt wie soziale, politische und re-
ligi�ose Kontexte von Yuan Huangs Werk. EUR 74,00

172.Leli�evre, Dominique L'empire am�ericain en
�echec { Sous l'�eclairage de la Chine imp�eriale
Carnot, 2004, 195 p.
L'objet de cet ouvrage est de mettre en parall�ele la Chine
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de Yongle et l'Am�erique de George Bush vue sous l'angle
n�eo-conservateur. EUR 16,00

173.Li Ang Nuit obscure
Actes Sud, Arles, 2004, 193 p.
Roman traduit du chinois (Taiwan) par Marie Laureillard.
Titre original : An Ye, publi�e en 1985. Un �etudiant en phi-
losophie vient r�ev�eler �a un chef d'entreprise que sa femme
l'a tromp�e. En toile de fond, c'est toute la soci�et�e urbaine
taiwanaise des ann�ees 1980 et ses travers qui d�e�lent :
a�airisme et corruption, brutalit�e et �egocentrisme des re-
lations entre les sexes, modes occidentales et traditions
japonaises, snobisme et superstitions. EUR 17,90

174.Li Guanghui The Impact of the One-Child
Policy on Fertility, Children's Well-Being
and Gender Di�erential in China
Ann Arbor, 2004, 151 p.
In this dissertation, the overall impact of the One-Child
Policy on Chinese population was analyzed with an eco-
nomic model of household choice. This model predicts
that an increase in the price for quantity of children
(through the One-Child Policy) would decrease the de-
mand for quantity of children and would induce a de-
mand shift towards quality of children. The inuence of
this policy is further complicated by the presence of a
strong son-preference culture in China. Therefore, the
interaction between these two and its impact on gen-
der di�erence were evaluated. Data is from the China
Health and Nutrition Survey. An authorized facsimile of
a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of
Washington. EUR 83,90

175.Li Leilei Chinois pratique de base { Collec-
tion \m�ethode 90"
Le livre de poche, 2004, 504 p., Coll. M�ethode
90
Cette m�ethode est con�cue pour les d�ebutants. L'�etudiant
peut l'utiliser seul (avec enregistement �a venir) ou en
compl�ement d'une autre m�ethode. Le pinyin est trait�e �a
part d�es la premi�ere le�con habituant l'�el�eve �a ne pas le
regarder syst�ematiquement. Tout y est pour acqu�erir les
premiers pas de base du chinois parl�e : dialogues et textes
avec vocabulaire et expressions courantes d'aujourd'hui,
grammaire et exercices avec corrections; traduction, ver-
sions et th�emes avec corrig�es. EUR 13,00

176.Lin Yi-min Between Politics and Markets
{ Firms, Competition and Institutional Change
in Post-Mao China
Cambridge, 2004, 280 p.
Now available in paper. EUR 31,00

177.Lin Yutang Un moment �a P�ekin { I. En-
fances chinoises
Philippe Picquier, Arles, 2004, 546 p.
Roman traduit de l'anglais par Fran�cois Fosca. Titre ori-
ginal : Moment in Peking, publi�e en 1939. Dans cette
grande fresque familiale situ�ee en 1900, au moment de
la r�evolte des Boxers, Lin Yutang d�epeint avec �nesse
les relations entre g�en�erations, les amours interdites et
les mariages de raison. La deuxi�eme partie devrait être
publi�ee en 2005. EUR 19,50

178.Lin Yutang L'importance de vivre
Philippe Picquier, Arles, 2004, 426 p.
Traduit de l'anglais par J. Biadi. Pr�eface et r�epertoire de
Pierre Kaser. Titre original : The Importance of Living,
publi�e en anglais en 1937. Cet ouvrage est la r�e�edition
de l'�edition fran�caise de 1948, parue chez Buchet-
Chastel/Correa avec deux changements notoires : le
syst�eme de transcription a �et�e r�eactualis�e en pinyin et
un r�epertoire de notices a �et�e rajout�e a�n de permettre

aux lecteurs de mieux comprendre les r�ef�erences de Lin
Yutang. EUR 20,00

179.Liu Hong Singapore Chinese Society in
Transition { Business, Politics and Socio-
Economic Change, 1945{1965
Bern, 2004, 299 p., cloth.
As the �rst comprehensive study of its kind, this book
analyzes the dynamics, processes, mechanisms, and
consequences of socio-economic and political changes
in Singapore Chinese society from 1945 to 1965. This
study is essential reading for an understanding of not
only the Chinese politics and business networks in post-
war Singapore, but also the historical evolution of the
newly independent Republic. EUR 87,00

180.Liu Xin (ed.) New Reections on Anthro-
pological Studies of Greater China
Berkeley, 2004, 245 p., China Research Mono-
graph 58,
Includes \Short Comments" by Myron L. Cohen, Jerry
Eades, Judith Farquhar, Susan Greenhalgh, Ellen Hertz,
Shih-chung Hsieh, William Jankowiak, Lili Nie, P. Ste-
ven Sangren, G. William Skinner, James L. Watson,
Rubie Watson, Robert Weller & Li Zhang and \Lon-
ger Contemplation" by Joseph Bosco, Susan Brownell,
Elisabeth J. Croll, Stephan Feuchtwang, Dru C. Glad-
ney, Kwang-ok Kim, Frank N. Pieke, Gregory A. Ruf,
Louisa Schein, Helen Siu, Yunxiang Yan & Mayfair
Yang. EUR 31,00

181.Liu Zheng The Chinese
G�otteborg, 2004, 120 b&w photographs, 141 p.,
cloth.
Since 1994, Liu Zheng, one of China's most widely ex-
hibited contemporary artists, has been working on his
ambitious photographic project, The Chinese. Liu seeks
out moments in which archetypal Chinese characters are
encountered in extreme and unexpected situations. His
main subjects include street eccentrics, homeless chil-
dren, transvestite performers, Buddhists monks or prison
inmates. This book represents Liu Zheng's own selection
of 120 works. EUR 48,00

182.Liu Zhenyun Les mandarins
Bleu de Chine, 2004, 124 p.
Roman traduit du chinois et annot�e par Sebastian Veg.
Titre original : Guanren, publi�e en 1992. Dans Les Man-
darins, l'auteur montre comment discours mao��ste et cy-
nisme se mêlent dans le monologue int�erieur des person-
nages. Liu Zhenyun analyse la d�ependance des individus
vis-�a-vis d'un syst�eme qui a remplac�e l'id�eologie par les
avantages mat�eriels. EUR 18,00

183.Liu, Lydia H. (ed.) The Clash of Empires {
The Invention of China in Modern World Ma-
king
Cambridge, MA, 2004, 318 p., cloth.
The Clash of Empires brings to light the cultural le-
gacy of sovereign thinking that emerged in the course
of the violent meetings between the British Empire and
the Qing Dynasty (1644{1911). Lydia Liu demonstrates
how the collision of imperial will and competing interests,
rather than the civilizational attributes of existing na-
tions and cultures, led to the invention of \China", \the
East", \theWest", and the modern notion of \the world"
in recent history. Drawing on her archival research and
comparative analyses of English{and Chinese{language
texts, as well as their respective translations, she explores
how the rhetoric of barbarity and civilization, friend and
enemy, and discourses on sovereign rights, injury, and di-
gnity were a central part of British imperial warfare. Ex-
posing the military and philological{and almost always
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translingual{nature of the clash of empires, this book
provides a startlingly new interpretation of modern im-
perial history. EUR 52,00

184.Lo, Vivienne & Christopher Cullen (eds.) Me-
dieval Chinese Medicine { The Dunhuang
Medical Manuscripts
London, 2004, 336 p., Needham Research Insti-
tute, cloth.
This is the �rst book to discuss this fascinating material
in a western language in the century since the Dunhuang
library was discovered, and it is likely to remain the only
book of its kind in English for a considerable time. The
collection presented here is an example of the kind of in-
ternational collaboration of research teams, centres and
individuals that is required to begin to study the source
materials adequately. EUR 93,00

185.Lu Hanchao Beyond the Neon Lights {
Everyday Shanghai in the Early Twentieth Cen-
tury
Berkeley, 2004, 474 p.
New in Paperback. In this carefully researched study,
Hanchao Lu weaves rich documentary data with ethno-
graphic surveys and interviews to reconstruct the fabric
of everyday life in China's largest and most complex city
in the �rst half of this century. EUR 33,50

186.Lu Xing Rhetoric of the Chinese Cultural
Revolution { The Impact on Chinese Thought,
Culture and Communication
Columbia, SC, 2004, 250 p., cloth.
Rhetoric of the Chinese Cultural Revolution identi�es the
rhetorical features and explores the persuasive e�ects
of poltical language and symbolic practices during the
period. Lu Xing examines how leaders of the Commu-
nist Party constructed and enacted a rhetoric in political
contexts to legitimize power and violence and to dehu-
manize a group of people identi�ed as class enemies. Lu
provides close readings of the movement's primary yextes
{political slogans, oÆcial propoaganda, wall posters, and
the lyrics of mass songs and model operas. She also scru-
tinizes such ritualistic practices as the loyalty dance, de-
nunciation rallies , poltical study sessions and criticism
and self-criticism meetings. To illustrate the severity of
the revolution aftere�ects, Lu examines post-cultural re-
volutionary public discourse in contemporary China and
compares the rhetoric of the Cultural Revolution with
that of Stalinist Russia and Nazi Germany. EUR 59,50

187.Lu, Sheldon & Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh (ed.)
Chinese-Language Film { Historiography,
Poetics, Politics
Honolulu, 2004, 392 p., cloth.
This volume, the most comprehensive work to date on
Chinese �lm, explores the manifold dimensions of the
subject and highlights areas overlooked in previous stu-
dies. Leading scholars take up issues and topics covering
the entire range of Chinese cinema. Contributors include
Chris Berry, David Bordwell, Stephen Yiu-wai Chu, Shu-
qin Cui, Darrell W. Davis, David Desser, Mary Farqu-
har, Xiaoping Lin. . . Also available in paper at EUR
37,00. EUR 72,20

188.Lupke, Christopher The Magnitude of Ming
{ Command, Allotment and Fate in Chinese
Culture
Honolulu, 2004, 408 p., cloth.
Few ideas in Chinese discourse are as ubiquitous as ming,
variously understood as \command", \allotted lifespan",
\fate", or \life". In the earliest days of Chinese writing,
ming was already present, invoked in divinations and et-
ched into ancient bronzes; it has continued to inscribe

itself down to the twenty-�rst century in literature and
�lm. This volume assembles twelve essays by some of the
most eminent scholars currently working in Chinese stu-
dies to produce the �rst comprehensive study in English
of ming's broad web of meanings. The essays span the
history of Chinese civilization and represent disciplines
as varied as religion, philosophy, anthropology, literary
studies, history, and sociology. Cross-cultural compari-
sons between ancient Chinese views of ming and Western
conceptions of moira and fatum are discussed, providing
a speci�c point of departure for contrasting the structure
of attitudes between the two civilizations. EUR 54,50

189.Ma Shiguang The EÆciency of China's
Stock Market
Aldershot, 2004, 302 p., The Chinese Economy
Series, cloth.
By investigating the eÆciency of China's stock market
in accordance with the theoretical framework of the Ef-
�cient Market Hypothesis, this book focuses on weak
form and semi-strong form market eÆciency. Empirical
tests have been intensively conducted on the random
walk hypothesis, the presence of market seasonality and
the price reaction to publicly released information. In ad-
dition, The EÆciency of China's Stock Market provides a
comparative analysis between China's stock market and
other countries' stock markets. Appendix; Bibliography;
Index. EUR 100,00

190.Ma, Laurence J.C. & Wu Fulong Restructu-
ring the Chinese City { Changing Society,
Economy and Space
London, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
Bringing together the work of leading scholars speciali-
zing in urban China, this book examines what has happe-
ned to the Chinese city undergoing multiple transforma-
tions during the reform era, with an emphasis on new
processes of urban formation and the consequent re-
constituted urban spaces. With arguments against the
convergence thesis that sees cities everywhere becoming
more Western in form and suggestions that the Chinese
city is best seen as a multiplex city. EUR 115,00

191.Mackerras, Colin Ethnicity in Asia
London, 2004, 256 p.
Now available in paperback. EUR 34,80

192.MacMurray, John V.A. (ed.) Treaties and
Agreements with and Concerning China
1894{1919 (2 volumes)
Folkestone, 2004, 1570 p., cloth.
An important reference collection of state papers, pri-
vate agreements, and other documents, in relation to
the rights and obligations of the Chinese government in
relation to foreign powers, and in reference to the inter-
relation of those powers in respect to China, during the
period from the Sino-Japanese War to the conclusion of
the World War of 1914{1919.This collection is of parti-
cular interest now in the context of China's emergence
as a world power of the 21st century. Volume I: Manchu
Period 1894{1911, Volume II: Republican Period 1912{
1919. EUR 660,00

193.Mahnken, Thomas G. & Emily Goldman (eds.)
The Information Revolution in Military Af-
fairs { Prospects for Asia
Basingstoke, 2004, 272 p., cloth.
The contributors to this volume seek to explore the
multi-dimensional (institutional, cultural, technological,
and political) environments of several Asian states to
determine the amenability of those host environments
for the adoption/adaptation of the Revolution in Mi-
litary A�airs (RMA). Part of the contents : Learning
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and catching up : China's RMA Initiative (Y. JI) �

China's Revolution in Military A�airs: Rattling Mao's
Army (A.Nien-Dzu Yang) � Taiwan and the RMA
(J.Mulvenon) � Taiwan: From Integrated Missile Defense
to RMA? � Singapore and the Revolution in Military Af-
fairs (T.Huxley) EUR 80,50

194.Mair, Victor (ed.) Hawaii Reader in Tradi-
tional Chinese Culture
Honolulu, 2004, 130 illus., 117 color, 11 maps,
744 p., cloth.
The Hawai`i Reader in Traditional Chinese Culture is a
collection of more than ninety primary sources{all but a
few of which were translated speci�cally for this volume{
of cultural signi�cance from the Bronze Age to the turn
of the twentieth century. They take into account virtually
every aspect of traditional culture, including sources from
the non-Sinitic ethnic minorities. EUR 55,00

195.Manion, Melanie Corruption by Design {
Building Clean Government in Mainland China
and Hong Kong
Cambridge, MA, 2004, 304 p., cloth.
This book contrasts experiences of mainland China and
Hong Kong to explore the pressing question of how go-
vernments can transform a culture of widespread corrup-
tion to one of clean government. Melanie Manion exa-
mines Hong Kong as the best example of the possibility
of reform. Within a few years it achieved a spectacularly
successful conversion to clean government. Mainland
China illustrates the diÆculty of reform. Despite more
than two decades of anticorruption reform, corruption in
China continues to spread essentially unabated.EUR 57,00

196.Mehendale, Sanjyot & Turaj Atabaki (eds.)
Central Asia and the Caucasus { Transna-
tionalism and Diaspora
London, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
This book focuses on the dynamics among transnational
forces within and beyond Central Asia and explores the
roles played by diaspora communities in Central Asia and
the Caucasus. EUR 103,00

197.Mei Qing Houses and Settlements { Retur-
ned Overseas Chinese Architecture in Xiamen,
1890s-1930s
Ann Arbor, 2004, 212 p.
This dissertation is concerned with a central question of
how to interpret the nature of returned overseas Chinese
houses and settlements in early 20th century Xiamen. By
analysing the formations, styles, building methods and
technologies, these returned overseas Chinese dwellings
are examined not only within a signi�cant contemporary
social and economic network linking China and Southeast
Asia, but also within a local Xiamen cultural context.
Sources for the argument include works of biographi-
cal history, local literature and documents, �rst-hand
measured drawings, photographs, and interviews. These
overseas Chinese dwellings, from a migration perspec-
tive, are the physical reection of their worldviews, life
experiences and cultural identity. As the carriers of mi-
grating Chinese life through generations, these dwellings
are interpreted as the multi-cultural hybrid product of
Chinese architecture, Southeast Asian architecture and
Western architecture. An authorized facsimile of a doc-
toral dissertation submitted to the Chinese University of
Hong Kong. EUR 83,90

198.Menpes, Mortimer & Henry Arthur Blake
China London, forthcoming 2005, 79 illus.,
146 p., China Library, cloth.
Taking up where traditional history books leave o�, this
work o�ers the reader vibrant, enthralling descriptions of

Chinese life and culture at the beginning of the twentieth
century, allowing him to enter Chinese towns and homes
and to participate in great ceremonies and everyday life.
Informed by extensive travel and intimate observation,
the book covers such topics as family life, social hierar-
chy, agriculture, religion, opium use, cities, peasant life,
martial history, homes and sport. EUR 141,00

199.Metzger, Thomas A. A Cloud Across the Pa-
ci�c { Essays on the Clash between Chinese and
Western Political Theories Today
Hong Kong, 2004, 752 p., cloth.
This book uncovers the basic contradictions between
contemporary China's complex ideological marketplace
and Western liberalism. EUR 59,30

200.Mi Huangfu Zhenjiu Jiayi Jing (2 volumes)
{ Le classique ordonn�e de l'acupuncture
Guy Tr�edaniel, 2004, 845 p.
�Ecrit au IIIe si�ecle apr�es JC par un lettr�e chinois, ce
classique est traduit par Constantin Milsky et Gilles
Andr�es. Il comprend la plus ancienne pr�esentation des
points d'acupuncture avec leurs indications sympto-
matiques, soit 349 points auxquels ne seront rajout�es
ult�erieurement que 12 points. Outre la traduction, de
tr�es nombreux commentaires chinois, r�edig�es au cours
des si�ecles pour expliciter les passages diÆciles ou en
montrer les di��erentes interpr�etations, ce qui n'avait ja-
mais �et�e fait pour la traduction d'autres ouvrages de
m�edecine chinoise. Le deuxi�eme volume comprend de
nombreux index et le texte chinois original. EUR 90,00

201.Mi Jia-Yan Self-Fashioning and Reexive
Modernity in Modern Chinese Poetry {
1919{1949
Lewiston, 2004, 278 p.
This study explores diverse modes of self-fashioning in
the discursive formation of Chinese modernity between
1919 and 1949 in modern Chinese poetry. By focusing
on four representative poets of modern Chinese poetry
before 1949 - Guo Moruo, Li Jinfa, Dai Wangshu, and
Mu Dan - the study o�ers fresh, insightful analysis of the
dynamic trajectory of the historical complexity of fashio-
ning a new modern self-subjectivity with relation to the
nation-state. Theoretically informed by the varied pers-
pectives of modernity, the self, the body, and memory,
the author for the �rst time reveals how the corporeal
body emerges as a site of agency, trauma, and libidi-
nal investment for engaging with the con�guration of
a multi-layered self, gender, and nationhood in modern
China. EUR 130,00

202.Moore, Oliver J. Rituals of Recruitment in
Tang China { Reading an Annual Programme
in the Collected Statements by Wang Dingbao
(870{940)
Leiden, 2004, 352 p., Sinica Leidensia 65, cloth.
Based on translations of an unique Tang text, the Col-
lected Statements, this work explores a worthy social
commentary on the examination life that its compiler
witnessed. It describes the emergence of the literary
culture surrounding civil service examination recruitment
during China's Tang dynasty (618-907); considers the
series of rituals that Tang examination candidates un-
derwent throughout the annual examinations; contrasts
lavish court ceremonies of the early Tang period with
more private rituals of acknowledgement that became
fashionable in the second half of the dynasty. EUR 141,00

203.Mushkat, Roda International Environmen-
tal Law and Asian Values { Legal Norms and
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Cultural Inuences
Vancouver, 2004, 284 p., cloth.
Following decades of vigorous economic expansion, Asia
is confronting the environmental consequences of un-
fettered development. This poses a challenge because
of the strong bias of prevailing cultural systems in the
region toward the goal of lifting standards of living
over achieving ecological sustainability.This book juxta-
poses international environmental norms and practices
with relevant Asian policies and their applications in key
areas. EUR 97,00

204.Naughton, Barry & Dali Yang (eds.) Holding
China Together { Diversity and National In-
tegration in the Post-Deng Era
Cambridge, 2004, 304 p., cloth.
Despite many predictions of collapse and disintegration,
China has managed to sustain unity and gain interna-
tional stature since the Tiananmen crisis of 1989. This
volume addresses the `fragmentation/disintegration the-
sis' and examines the sources and dynamics of China's
resilience. EUR 73,50

205.Nguyen Tri, Christine & Catherine Despeux
(eds.) Education et instruction en Chine
{ III. Aux marges de l'orthodoxie
Centre d'�etudes chinoises/Peeters, 2004, 244 p.
Troisi�eme et dernier volume d'une s�erie consacr�ee �a
l'instruction en Chine, Aux marges de l'orthodoxie re-
groupe huit �etudes qui rappellent, pour des p�eriodes
allant des Royaumes combattants au d�ebut du XXe
si�ecle, que si la litt�erature �ecrite classique a pr�edomin�e
dans la formation du lettr�e, elle ne fut pas son seul
moyen d'�education. Sommaire : Education et mobilit�e �a
l'�epoque des Royaumes combattants (Jean L�evi) Educa-
tion classique, �education l�egiste sous les Han (Hans Van

Ess) �A l'�ecole des collines : l'enseignement des lettr�es
reclus sous les dynasties du Sud (Val�erie Lavoix) Educa-
tion des femmes jalouses au d�ebut de la Chine m�edi�evale
(Jen-der Lee) Strat�egies romanesques ? Des diÆcult�es
du discours �edi�ant dans les r�ecits en langue vulgaire au
XVIIe si�ecle (Rainier Lanselle) L'interminable le�con d'un
bonze de papier : Bodhidarma comme h�eraut confuc�een
dans un roman didactique du XVIIe si�ecle (Vincent
Durand-Dast�es) M�elodie et m�etamorphose : transmission
de l'art du qin (Georges Goormaghtigh) L'�education de
la femme et les manuels f�eminins du d�ebut du XXe si�ecle.
De la m�ere de Mengzi aux femmes modernes (Joan
Judge) ; Index, bibliographie. EUR 36,00

206.Palace, Wendy The British Empire and Ti-
bet 1900{1922
London, 2004, 208 p., cloth.
In August 1904 Sir Francis Younghusband's invasion
force reached the forbidden city of Lhasa. The British
invasion of Tibet in 1903 acted as a catalyst for change
in a world transformed by revolution, war and the rise
of a new order. Using unoÆcial government sources, pri-
vate papers and the diaries and memoirs of those invol-
ved, this book examines the impact of Younghusband's
invasion and its aftermath inside Tibet. EUR 107,00

207.Palmer, Augusta L. Crossroads { Nostalgia
and the Documentary Impulse in Contemporary
Chinese Cinemas
Ann Arbor, 2004, 583 p.
This is a cultural history of urban cinema produced in
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the People's Republic of China
at the turn of the millennium. It delineates signi�cant
convergences and divergences between the three cine-
mas in terms of aesthetic form, thematic content, and
industrial practice. During the 1990s, increasing econo-
mic integration and more permeable borders enabled the

formation of a Greater China Cultural Sphere, which be-
gan to connect the three regions through the circulation
of people and popular culture. This created shifts in lo-
cal identities and their relationship to varying concepts
of Chineseness. In response to such uncertainty, �lms
from the three regions of Greater China evoke nostal-
gia for an earlier transnational city, Shanghai, and for
the disappearing facets of local urban experience in Tai-
pei, Beijing, and Hong Kong. At the same time, �c-
tion �lmmakers in all three regions turned their atten-
tion to documenting urban transformation in progress,
using both documentary techniques and subject matter.
The dissertation integrates analysis of �lms and their
cultural contexts to examine how cinema both reects
and constructs contemporary Chinese urban identities.
An authorized facsimile of a doctoral dissertation sub-
mitted to New York University EUR 83,90

208.Palmer, David A. La ��evre du Qigong {
Gu�erison, religion et politique en Chine contem-
poraine
�Ecole des hautes �etudes en sciences sociales, Pa-
ris, 2004, 512 p., Coll. Recherches d'histoire et
de sciences sociales
Cet ouvrage d�ecrit la cr�eation du qigong moderne par

l'�Etat chinois dans les premi�eres ann�ees de la R�epublique
populaire, fruit d'une volont�e politique de s�eculariser les
formes traditionnelles de gu�erison; l'explosion du qigong
dans les ann�ees 1980, mouvement de religiosit�e popu-
laire port�e par une id�eologie l�egitimatrice qui se r�ef�erait
aussi bien �a la tradition antique qu'�a la Science; et �a la
crise politique du qigong dans les ann�ees 1990, durant la-
quelle s'a�rontent plusieurs strat�egies visant au contrôle
de milliers de mâ�tres et de millions d'adeptes, et la ges-
tion du potentiel symbolique, �economique et politique
du mouvement. EUR 42,00

209.Pelletier, Philippe (ed.) Identit�es territo-
riales en Asie orientale { Norao volume 1
Les Indes savantes, 2004, 24 cartes, 372 p.
Sommaire : I. D�e�nitions et repr�esentations mod�elis�ees
(textes de Michel Bruneau, Guy Faure, Philippe Pelle-
tier, Pierre-Yves Manguin) II. Les h�eritages coloniaux et
imp�eriaux (textes de Jean-Louis Margolin, Louis Mar-
rou, Thomas Beau�ls, Pierre Brocheux, Alain Delissen,
Jean He�er) III. Les visions asiatiques de l'Asie orien-
tale (textes de Pierre Gentelle, Yves Bougon, Anne
de Tinguy, Nicolas Baut�es et Philippe Cad�ene) IV.
Les red�e�nitions entre r�egionalisation et mondialisation
(textes de Karoline Postel-Vinay, Hugues Tertrais, So-
phie Boisseau du Rocher). EUR 36,00

210.Taillard, Christian (ed.) Int�egrations
r�egionales en Asie orientale { Norao vo-
lume 2 Les Indes savantes, 2004, 490 p.
Sommaire : I. L'int�egration r�egionale par les r�eseaux
et les ux II. L'int�egration r�egionale par l'industriali-
sation et la grande distribution III. La question des
mers, �̂les et d�etroits IV. Les espaces transfrontaliers et
transnationaux EUR 46,00

211.Pempel, T. J. (ed.) Remapping East Asia {
The Construction of a Region
Ithaca, 2004, 330 p., cloth.
An overarching ambiguity characterizes East Asia today.
The region has at least a century-long history of inter-
nal divisiveness, war, and conict, and it remains the
site of several nettlesome territorial disputes. However,
a mixture of complex and often competing agents and
processes has been knitting together various segments
of East Asia. In Remapping East Asia, T. J. Pempel and
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other contributors suggest that the region is ripe for co-
operation rather than rivalry and that recent \region-
building" developments in East Asia have had a sub-
stantial cumulative e�ect on the broader canvas of in-
ternational politics. Also available in paper at EUR
26,10. EUR 47,80

212.P�ster, Lauren F. Striving for `The Whole
Duty of Man' { James Legge and the Scot-
tish Protestant Encounter with China, Assessing
Conuences in Scottish Nonconformism, Chi-
nese Missionary Scholarship, Victorian Sinology
and Chinese Protestantism (volume I and vo-
lume II)
Bern, 2004, 758 p.
This is an intellectual biography of the early life and
missionary career of James Legge (1815{1897), a monu-
mental �gure in 19th century European sinology. While
his sinological scholarship has weathered more than a
century of criticism and neglect, Legge's unexpected
emergence into roles as a Scottish Nonconformist pro-
phet and counter-cultural folk hero in Hongkong reveal
new dimensions of Protestant missions in China which
challenge standard Orientalist interpretations of cultural
imperialism. EUR 155,00

213.Picquart, Pierre L'empire chinois { Mieux
comprendre le futur No1 mondial : histoire et ac-
tualit�e de la future diaspora chinoise
Favre, 2004, 220 p.
L'auteur relate toute la trajectoire des migrants et du
peuple chinois exil�e depuis ses origines. Il propose un
parcours migratoire, mondial, historique, g�eographique,
sociologique et g�eopolitique. Il traite des particularit�es
du monde chinois et de la r�epartition mondiale des com-
munaut�es chinoises. EUR 22,00

214.Plaks, Andrew (trans.) Ta Hsueh and Chung
Yung { The Highest Order of Cultivation and
on the Practice of the Mean
London, 2004, 176 p.
Andrew Plaks's new translation is accompanied by an
introduction discussing the signi�cance and inuence of
the two texts, with a preface by Yao Xinzhong exploring
the development of Confucian ideals. This edition also
includes a chronological table, readers' notes, guides to
interpretation and appendices. EUR 19,00

215.Polo, Marco Le devisement du monde
Tome III { Le devisement du monde Tome III
Droz, 2004, 214 p.
Edition critique publi�ee sous la direction de Philippe
M�enard, �edit�e par Jean-Claude Faucon, Danielle Qu�eruel
et Monique Santucci. EUR 25,60

216.Portal, Jane (ed.) Chinese Love Poetry
Londres, 2004, 96 p., cloth.
The three arts of poetry, calligraphy and painting are
regarded in China as the Triple Excellence and they are
brought together here in a beautifully presented antho-
logy of Chinese love poems ranging from the earliest
known works in the famous Book of Songs to the work
of Chairman Mao and other 20th century poets inclu-
ding poignant examples from the high point of Chinese
poetry in the Tang dynasty (618-906). EUR 26,00

217.Pregadio, Fabrizio (ed.) The Encyclopedia of
Taoism
London, forthcoming 2005, 1000 p., cloth.
Taoist studies have progressed beyond all expectations
during recent decades. A number of important studies
in di�erent languages have investigated topics virtually

unknown only a few years earlier, while others have sur-
veyed for the �rst time textual, doctrinal and ritual cor-
pora. This volume builds on these works. Its content
and format make it an extremely useful tool for scholars
and students, who will be able easily to access histori-
cal, terminological and bibliographical information on a
great number of subjects related to Taoism. The Ency-
clopedia reects the current state of Taoist scholarship
and contributes to further progress in this and related
�elds. It provides an accurate overview of Taoist history,
thought and religion through a wide selection of topics,
while entries are cross-referenced and provided with bi-
bliographical data. Over 1750 entries arranged in alpha-
betical order cover schools, texts, historical characters,
divinities, practices, techniques, places, temples and im-
portant terms. The entries and the bibliography include
Chinese and Japanese characters, and the book includes
a chronology of Taoism. EUR 216,00

218.Qu Yuan �El�egies de Chu { Chu ci
Gallimard, 2004, 305 p., Coll Connaissance de
l'Orient
El�egies attribu�ees �a Qu Yuan, Song Yu et autres po�etes
chinois de l'Antiquit�e IVe si�ecle av. JC-IIe si�ecle apr�es JC,
traduites du chinois, pr�esent�ees et annot�ees par R�emi
Mathieu. EUR 30,00

219.Queen, Sarah A. From Chronicle to Canon
{ The Hermeneutics of the Spring and Autumn
Annals according to Tung Chung-shu
Cambridge, 2004, 303 p.
The Luxuriant Gems of the Spring and Autumn Annals
(Ch'un-ch'iu fan lu) established the �rst state-sponsored
Confucian Canon, and created an ideal of the ruler and
his role in government that was central to political dis-
cussion for two thousand years. The author has carefully
scrutinised this text for authenticity, and has conclu-
ded that it was compiled several centuries after Tung's
death, but was mostly compiled from Tung's authentic
writings. By historicising this important text, Queen al-
lows a new view of Tung's relation to the political and
doctrinal discourses of his day, and also addresses the
role of scriptures in Confucian spirituality. New in pa-
perback. EUR 46,50

220.Reed, Christopher A. Gutenberg in Shanghai
{ Chinese Print Capitalism, 1876{1937
Honolulu, forthcoming 2005, 384 p.
Now available in paperback. EUR 30,00

221.Reilly, Thomas H. Taiping Heavenly King-
dom { Rebellion and the Blasphemy of Empire
Seattle, 2004, with glossary, notes, bibliog., in-
dex, 8 illus., 232 p., cloth.
Occupying much of imperial China's Yangzi River heart-
land and costing over twenty million lives, the Taiping
Rebellion (1851{1864) was no ordinary peasant revolt.
What most distinguished this dramatic upheaval from
earlier rebellions was the Taiping faith of the rebels ins-
pired by protestant missionaries. It is this faith, and its
role in the Taiping movement that the author examines.
This book makes a major contribution to the study of
the Taiping Rebellion and to our understanding of the
ideology of both the rebels and the traditional imperial
order they opposed. It will appeal to scholars in the �elds
of Chinese history, religion, and culture and of Christian
theology and church history. EUR 61,10

222.Reinders, Eric Borrowed Gods and Foreign
Bodies { Christian Missionaries Imagine Chi-
nese Religion
Berkeley, 2004, 283 p., cloth.
To the Victorians, the Chinese were invariably \inscru-
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table". The meaning and provenance of this impres-
sion and, most importantly, its workings in nineteenth-
century Protestant missionary encounters with Chinese
religion are at the center of Eric Reinders's Borrowed
Gods and Foreign Bodies, an enlightening look at how
missionaries' religious identity, experience, and physical
foreignness produced certain representations of China
between 1807 and 1937. EUR 54,00

223.Ringgeberg, Patrick L'union du ciel et de la
terre { La peinture de paysage en Chine et au
Japon
Les Deux Oc�eans, Paris, 2004, 185 p.
Un essai sur la peinture en Chine et au Japon par un
sp�ecialiste de l'�etude compar�ee des cultures anciennes,
m�edi�evales et orientales, et de leurs enracinements spiri-
tuels et philosophiques. EUR 18,50

224.Rong Cai The Subject in Crisis in Contem-
porary Chinese Literature
Honolulu, 2004, 296 p., cloth.
This critical study of the crippled subject in post-Mao
literature o�ers a detailed textual analysis of the work of
�ve well-known contemporary writers: Han Shaogong,
Can Xue, Yu Hua, Mo Yan, and Jia Pingwa. The author
investigates not only the literary characters within the
texts, but also their creators{real subjects in history, Chi-
nese writers whose own agency was being tested and es-
tablished in the search for a new subjectivity. She argues
that, reenacting the Maoist legacy, the literary search
failed to provide a viable model for a postrevolutionary
China. These critical readings o�er a unique perspective
with which to gauge the complexity of China's quest for
modernity and a fuller understanding of the self's multi-
faceted experience in the post-Mao era. Also available
in paper at EUR 32,00. EUR 59,30

225.Roth, Harold D. Original Tao
Irvington/New York, 2004, 272 p.
Now available in paper. EUR 24,00

226.Rui Huaichuan Globalisation, Transition
and Development in China { The Case of
the Coal Industry
London, 2004, 208 p., cloth.
This book aims to explain China's development stra-
tegy and its underlying forces, and the success of this
strategy. It examines China's gradualist approach which
emphasises development �rst and regards transition and
globalisation as secondary, enacting liberalisation of do-
mestic markets and integration into the world economy
in a paced way, avoiding dramatic changes which might
impede or even reverse development, and argues that this
approach is broadly correct. It considers China's failures,
including the failure to build large globally competitive
corporations despite the intention to do this, and shows
how China's economic strategy has been implemented in
detail with a case study of the large and important coal
industry. EUR 103,00

227.Rutherford, Judith & Jacky Menzies Celestial
Silks { Chinese Religious and Court Textiles
Sydney, 2004, 119 p.
Catalogue of the exhibition \Celestial Silks" held at the
Art Gallery of New South Wales, Australia, from July
to October 2004. Over 70 works coming from various
collections are presented in full-color photographs : bud-
dhist textiles, daoist textiles, court robes, Ming festival
badges, hats and dragon robes. EUR 31,95

228.Sagart, Laurent, Roger Blench & Alicia Sanchez-
Mazas (eds.) The Peopling of East Asia {
Putting Together Archaeology, Linguistics and

Genetics London, 2004, 392 p., cloth.
One of the most dynamic research areas in the prehistory
of East Asian regions is the synthesis of the �ndings of
archaeology, linguistics and genetics. Several countries
have only recently opened to �eld research and highly
active local groups have made possible a raft of collabo-
rative studies which would have been impossible even a
decade ago. This book presents an overview of the most
recent �ndings in all these �elds. EUR 115,00

229.Sandschneider, Eberhard (ed.) Chinese Cy-
berspaces London, 2004, 224 p., Asia's
Transformations, cloth.
Contents : 1. The Great Illusion: Assessing Internet Ef-
fects in China (E. Sandschneider) � 2. Political Impli-
cations and Social Impact of the Internet in China (E.
Harwit and D. Clark) � 3. China's Digital Divide: Global
and Domestic Impacts (Zhang Junhua) � 4. The Poli-
tics of Advanced Technologies: Peer-to-Peer Computing
in China (M. Chase, N. Hachigian and J. Mulvenon)
� 5. Sur�ng the Net or Serving the People? Local E-
government in Fujian and Guangdong (J. Damm) � 6.
Industrialization Prompting by Informatization: Econo-
mic E�ects of Internet in China (Xie Kang) � 7. Net
Business: China's Potential for a Global Market Change
(S. Thomas). EUR 103,00

230.Sawyer, Ralph Ling Ch'i Ching { A Classic
Chinese Oracle
New York, 2004, 368 p., cloth.
The Ling Ch'i Ching was �rst created by an unknown
Chinese scholar who consciously sought to present the
world with a more accessible oracle than the esoteric I
Ching. For centuries the Ling Ch'i Ching has been a po-
pular divination device for attaining self-knowledge and
wisdom. Like its more famous cousin, the I Ching, it
is rich in poetic language and metaphorical imagery, lin-
king the dynamic principles of heaven and earth with the
a�airs of people. But the Ling Ch'i Ching is far more
accessible than the I Ching, focusing on the concerns
of day-to-day life and positive accomplishment, with no
\moving lines" to interpret. The method of consultation
includes throwing twelve coins, which are then arranged
in three rows to yield one of 125 possible trigraphs. In
the text, each trigraph is represented by a core oracle
describing a situation, problem, or event, and its internal
dynamic, along with a verse emphasizing the trigraph's
more subtle, intuitive qualities. To aid the reader in in-
terpreting the oracle, selections from classical commen-
taries have been included, as well as the translators' own
commentary on the text. EUR 30,00

231.Schipper, Kristofer and Franciscus Verellen
The Taoist Canon { A Historical Companion
to the Daozang (3 volumes)
Chicago, 2004, 3 vol., 1800 p., cloth.
Compiled under imperial auspices and completed in 1445
{ with a supplement added in 1607 { many of the books
in the Daozang concern the history, organization, and
liturgy of China's indigenous religion. A large number of
works deal with medicine, alchemy, and divination. This
new work sets out the contents of the Daozang chro-
nologically, allowing the reader to follow the long evo-
lution of Taoist literature. Lavishly illustrated, the �rst
volume ranges from antiquity through the Middle Ages,
while the second spans the modern period. Within this
frame, texts are grouped by theme and subject. Each one
is the subject of a historical abstract that identi�es the
text's contents, date of origin, and author. Throughout
the �rst two volumes, introductions outline the evolu-
tion of Taoism and its spiritual heritage. A third volume
o�ering biographical sketches of frequently mentioned
Taoists, multiple indexes, and an extensive bibliography
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provides critical tools for navigating this guide to one of
the fundamental aspects of Chinese culture. EUR 159,00

232.Schmeig, Anthony Watching Your Back {
Chinese Martial Arts and Traditional Medicine
Honolulu, 2004, 216 p., Latitude 20 Books,
This book discusses the applications of Daoist philoso-
phy and its practitioners, explains how creative arts are
simultaneously conserved and advanced within a traditio-
nal Chinese lineage, and clari�es the di�erences between
the separate, but parallel, martial and military disciplines.
Drawing from history, philosophy, medicine, linguistics,
and the realities of combat, Dr. Schmieg convincingly
describes how early proponents of Daoism responded to
sociopolitical events in China to shape a unique martial
arts tradition and how this ancient system evolved into
modern combat forms. EUR 29,00

233.Schram, S.R. (ed.) Mao's Road to Power {
Vol. VI: The New Stage (August 1937-1938)
Armonk, 2004, 928 p., cloth.
By 1936, after a decade of Civil War and even before
the Xi'an Incident, Mao had begun talking about a New
Stage of cooperation between the Guomindang and the
Communist Party. With the establishment of a frame-
work for cooperation between the two parties, and as
Japan began its brutal war against China, Mao began
to develop this theme more systematically in both the
political and military spheres. This volume documents
the evolution of Mao's thinking in this area which found
its culmination in his long report to the Sixth Enlarged
Plenum of the Central Committee in October, 1938, ex-
plicitly entitled \On the New Stage"and presented here
in its entirety. It was also during this period that Mao
delivered a course of lectures on dialectical materialism
after reading and annotating a number of works on Mar-
xist theory by Soviet and Chinese authors. These lec-
tures, from which \On Practice and on Contradiction"
were later extracted, are also translated here in their
entirety. EUR 233,00

234.Selya, Roger Mark Development and Demo-
graphic Change in Taiwan (1945{1995)
Singapore, 2004, 480 p., cloth.
This book describes and analyzes the demographic
changes that took place in Taiwan between 1945 and
1995. It uses an interdisciplinary methodology so that
di�erent approaches to demographic change can be com-
pared and contrasted. It attempts to evaluate Taiwan's
experience so that lessons for the Third World can be
extracted. The content and presentation of the mate-
rial are deliberately designed to replicate the 1954 work
of Barclay, Demographic Change and Colonial Develop-
ment in Taiwan. As such the book seeks to provide the
reasons that economic development without demogra-
phic change took place under the Japanese while deve-
lopment with demographic change took place under the
Chinese. The volume is richly illustrated with some 82
original maps and graphs. EUR 88,40

235.Seng Kuan & Peter G. Rowe (eds.) Shanghai
{ Architecture and Urbanism for Modern China
Munich, 2004, 184 p., cloth.
The essays cover the socio-political, cultural and histo-
rical aspects of the city as well as o�er topical analyses
of urban design, conservation and the developments of
the city's waterfronts, while the portfolio sections present
more than thirty ongoing and recently completed projects
in the city. Contributors are : Saskia Sassen, Marie-Claire
Berg�ere, Peter G. Rowe, Seng Kuan, Elizabeth J. Perry,
Je�rey W. Cody, Pierre Cl�ement, Richard Marshall et
Yue Wu. EUR 60,00

236.Shang, Zhongxian Liu Yi and the Dragon

Princess { A Thirteenth-Century Zaju Play by
Shang Zhongxian
Hong Kong, 2004, 120 p., cloth.
Translated by David Haxkes.This adaptation consists of
the freely-translated lyrics of the zaju with new, original
dialogue, including an on-stage narrator. There is a long
introduction with synopses of the Chinese text of the zaju
and the original story it was based on plus an appendix
explaining the use of \padding words" in zaju. EUR 34,00

237.Shaun Kwok-Loi & David B. Wong (eds)
Confucian Ethics { A Comparative Study of
Self, Autonomy and Community
Cambridge, 2004, 238 p., cloth.
The Chinese ethical tradition has often been thought to
oppose Western views of the self as autonomous and
possessed of individual rights with views that empha-
size the centrality of relationship and community to the
self. The essays in this collection discuss the validity of
that contrast as it concerns Confucianism. Alasdair Ma-
cIntyre, the single most inuential philosopher to articu-
late the need for dialogue across traditions, contributes a
concluding essay of commentary. This is the only consis-
tently philosophical collection on Asia and human rights
and could be used in courses on comparative ethics, po-
litical philosophy and Asian area studies. Also available
in paper at EUR 32,50. EUR 66,00

238.Shen, Grant Elite Theatre in Ming China,
1368-1644
London, forthcoming 2005, 240 p., cloth.
Theatre occupied a particularly important place in the
life of the elite, for whom owning a theatre troupe was
highly fashionable and for whom theatre performances
were an integral part of formal gatherings, various rituals
and ceremonies. This book provides an overview of elite
theatre in Ming China. It is based on an exploration of
the original historical records, and includes comparisons
with other forms of ancient theatre, and an examination
of the details of theatrical performance. EUR 103,00

239.Shi Shuqing Les Cinq yuans
Bleu de Chine, 2004, 55 p., Coll. Chine en poche
Nouvelle traduite du chinois et annot�ee par Fran�coise
Naour. Titre original : Honghua l�uye. Shi Shuqing, d'ori-
gine Hui, a choisi de situer cette nouvelle dans un village
Hui, un jour de deuil. EUR 6,00

240.Sierra de la Calle, Blas Museo Oriental
China Japon Filipinas { Obras selectas
Valladolid, 2004, 529 p.
La presente obra divida entres partes ofrece una vi-
sion de conjunto del arte de China, Japon y Filipinas,
que actualmente se expone en el Museo Oriental. Las
566 fotogra�as en color van acompa~nadas de textos
explicativos, que tienen una mision fundamentalmente
divulgativa. EUR 65,00

241.Sierra de la Calle, Blas China { Obras selec-
tas del Museo Oriental
Valladolid, 2004, 240 p.
245 fotogra�as en color de obras selectas del Museo
Oriental de Valladolid (Espa~na). En el indice : � san
Agustin y su orden � El real Collegio de PP. Agusti-
nos y las misiones de Asia � Elu Museo Oriental : una
institucion centenaria � Obras. EUR 35,00

242.Silbergeld, Jerome Hitchcock with a Chi-
nese Face { Cinematic Doubles, Oedipal Tri-
angles and China's Moral Voice
Seattle, 2004, 160 p., cloth.
This is an in-depth study of three remarkable recent
Chinese-language �lms :Suzhou River, The Day the Sun
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Turned Cold, and Good Men, Good Women. It deals
with the tensions of globalization and the preservation
of local identity. In his compelling analyses of the �lms,
Silbergeld discusses the impact of foreign ethical values
entering the Chinese moral sphere today. Witty and in-
sightful, Silbergeld's text relates seemingly disparate ele-
ments of three �lms to create a new perspective on the
latest and �nest Chinese-language �lms, on the com-
plexities of life in China's rapidly modernizing culture,
and onthe universal themes of politics and betrayal, ho-
nour and pity. A DVD accompanies this volume, contai-
ning key scenes from each �lm and a fullcolour version
of each illustration in the book. EUR 44,00

243.Smith, Arthur H. Village Life in China { A
Study in Sociology
London, (1899) reprint 2004, 16 b&w plates,
360 p., China Library, cloth.
First published in 1899, this pioneering study is remar-
kable for its detailed descriptions and the freshness of
its observations, which are applicable today despite the
veneer of modernity. Every facet and institution of vil-
lage life is revealed - local oÆcials, cooperative loan so-
cieties, crop watching societies, the tradition of rigorous
instruction, the dedication of men and women to deman-
ding labour from childhood, the drudgery of family life.
What emerges clearly is what Smith calls the 'Chinese
talent for cooperation' - the embedded predisposition for
acting in groups - which Chairman Mao used to great ad-
vantage, which has outlived the Maoist movement, and
which is the foundation on which the new China will be
built. EUR 141,00

244.Story, Jonathan Chine { Un march�e �a
conqu�erir
Pearson Education France, 2004, 371 p.
Traduit de l'anglais par Lionel Dahan. Titre original :
China: the race to market. L'auteur dresse un pano-
rama complet de la Chine et envisage, sous l'angle de
la transition, les di��erentes voies que peut prendre son
d�eveloppement : de l'autarcie �a l'interd�ependance, du
statut de membre du syst�eme communiste international
�a celui de participant au concert des nations, de la pla-
ni�cation au march�e, d'une soci�et�e rurale �a une soci�et�e
urbaine. EUR 30,00

245.Struve, Daniel (ed.) Autour de Saikaku { Le
roman en Chine et au Japon aux XVIIe et XVIIIe

si�ecles
Les Indes savantes, 2004, 144 p., �Etudes japo-
naise volume 1
Premier cahier du Groupe de recherches sur le Japon en
sciences humaines et sociales (Paris 7-Denis Diderot).

Sommaire : � �A propos d'un po�eme de Saikaku (Paul

Akamatsu) � Le narrateur chez Saikaku - �A propos du
chapitre I, 6 de Kôshoku ichidai otoko (D. Struve) � Si-
tuation d'Ihara Saikaku (1642{1693) : comparaison du
r�ecit picaresque et de ukiyozôchi sur la base de Kôshoku
ichidai onna (1686) et Moll Flanders (1722) de Daniel
Defoe (1660{1731) � La r�eception du Roman du Genji
et Saikaku : les fondements de la conscience litt�eraire
de Saikaku (trad. D. Struve) � Trois galipettes de Ji-le-
fou : voyages litt�eraires d'un moine excentrique chinois,
de Hangzhou aux steppes mongoles, XVIe-XXe si�ecles
(Vincent Durand-Dast�es) � Comment peut-on être ro-

mancier ? �A propos des conditions de l'�ecriture roma-
nesque en Chine aux alentours du XVIIe si�ecle (Rainier
Lanselle) � Quatre nouvelles d'Ihara Saikaku (trad. de D.
Struve) ; bibliographie, r�esum�es en japonais, en anglais,
r�epertoire des caract�eres chinois et japonais. EUR 21,00

246.Struve, Lynn A. Time, Temporality, and Im-

perial Transition { East Asia from Ming to
Qing
Honolulu, forthcoming 2005, 320 p., cloth.
Time is basic to human consciousness and action, yet
paradoxically historians rarely ask how it is understood,
manipulated, recorded, or lived. Cataclysmic events in
particular disrupt and realign the dynamics of tempora-
lity among people. For historians, the temporal e�ects of
such events on large polities such as empires - the power
projections of which always involve the dictation of time
- are especially signi�cant. This important and intriguing
volume is an investigation of precisely such temporal ef-
fects, focusing on the northern and eastern regions of the
Asian subcontinent in the seventeenth century, when the
polity at the core of East Asian civilization, Ming-dynasty
China, collapsed and was replaced by the Manchu-ruled
Qing dynasty. EUR 58,60

247.Su Yang Tumult from Within { State Bu-
reaucrats and Chinese Mass Movement, 1966{
1971 Ann Arbor, 2004, 279 p.
The epic historical event known as the Cultural Revo-
lution in China has long been an empirical ground for
understanding communist institutions and mass conict.
This study uses a new source, County Annuals (xianzhi),
to analyze collective action and violence between 1966
and 1971. The attempt to contribute to the literature is
threefold. First, it is the �rst systematic examination to
date on the scale and mechanisms of the Cultural Revolu-
tion conict in the countryside. Second, it challenges pre-
vious conceptions that characterize the mass movement
as a rebellion against the status quo. Third, it speci�es
the role of state elites in collective action, a task rarely
undertaken by most empirical works in the tradition of
the polity model. An authourized facsimile of a doctoral
dissertation submitted to Columbia University. EUR 83,90

248.Sujata, Victoria Tibetan Songs of Reali-
zation { Echoes from a Seventeenth-Century
Scholar and Siddha in Amdo
Leiden, 2004, 450 p., cloth.
Amongst most other forms of Tibetan literature, the
genre of Mgur (songs of spiritual realization) stand out
for their startingly and unusually sincere descriptions of
inner thoughts, feelings and experiential knowledge.This
book is the �rst commentary in Western literature on
the collected Mgur of one of its still largely unknown
masters, the Tibetan scholar and siddha Skal ldan rgya
mtsho (1606-1677). The author convincingly deals with
Skal ldan rgya mthso's as a distinctive �gure in religious
history and as an author. Tibetan Songs of Realization
also provides the reader with a comprehensive overview
of his work, with translation, as well as an assessment
of the full biographical and auto-biographical data avai-
lable. Includes CD containing the author's own recor-
dings of his songs as they are still sung today.EUR 143,00

249.Sun Tzu, translated by Thomas Cleary The
Art of War { An Illustrated Edition
London, 2004, 224 p.
The classic and still highly respected book of strategy,
now with illustrations. EUR 30,00

250.Sun Yan Corruption and Market in
Contemporary China
Ithaca, 2004, 272 p., cloth.
Is corruption an inevitable part of the transition to a
free-market economy? Sun Yan here examines the ways
in which market reforms in the People's Republic of
China have shaped corruption since 1978 and how cor-
ruption has in turn shaped those reforms. She suggests
that recent corruption is largely a byproduct of post-
Mao reforms, spurred by the economic incentives and
structural opportunities in the emerging marketplace.
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Sun �nds that the steady retreat of the state has both
increased mechanisms for cadre misconduct and redu-
ced disincentives against it. Chinese disciplinary oÆces,
law enforcement agencies, and legal professionals com-
pile and publish annual casebooks of economic crimes.
The cases, processed in the Chinese penal system, re-
present o�enders from party-state agencies at central
and local levels as well as state �rms of varying sizes and
types of ownership. Sun uses these casebooks to illumi-
nate the extent and forms of corruption in the People's
Republic of China. Also available in paper at 22,50
EUR. EUR 52,00

251.Sung Yun-Wing The Emergence of Greater
China { The Economic Integration of Mainland
China, Taiwan and Hong Kong
Basingstoke, 2004, 272 p., cloth.
The fusion of know-how and capital from Hong Kong and
Taiwan with the substantial labour resources in China
has led to the emergence of a dynamic economy of 'Grea-
ter China' rivalling the USA, the European Union and
Japan. What is the the nature and trend of trade and
investment within greater China? What are the impacts
on the world economy? Following China's entry into the
WTO, what are the problems and prospects of greater
China? These are some of the questions this book tries
to answer. EUR 95,00

252.Tang Yanfeng & Chen Qinghai Advanced
Chinese { Intention, Strategy and Communi-
cation
New Haven, forthcoming 2005, 496 p.
Written and designed for advanced learners of Chinese,
this book and its accompanying audio program focus on
the variety of linguistic strategies that are essential in
real-life communications. The lessons include texts that
are representative of current life in China and that are
authentic works of literature. Five types of discourse are
considered in detail{narration, description, persuasion,
exposition, and lyrical expression.With carefully crafted
vocabulary, grammar, and exercise sections in each les-
son, the book assists learners in improving writing and
speaking skills, recognizing the di�erence between col-
loquial discourse and more formal discourse, and acqui-
ring a sophisticated understanding of the meanings and
nuances of the language. The authors also include a use-
ful list of supplementary readings that may be used to
enhance the texts in the book. EUR 64,80

253.Taylor, Kim Chinese Medicine in Early
Communist China, 1945{1963 { A Medi-
cine of Revolution
London, 2004, 256 p., Needham Research Insti-
tute, cloth.
This book describes the transformation of Chinese medi-
cine from a marginal, side-lined medical practice of the
mid-twentieth century, to an essential and high-pro�le
part of the national health-care system under the Chi-
nese Communist Party. EUR 85,00

254.Teo, Stephen Wong Kar-wai { Auteur of
Time London, 2004, 212 p., cloth.
This is the �rst book-length study of Hong Kong cult
director Wong Kar-wai, provides an overview of his ca-
reer and in-depth analyses of his seven feature �lms to
date. The study also takes an intriguing look at Wong's
commercials for the likes of Motorola, BMW, and La-
coste and at his music video for DJ Shadow. Stephen
Teo probes Wong's cinematic and literary inuences{
from Martin Scorsese and Alfred Hitchcock to Manuel
Puig and Haruki Murakami{yet shows how Wong trans-
cends them all. This comprehensive and thoroughly ac-
cessible study con�rms Wong's position as the star of
the Hong Kong-global nexus and as a postmodern exem-
plar of world cinema. Also available in paper at EUR

27,00. EUR 80,00

255.Theiss, Janet M. Disgraceful Matters { The
Politics of Chastity in Eighteenth-Century China
Berkeley, forthcoming 2005, 276 p., cloth.
Looking beyond the familiar trappings of the cult of fe-
male chastity{such as hagiographies of widows and chas-
tity shrines{in late imperial China, this book explores the
cult's political signi�cance and practical rami�cations in
everyday life during the eighteenth century. In the �rst
full-length study of the subject, Janet Theiss examines a
vast number of laws, legal cases, regulations, and policies
to illustrate the social and political processes through
which female virtue was de�ned, enforced, and contes-
ted. Along the way, she provides rich details of social life
and cultural practices among ordinary Chinese people
through narratives of criminal cases of sexual assault,
harassment, adultery, and domestic violence. EUR 54,00

256.Thomas, Suzanne Lynne Heroes, Assassins,
Mobsters, and Murders { Martial arts TV
and the Popular Chinese Imagination in the PRC
Ann Arbor, 2004, 303 p.
By 2002, the TV drama genre of martial arts period dra-
mas acted as a lighting rod for domestic critique, TV
professionals' discontent, an enthusiastic domestic fan-
dom, and overseas Chinese investment. The tensions bet-
ween these industry constituencies reveal a sea of change
in the PRC TV industry and greater Chinese popular
culture. The PRC state reconsidered its ideological role
both at home and in a transnational, Chinese language
media market. At the same time, PRC based TV pro-
fessionals, broadcasters, critics, and fans jockeyed for a
say in the cultural politics of Chineseness. The author
examines these processes to reveal the tensions between
state-funded and private funded mass media and the
battle to de�ne Chineseness. An authorized facsimile of
a doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of
California. EUR 83,90

257.Thompson, Stuart and Kevin Latham Consu-
ming China { Approaches to Cultural Change
in Contemporary China London, 2004, 256 p.,
ConsumAsiaN Series, cloth.
This volume critically interrogates the notion of
consumption with Chinese characteristics and the consu-
merist characterisation of Chinese society. Contribu-
tions examine consumer protection law, food and ri-
tual economy, representations of women in popular me-
dia, child-raising, the consumption of minority peoples
on the Internet, popular music, cinema, calligraphy and
photography. EUR 96,00

258.Tsai, Julius Nanting In the Steps of Em-
perors and Immortals { Imperial Mountain
Journeys and Daoist Meditation and Ritual
Ann Arbor, 2004, 294 p.
This study looks at how the ritual tour to the mountains
became a mechanism for negotiating temporal and divine
power in early China. It examines how mytho-historic pa-
radigms and esoteric arts informed imperial inspection
tours and the Feng and Shan sacri�ces on Mount Tai
in the Qin and Han as a prelude to investigating the Six
Dynasties Daoist uses of mountain journey motifs in me-
ditative and ritual practice. It pays particular attention
to how the narrative and ritual complex associated with
the peregrinations of Yu the Great served to mediate
imperial, Daoist, and popular ritual practice. Ultimately,
the study demonstrates the unity of the Chinese quest
for an incorruptible Mandate (ming) of power, unders-
tood as not only as the longevity of the dynasty but
also as the lifespan of the individual. An authorized fac-
simile of a doctoral dissertation submitted to Stanford
University. EUR 83,90
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259.Vandermeersch, L�eon Le nouveau Monde
sinis�e You Feng, 2004, 243 p.
R�e�edition augment�ee. Premi�ere �edition en
1984. EUR 20,00

260.Vickery, Eileen Frances Disease and the Di-
lemmas of Identity { Representations of Wo-
men in Modern Chinese Literature
Ann Arbor, 2004, 169 p.
During the early twentieth-century the trope of illness
and health both became very common cultural and li-
terary themes in China, a leitmotif that was interwoven
in much of the political philosophy and �ction of the
time. This dissertation argues that the new woman in
Chinese �ction is often plagued by illness. The authors
research focuses on early and late May Fourth �ction,
Shanghai Modernist �ction of the late-20s and early 30s,
and leftist and modernist �ction of the 1940s. This study
takes a critical look at the notion of the new Chinese
woman and elucidates that this category of woman chal-
lenges China's whole modernization project, highlighting
the incongruities of individualism and notions of female
identity and traditional familial responsibilities. An au-
thorized facsimile of a doctoral dissertation submitted to
the University of Oregon. EUR 83,90

261.von Poser, Michael Chinesische Gedichte
der klassischen Zeit
Wiesbaden, 2003, 1 color ill., 236 p., cloth.
This book written in German presents poems from the
Chin dynasty to the southern Sung, beginning with T`ao
Y�uan-ming and ending with Wu Wen-ying, including
amongst others Wang Wei, Han Shan, Li Po, Tu Fu,
Po Ch�u-i, Tu Mu, Li Y�u, Li Ch'ing-chao and Su Shih.
The appendix contains essays about the life and opi-
nions of the literati, the di�erent methods of translating
Chinese poetry, and about calligraphy. There are short
biographies of all the poets, a glossary, and a select bi-
bliography. None of the poets is represented by less than
three poems, the author outlines the individual character
and the literary concepts of each poet. Text in Chinese
included. EUR 56,00

262.Wagner, Donald B. A Mencius Reader { For
Beginning and Advanced Students of Classical
Chinese
Copenhagen, 2004, 160 p., cloth.
This text book contains material for students of Classi-
cal Chinese at three di�erent levels : � The �rst chapter
of Mencius, reproduced from a modern punctuated edi-
tion, with very detailed notes and glosses intended for
students in their second semester of Classical Chinese. �
The same chapter, reproduced from a Song wood-block
edition, which beginning students who are more ambi-
tious may wish to use instead of the punctuated edition.
� Notes and glosses on the Eastern Han commentary of
Zhao Qi (included in the Song edition), intended for more
advanced students Also available in paper at EUR
20,60. EUR 64,80

263.Waley, Arthur Arthur Waley { Collected
Writings on China (11 volumes)
London, 2004, about 2500 p., Routledge Library
Editions, cloth.
Arthur Waley's place as one of the �nest translators, lite-
rary men and sinologists of the twentieth century is unde-
niable: his meticulous research, based on original source
material and fresh translations with extensive introduc-
tions and explanatory notes continue to provide the best
resources for understanding Chinese literature and poe-
try, history and philosophy. Titles in this series:Yuan Mei,
The Book of Songs, Chinese Poems, Ballads and Stories
from Tun-huang, The Way and Its Power : A Study of the
Tao Tê Ching and Its Place in Chinese Thought, Three

Ways of Thought in Ancient China, The Secret History
of the Mongols: And Other Pieces, The Real Tripitaka:
And Other Pieces, The Opium War Through Chinese
Eyes, The Life and Times of Po Ch�u-i, The Analects
of Confucius. Volumes available individually at EUR
115,00 each. EUR 1255,00

264.Wang Ban Illuminations from the Past {
Trauma, Memory and History in Modern China
Stanford, 2004, 304 p., cloth.
This cultural history of modern China looks at the ten-
sion between memory and history. Drawing on sources
in political and aesthetic writings, literature, �lm, and
public discourse, the author has portrayed the unique
ways the Chinese imagine and portray their own histo-
rical destiny in the midst of trauma, catastrophe, and
runaway globalization. Also available in paper at EUR
30,00. EUR 64,50

265.Wang Chao Au paradis l'amour
Bleu de Chine, 2004, 98 p., Coll. Chine en poche
Titre original :Tiantang you ai, publi�e en 2000. R�ecit
traduit du chinois par C�ecile Delattre avec la collabo-
ration de Jean-Marie Casanova. Deux hommes et une
femme, enfants de la nomenklatura, une secr�etaire midi-
nette et un journaliste ambitieux se croisent et s'entre-
croisent dans des relations d'amiti�e et d'amour �a l'avenir
incertain. EUR 8,00

266.Wang Jianqi Tell It Like It Is! { Natural Chi-
nese fo Advanced Learners
New Haven, 2004, 384 p., cloth.
This unique Chinese course emphasizes authentic, un-
rehearsed Chinese language as it is spoken among Chi-
nese speakers. The program includes either a DVD or
2 audio CDs connecting students to Chinese culture,
politics, and issues by means of the popular talk show
program of China Central Television: Tell It Like It Is!.
Because a broad variety of individuals participate in the
shows, representing di�erent genders, ages, and accents,
the listener/reader is exposed to the kinds of language
used in real-life situations. Tell It Like It Is! addresses
the crucial need of advanced-level students of Chinese
to learn spontaneous informal oral discourse, whether
they are participating in classroom study or learning
independently. EUR 92,50

267.Wang Lingzhen Personal Matters { Wo-
men's Autobiographical Practice in Twentieth-
century China
Stanford, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
This book o�ers an interdisciplinary approach to wo-
men's autobiographical writing in twentieth-century
China. The author applies feminist insights to works by
such well-known authors as Qiu Jin, Bing Xin, Ding Ling,
and Wang Anyi and to works by other, lesser-known
writers. EUR 59,00

268.Wang Xiao-qing Staying Catholic { Catho-
licism and Local Culture in a Northern Chinese
Village
Ann Arbor, 2004, 203 p.
This dissertation investigates the relationship between
local culture and the inculturation of Catholicism in a
northern Chinese village. Previous studies have focused
to some extent on political, social, economic, geographi-
cal, and religious factors but this dissertation stresses lo-
cal culture. The author chose an entirely Catholic village,
which Matteo Ricci converted to Catholicism in 1604 and
which has remained Catholic until today. Even the local
cadres are all Catholic. Based on culture-religion mutual
inuence and intra and inter group conict theories and
the authors ethnographic and historical research both in
this Catholic village and in a neighboring non-Catholic
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village, he �nds that local culture is the underlying fac-
tor in the continuation of Catholicism in the Catholic vil-
lage. An authorized facsimile of a doctoral dissertation
submitted to the University of Notre Dame. EUR 83,90

269.Wang, David Der-Wei The Monster That is
History { History, Violence and Fictional Wri-
ting in Twentieth-Century China
Berkeley, 2004, 402 p.
Eight studies which discuss the representation of violence
in modern Chinese literature and its place in Chinese
history. EUR 30,00

270.Wang, H (ed.) Sir Aurel Stein { Proceedings
of the British Museum Study Day, 23 March
2002
London, 2004, 68 p.
Sir Aurel Stein was an archaeological explorer, famous
for his �eldwork in China, Tibet, India and the Middle
East. The papers by international scholars in this volume
throw new light on Stein's life and work. EUR 22,00

271.Wasserstrom, Je� Shanghai { Global City
London, 2004, 224 p., Asia's Transforma-
tions/Asia's Great Cities, cloth.
This book concentrates on the modern history of Shan-
ghai and analyzes the major periods of globalization that
the city has encountered. By problematizing the concept
of the global city as a distinct product, Shanghai is pre-
sented in a way which suggests that more attention needs
to be paid to the similarities between colonial urban
centres of earlier times and the so-called 'postmodern'
global cities of today. Also available in paper at EUR
34,90. EUR 85,00

272.Watt, James C. Y. Masterpieces of Chinese
Art from the Early Middle Ages { (200{750
AD)
New Haven, forthcoming 2005, 96 p.
Published to coincide with and complement the major
exhibition catalogue China: Dawn of a Golden Age (200{
750 AD), this book is an accessible introduction to the
art of this period. Included is James C. Y. Watt's infor-
mative introductory essay, along with descriptive texts
and color illustrations for a selection of the art in the
exhibition: eighty objects chosen for their beauty and
importance. EUR 29,00

273.Watt, James C. Y. (ed.) China { Dawn of a
Golden Age (200{750 AD)
New Haven, forthcoming 2005, 100 b/w & 400
colour illus., 512 p., cloth.
This book is the catalogue for a major exhibition at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art and is the �rst compre-
hensive survey of the spectacular art produced in China
during this pivotal era in its history. The political frag-
mentation that occurred between the Han and Sui dy-
nasties and the massive migration of nomadic peoples
into China resulted in contact with people from every
part of Asia and the introduction of foreign ideas, reli-
gion, art forms, and motifs. The volume presents more
than three hundred recent archaeological �nds. Essays
by distinguished scholars provide a historical background,
discuss the various media, and trace the changes in art
styles over a period that saw a radical modi�cation of
Chinese civilization. EUR 72,50

274.Williams, Mark Competition Policy and
Law in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan
Cambridge, forthcoming 2005, 375 p., cloth.
This is the �rst book in English to comprehensively exa-

mine competition policy and law in Greater China - the
People's Republic, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. The evo-
lution of pro-competition policies in each jurisdiction is
traced in the context of the international developments
in competition policy adoption by developing and tran-
sitional economies as well as the advocacy of compe-
tition adoption by international organizations - WTO,
OECD, UNCTAD, the World Bank and the IMF. A
theoretical explanation of the observed phenomena is
proposed that without a functioning democratic sys-
tem, successful competition policy adoption is unlikely
to succeed. EUR 84,50

275.Williams, Philip F. & Yenna Wu The Great
Wall of Con�nement { The Chinese Prison
Camp Through Contemporary Fiction and Re-
portage
Berkeley, 2004, 270 p.
This book, the most comprehensive study of China's pri-
son camps to date, draws from a wide range of primary
sources, including many compelling literary documents,
to illuminate life inside China's prison camps. Focusing
mainly on the second half of the twentieth century, Phi-
lip F. Williams and Yenna Wu outline the evolution of
the laogai system, construct a vivid picture of prisoners'
lives from arrest and interrogation to release, and provide
a troubling new perspective on the human rights issues
plaguing China. EUR 27,00

276.Wilson, Ming Chinese Jades
London, 2004, 8 b/w & 116 colour illus., 127 p.,
cloth.
The Victoria and Albert Museum houses one of the worl-
d's �nest collections of Chinese jades, ranging from the
neolithic era to the seventeenth century. The author illus-
trates for the �rst time many exceptional pieces, drawing
on the lastest archaeological data as well as ancient Chi-
nese sources to place the jades in their proper context,
and readers will �nd the chapter on fakes and imita-
tions both intriguing and illuminating. Photography by
Ian Thomas. EUR 56,90

277.Wong, Dorothy C. Chinese Steles { Pre-
Buddhist and Buddhist Use of a Symbolic Form
Honolulu, 2004, 320 p., cloth.
Buddhist steles represent an important subset of early
Chinese Buddhist art that ourished during the Nor-
thern and Southern Dynasties period (386-581). More
than two hundred Chinese Buddhist steles are known to
have survived. Their brilliant imagery has long captiva-
ted scholars, yet until now the Buddhist stele as a unique
art form has received little scholarly attention. Dorothy
Wong traces the ancient roots of the Chinese stele tradi-
tion and investigates the process by which Chinese steles
were adapted for Buddhist use. She arranges the known
corpus of Buddhist steles into broad chronological and
regional groupings and analyzes not only their form and
content but also the nexus of complex issues surrounding
this art form{from cultural symbolism to the interrela-
tions between religious doctrine and artistic expression,
economic production, patronage, and the synthesis of na-
tive and foreign art styles. In her analysis of Buddhism's
dialogue with native traditions, Wong demonstrates how
the Chinese artistic idiom planted the seeds for major
achievements in �gural and landscape arts in the ensuing
Sui and Tang periods. EUR 57,20

278.Wong, John & Zheng Yongnian (eds.) The
SARS Epidemic { Challenges to China's Cri-
sis Management
Singapore, 2004, 236 p., cloth.
In the �rst half of 2003, severe acute respiratory syn-
drome (SARS) struck China (including Hong Kong), cau-
sing panic and claiming many lives. The unknown nature
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of SARS at that time also jolted the economic growth of
China and Hong Kong, disrupted the social life of their
citizens and created much stress and strain for their po-
litical systems and governance. Like other major crises,
the management of the SARS crisis provides a good op-
portunity to examine the strengths and weaknesses of the
political systems in China and Hong Kong. From the out-
set, scholars at the East Asian Institute (EAI) followed
closely the unfolding of the disease in China, particularly
how each of the two societies coped with this random
external shock. SARS may or may not recur in the near
future, but the episode has o�ered a glimpse into the
extent of resilience of the two societies, the quality of
their political leadership, the e�ectiveness of their politi-
cal and institutional mobilization, the crisis-management
capability of their respective bureaucracies, and the via-
bility of their governance systems. This volume is the
result of an EAI workshop on \SARS in China: Crises
and Responses". EUR 64,50

279.Wong, Joseph Healthy Democracies { Wel-
fare Politics in Taiwan and South Korea
Ithaca, forthcoming 2005, 252 p., cloth.
Do the pressures of economic globalization undermine
the welfare state? Contrary to the expectations of many
analysts, Taiwan and South Korea have embarked on
a new trajectory, toward a strengthened welfare state
and universal inclusion. In Healthy Democracies, Joseph
Wong o�ers a political explanation for health care reform
in these two countries. He focuses speci�cally on the
ways in which democratic change in Taiwan and South
Korea altered the incentives and ultimately the decisions
of policymakers and social policy activists in contempo-
rary health care debates. EUR 41,00

280.Wu Cuncun Homoerotic Sensibilities in
Late Imperial China
London, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
This is the richest exploration to date of late imperial
Chinese literati interest in male love. Employing primary
sources such as miscellanies, poetry, �ction and 'ower
guides', Wu Cuncun argues that male homoeroticism
played a central role in the cultural life of late impe-
rial Chinese literati elites. Countering recent arguments
that homosexuality was marginal and disparaged during
this period, the book also seeks to trace the relationship
of homoeroticism to status and power. EUR 103,00

281.Wu Hung & Christopher Phillips Between
Past and Future { New Photography and Vi-
deo from China
2004, 224 p., cloth.
This catalogue was published on the occasion of the
exhibition �Between Past and Future : New Photogra-
phy and Video from China�co-organized by the David
and Alfred Smart Museum of Art, University of Chi-
cago and the International Center of Photography, New
York in collaboration with the Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chicago and Asia Society, New York from 2004 to
2006. This album gathers more than 60 artists' works
and also contains artists' interviews, biographies and
statements. EUR 48,00

282.Wu Hung (ed.) Body and Face in Chinese
Visual Culture
Cambridge, MA, 2004, 181 illus., 525 p., cloth.
Traditionally the \Chinese body" was approached as a
totality and explained by sweeping comparisons of the
di�erences that distinguished Chinese examples from
their Western counterparts. Recently, scholars have ar-
gued that we must look at particular examples of Chinese
images of the body and explore their intrinsic concep-
tual complexity and historical speci�city. This book is an
historical case study and investigates particular images,
such as Han dynasty tomb �gurines; Buddhist texts and

illustrations; pictures of deprivation, illness, deformity,
and ghosts, clothing, formal portraiture, and modern
photographs and �lms. From the diversity of art forms
and historical periods studied, there emerges a more
complex picture of ways that the visual culture of the
body and face in China has served to depict the living,
memorialize the dead, and present the unrepresentable
in art. EUR 78,00

283.Wu Ruey-Jiuan Regina Stance in Talk { A
Conversation Analysis of Mandarin Final Par-
ticles
Amsterdam, 2004, xvi, 260 p., Pragmatics and
Beyond New Series,
Guided by the methodology of conversation analysis
(CA), this book explores how participants in Mandarin
conversation display stance in the unfolding development
of action and interaction, and, in particular, how this
is accomplished through the use of two Mandarin �nal
particles. Through a close examination of the sequential
environments of these two particles and the interactional
work accomplished by their use, the research presented
in this book seeks to demonstrate how a participant-
oriented, action-based micro approach to data can help
us gain analytic leverage in understanding the functions
and meanings of these particles { an area which has
long posed a challenge to Chinese linguists. On the other
hand, in utilizing a CA-based framework applied to Man-
darin, this study also seeks to contribute to conversa-
tion analytic research by revealing previously uninvesti-
gated language-speci�c phenomena while at the same
time showing how talk-in-interaction in a non-western
language, i.e., Mandarin, can also display the same stri-
king systematicity and orderliness as observed in many
western languages. EUR 99,00

284.Wu Yi'an Spatial Demonstratives in En-
glish and Chinese { Text and Cognition
Amsterdam, 2004, xviii, 236 p., Pragmatics &
Beyond New Series, cloth.
As a subject of universal appeal, spatial demonstratives
have been studied extensively from a variety of dis-
ciplines. What marks the present study as distinct is
that it is an English-Chinese comparative study set in
a cognitive-linguistic framework and that the methodo-
logy features a parallel corpora-based, discourse analy-
sis approach. The framework illuminates the nature of
the demonstratives' basic and extended meaning and
use, the connections between them, and the mechanisms
that govern and constrain their trends of extension. The
corpora place the English and Chinese demonstratives
in comparable discourse contexts and processes, provi-
ding an \ecological" environment for the observation
of how their behavior �ts into the respective structural
and discourse systems of the two languages. The study
also illuminates important issues such as the subjecti-
vity of language, language as a representational system
and a vehicle of communication, the interface between
form and function, and the role of context in discourse
comprehension. EUR 99,00

285.Wu, Zoe Grammaticalization and Lan-
guage Change in Chinese
London, 2004, 288 p., RoutledgeCurzon Asian
Linguistics, cloth.
This book investigates the origin and development
of a range of grammatical words in Chnese and
how such morphemes have undergone reanalysis as
new functional categories via di�erent mechanisms of
grammaticalisation. EUR 79,90

286.Xiao, Richard & Tony McEnery Aspect in
Mandarin Chinese { A Corpus-based Study
Amsterdam, 2004, x, 305 p., Studies in Lan-
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guage Companion Series, cloth.
Chinese, as an aspect language, has played an important
role in the development of aspect theory. This book is
a systematic and structured exploration of the linguistic
devices that Mandarin Chinese employs to express as-
pectual meanings. The work presented here is the �rst
corpus-based account of aspect in Chinese, encompas-
sing both situation aspect and viewpoint aspect. In using
corpus data, the book seeks to achieve a marriage bet-
ween theory-driven and corpus-based approaches to lin-
guistics. The corpus-based model presented explores as-
pect at both the semantic and grammatical levels. At
the semantic level a two-level model of situation aspect
is proposed, which covers both the lexical and sentential
levels, thus giving a better account of the compositio-
nal nature of situation aspect. At the grammatical level
four perfective and four imperfective aspects in Chinese
are explored in detail. This exploration corrects many
intuition-based misconceptions, and associated mislea-
ding conclusions, about aspect in Chinese common in
the literature. EUR 115,00

287.Xue Yongling The Inuence of Religious
Beliefs on Social Interaction
Bern, 2004, 255 p.
The theme of the research focuses on religious beliefs
in the existence of the immortals in the beyond and on
social interaction among strangers and intimates. It is
assumed that people who have religious beliefs are dif-
ferent from people who do not have religious beliefs. The
purpose of the research is to have a better understanding
of the concept of religion and to explore the function of
religion in everyday life. More than 200 people including
religious and nonreligious, Germans and Chinese partici-
pated in the investigation. The result of the study shows
that people whose self ascribed identity is religious ac-
cept the existence of the immortals in the beyond as real
and therefore their behaviour and motives in social inter-
action di�er from the people who do not have religious
beliefs. Di�erences between Germans and Chinese were
found as well. EUR 63,00

288.Ya Ping Wang Urban Poverty, Housing and
Social Change in China
London, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
This new book examines the poverty problem in rela-
tion to housing and social changes in large inland ci-
ties, and assesses the e�ectiveness of recent govern-
ment anti-poverty policies. The book also puts the Chi-
nese experience in the wider context of the transitio-
nal economies and discusses the similarities and di�e-
rences between China and Central and Eastern European
countries. EUR 80,00

289.Yan Zhu Rechtsvergleich der Inhaltskon-
trolle von AGB in Deutschland und Formu-
larklauseln in China { Weiterentwicklung des
chinesischen Formularklausel-Rechts unter He-
ranziehung des deutschen AGB-Rechts
Bern, 2004, 365 p., cloth.
Ausgehend von der Diskrepanz zwischen formaler Glei-
chheit und substantieller Ungleichheit zielt diese Arbeit
auf den Rechtsvergleich der Inhaltskontrolle von AGB in
Deutschland und Formularklauseln in China. Der Ver-
fasser stellt die deutsche und chinesische Rechtslage
gegen�uber. Die Studie behandelt nach einer methodi-
schen Er�orterung des Rechtsvergleichs allgemeine Ver-
tragsprinzipien, den Anwendungsbereich, die Schranken
und die Ma�st�abe der Inhaltskontrolle jeweils in Deut-
schland und in China. Zum Schlu� gibt der Verfas-
ser aufgrund der deutschen Erfahrungen Empfehlungen
f�ur die Modernisierung des chinesischen Formularklausel-
Rechts. EUR 68,40

290.Yang Mu Quelqu'un m'interroge �a propos

de la v�erit�e et de la justice
You Feng, 2004, 119 p., Coll. Lettres taiwanaises
Po�emes contemporains traduits du chinois (Ta��wan) par
Angel Pino et Isabelle Rabut. EUR 15,00

291.Yau Ching Filming Margins { Tang Shu
Shuen, a Forgotten Hong Kong Woman Director
Hong Kong, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
This book studies the work of �lmmaker Tang Shu Shuen
in Hong Kong in the 1960s and 1970s. It is the �rst exten-
sive study on a major and inuential feminist authorship
in Hong Kong cinema history. It raises issues regarding
the applicability of paradigms of Western auteurism and
feminist authorship in studying Tang's work. EUR 57,30

292.Ye Mang Les secrets d'un petit monde
Bleu de Chine, 2004, 114 p.
Titre original :Wan Ajimide feipan de Wang yongle
shifu.Traduit par L�u Hua et Marianne Lepolard. Un vieil
homme est charg�e de l'entretien d'une r�esidence �a P�ekin.
Du fait de la mauvaise qualit�e de construction de celle-ci,
il a l'occasion de s'introduire chez les locataires et �nit
par connâ�tre les secrets de ce petit monde. EUR 18,00

293.Yen Yueh-Ping Calligraphy and Power in
Contemporary Chinese Society
London, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
This unusual and interesting book is a fascinating ac-
count of the world of Chinese writing. It examines Chi-
nese space and the political and social use of writing as
propaganda, a publicity booster and as a ladder for social
climbing. EUR 87,80

294.Yeung Yue-man & Shen Jianfa (eds.) Develo-
ping China's West { A Critical Path to Ba-
lanced National Developement
Hong Kong, 2004, 620 p., cloth.
This book provides a panoramic view of China's spraw-
ling western region in macro and micro perspectives. The
entire 12 provincial units in China's west are examined in
several critical thematic dimensions, complemented by a
study of the provincial units in regionally salient themes.
Scholars from Hong Kong and the mainland have colla-
borated on this project which is rich in up-to-date data,
information and analyses culled from published, Internet
and other sources. EUR 66,00

295.Yeung, Y. M. & David Chu (eds.) Guang-
dong { Survey of a Province Undergoing Rapid
Change (Second Edition)
Hong Kong, 2004, 554 p., cloth.
This volume addresses the processes, outcomes and mea-
nings of the rapidity of physical and socioeconomic trans-
formation in Guangdong across a wide spectrum of sub-
jects. Undertaken almost exclusively by academics in
Hong Kong, this book-length study of Guangdong is
a major contribution in our quest for a better unders-
tanding of China's modernization and development pro-
grammes through its multifaceted experimentation in the
southerly province. EUR 58,60

296.Yip, June Envisioning Taiwan { Fiction, Ci-
nema and the Nation in the Cultural Imaginary
Durham, 2004, 368 p., cloth.
In discussions of postcolonial nationhood and cultural
identity, Taiwan is often overlooked. Yet the island - with
its complex history of colonization - presents a particu-
larly fascinating case of the struggle to de�ne a \na-
tion" in an increasingly post-national world. While the
mainland Chinese government has been unequivocal in
its resistance to Taiwanese independence, on the island
government control has gradually passed from mainland
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Chinese immigrants to the Taiwanese themselves. Two
decades of democratization and the arrival of consumer
culture have made the island a truly global space. Envi-
sioning Taiwan sorts through these complexities, skilfully
weaving together history and cultural analysis to give
both a picture of Taiwanese identity and a lesson on the
usefulness and the limits of contemporary cultural theory.
Also available in paper at EUR 35,80. EUR 118,00

297.Yu, Anthony C. State and Religion in China
La Salle, 2004, 176 p., cloth.
Western opinion has long held that China is a secular so-
ciety. The Chinese government's persecution of the Falun
Gong, Tibetan Buddhists, Christians, and other religious
minorities that it considers antisocialist and reactionary
has reinforced this idea and aroused worldwide concern.
Anthony Yu's State and Religion in China presents ample
evidence that religion has long been deeply ingrained in
Chinese culture and that the state has always interfered
in religious matters. Yu warns that the West's misunders-
tanding impedes dialogue with China's leaders.EUR 28,50

298.Yun-han Chu, Chih-cheng Lo & Ramon H. Myers
(eds.) The New Chinese Leadership {
Challenges and Opportunities after the 16th
Party Congress
Cambridge, 2004, 264 p., The China Quarterly
Special Issues,
This volume presents a concise history of how China's
Communist Party (CCP) selected a new generation of
leaders in late 2002 and why the individuals, in their
late 40s and 50s, were so well quali�ed to govern China.
These leaders are trying to lead China to become a re-
gional and world power in which their people can enjoy
a modest living standard and take pride in the nation's
achievements. EUR 32,90

299.Zeisler, Bettina Relative Tense and Aspec-
tual Values in Tibetan Languages { A Com-
parative Study
The Hague, 2004, 960 p., Trends in Linguistics,
cloth.
This study presents a comparative approach to a univer-
sal theory of tense, aspect and mood, combining the me-
thods of comparative and historical linguistics, �eldwork,
text linguistics, and philology. The parts of the book dis-
cuss and describe (i) the concepts of tense, aspect and
mood; (ii) the Tibetan system of relative tense and as-
pectual values, with main sections on old and classical
Tibetan, \Lhasa" Tibetan, and East Tibetan (Amdo and
Kham); and (iii) West Tibetan (Ladakhi, Purik, Balti);
Part (iv) presents the comparative view. EUR 171,00

300.Zhang Wenhong Class structure and social
networks in urban China { (Chinese Text)
Bell & Howell, Ann Arbor, 2004, 297 p.
This is an empirical study of the e�ects of class struc-
ture on social networks in urban China. It is aimed at
exploring in what ways and to what extent class position
a�ects the structural characteristics of discussion net-
works. Based on a systematic review of related studies
and theories of opportunities and constraints of social
association, rational choice, strength of ties, and social
capital, the author constructs a theoretical framework of
the relationships among social demographic factors, class

positions, opportunities of social interaction, and net-
work structures. Based on occupation, property rights,
authority and skill; urban residents are divided into four
classes: professionals and administrators, white collars,
small proprietors and working class. The central hypo-
thesis is: social classes di�er in ego-centered network
characteristics. An authorized facsimile of a doctoral dis-
sertation submitted to the Chinese University of Hong
Kong. Text in Chinese only. EUR 83,90

301.Zhao Suisheng A Nation-state by Construc-
tion { Dynamics of Modern Chinese Nationa-
lism Stanford, 2004, 416 p., cloth.
An analysis of the causes, content, and consequences
of nationalism in China. It shows how Chinese political
elites have competed to promote di�erent types of natio-
nalism linked to their political values and interests and
imposed them on the nation while trying to repress other
types of nationalism. Also available in paper at EUR
33,70. EUR 75,90

302.Zheng Mingfang The Tragic Vision in Jia
Pingwa's Four Novels of the 1990s
Ann Arbor, 2004, 259 p.
This thesis presents a study of `tragic vision' in four no-
vels of the 1990s by the well known Chinese writer Jia
Pingwa : The Abandoned Capital (Feidu), White Nights
(Baiye), The Earthen Gate (Tumen), and Old Gao Vil-
lage (Gaolaozhuang). After a review of Western theories
of tragedy including Unamuno, Jaspers, Krieger, Frye,
and others, with special attention to Raymond Williams,
the author argues that tragic experience is primary, per-
ennial, and universal, tragic vision is secondary, and tra-
gedy, in whatever religious, philosophical, and artistic
form, is a response to and product of tragic experience
and tragic vision. He eshs out Jia Pingwa's tragic vision
through an analysis of the four novels mentioned above
and demonstrates how Jia expresses a cyclical vision of
his individual characters' lives, of their crossing the rural
and urban boundaries, and of traversing various stages
of social history. These tragic cycles seem to go on hope-
lessly, but Jia's characters resist despair by waging Sisy-
phean battles. The author concludes that modern China
has tragic experience, Jia Pingwa has a tragic vision and,
although his tragic vision is not as profound as that of
some of the literary giants the world has produced, he
has successfully forged this vision into art. An authori-
zed facsimile of a doctoral dissertation submitted to the
University of British Columbia. EUR 83,90

303.Zhu Jinzhong (ed.) ¥)Üu��
Zhonghua shuju, 2002, 490 p., cloth.
Bilingual Tibetan-Chinese fully illustrated catalogue of
Tibetan coinage and paper currency through history. In-
cludes summary and introduction in English. EUR 165,00

304.Zhu Wenying L'incontournable histoire
Bleu de Chine, 2004, 101 p., Coll. Chine en
poche
Nouvelle traduite du chinois par Caroline Grillot. Titre
original : Wuketidai de gushi. Zhu Wenying est une jeune

femme �ecrivain n�ee �a Suzhou en 1971. �A partir de bribes
de souvenirs, la narratrice tente de raconter l'histoire de
son grand-p�ere, de sa famille et du Shanghai des ann�ees
trente �a aujourd'hui. EUR 9,00
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305.Images du Monde ottant { Peintures et es-
tampes japonaises XVII-XVIIIe si�ecles
R�eunion des Mus�ees Nationaux, 2004, 398 p.
Catalogue de l'exposition organis�ee aux Galeries natio-
nales du Grand Palais (Paris) du 27 septembre 2004 au 3
janvier 2005. Sommaire des textes : � Images du Monde
ottant : de la uctuation du d�esir (H�el�ene Bayou) �
La culture urbaine �a l'�epoque d'Edo : une incubation
de la modernit�e (Philippe Pons) � Les Beaut�es (bi-
jin) dans la peinture du XVIIe si�ecle (Hiroyuki Kano)
� Utamaro, ou l'art du portrait (Timothy Clark) � Por-
tefeuilles parisiens : les premi�eres g�en�erations de collec-
tionneurs d'estampes (Eric Lefebvre); Glossaire, biblio-
graphie. Le catalogue contient plus de 210 reproductions
en couleur. EUR 45,00

306.Quand la vie s'allonge { France-Japon
L'Harmattan, 2004, 288 p., Coll. Logiques so-
ciales
Ouvrage collectif dans lequel les auteurs montrent que
face au même ph�enom�ene de vieillissement de la popu-
lation, les soci�et�es fran�caise et japonaise r�eagissent di-
versement, �elaborent des politiques publiques di��erentes
selon leur culture traditionnelle et en fonction de la per-
ception qu'elles ont de ce vieillissement. Ces comparai-
sons permettent de comprendre l'ampleur de ces change-
ments et invitent le lecteur �a s'interroger sur l'adaptation
et sur les inadaptations des politiques publiques face �a
ce sujet devenu fondamental. EUR 24,50

307.Abdurrechid, Ibrahim Un Tatar au Japon {
Voyage en Asie 1908-1910
Actes Sud, Arles, 2004, 269 p., Coll. \La bi-
blioth�eque turque"
Traduit du turc ottoman, pr�esent�e et annot�e par Fran�cois
Georgeon et Isik Tamdogarn Abel. Extraits de l'ouvrage
original d'Abd�urrechid. La victoire du Japon sur la Rus-
sie en 1905 a suscit�e dans les pays colonis�es ou domin�es
un m�elange d'enthousiasme et d'espoir. C'est dans ce
contexte qu'un oul�ema tatar, Abd�urrechid Ibrahim, vou-
lant percer �a jour le secret de la puissance nippone, se
rendit au Japon au cours d'un long voyage en Asie vers
1908-10. Le r�esultat sera la publication d 'un ouvrage de
1000 pages, dont le tiers est consacr�e au Japon.EUR 25,00

308.Auslin, Michael R. Negotiating with Impe-
rialism { The Unequal Treaties and the Culture
of Japanese Diplomacy
Cambridge, MA, forthcoming 2005, 256 p.,
cloth.
Japan's modern international history began in 1858 with
the signing of the \unequal" commercial treaty with the
United States. Over the next �fteen years, Japanese di-
plomacy was reshaped to respond to the Western impe-
rialist challenge. In a compelling analysis of the interplay
among assassinations, Western bombardment of Japa-
nese cities, fertile cultural exchange, and intellectual dis-
covery, Auslin o�ers a persuasive reading of the birth of
modern Japan and its struggle to determine its future
relations with the world. EUR 52,00

309.Aveline, Natacha Le Japon
Belin, 2004, 189 p., Coll. Belin g�eographie
Cet ouvrage examine l'organisation spatiale du mod�ele
de croissance japonais �a toutes ses �etapes, de ses ori-
gines (de l'�epoque Meiji �a la �n du XIXe si�ecle) �a la

crise de Heisei (de 1991 �a nos jours). Le regard se porte
aussi bien sur les mutations a�ectant les hommes et leur
territoire que sur la port�ee g�eopolitique d'une diplomatie
japonaise en quête d'identit�e. EUR 19,80

310.Basho Matsuo Basho's Haiku { Selected
Poems of Matsuo Basho
Albany, 2004, 332 p., cloth.
David Landis Barnhill's brilliant tranlation strives for lite-
ral translations of Basho's work, arranged chronologically
in order to show Basho's development as a writer. Avoi-
ding wordy and explanatory translations, Barnhill cap-
tures the brevity and vitality of the original Japanese, let-
ting the images suggest the depth of meaning involved.
Barnhill also presents an overview of haiku poetry and
analyzes the signi�cance of nature in this literary form,
while suggesting the importance of Basho to contem-
porary American literature and environmental thought.
Also available in paper at EUR 28,60. EUR 69,00

311.Bernstein, Gail Lee & Andrew Gordon (eds.)
Public Spheres, Private Lives in Modern
Japan, 1600{1950 { Essays in Honor of Al-
bert Craig
Cambridge, MA, 2004, 450 p., cloth.
The eleven chapters in this volume explore the process of
carving out, in discourse and in practice, the boundaries
delineating the state, the civil sphere, and the family in
Japan from 1600 to 1950. EUR 57,00

312.Berque, Augustin avec Maurice Sauzet Le
sens de l'espace au Japon { Vivre, penser,
bâtir
Arguments, 2004, 227 p.
Ce livre, reprenant dans une plus vaste perspective les
th�eses de Vivre l'espace au Japon (PUF, 1982), souligne
l'universalit�e des principes g�en�eriques de la spatialit�e ja-
ponaise. Dans une 2�eme partie, on trouvera Le sens de
l'espace-cahiers par Maurice Sauzet. Index des termes
japonais. EUR 37,00

313.Breen, Michael Kim Jong-Il { Dictateur
nord-cor�een
Saint-Honor�e-M�edia, 2004, 216 p.
Traduit de l'anglais par Anthony Latham.Titre original :
Kim Jong-Il, North Korea `s dear leader. L'auteur est cor-
respondant en Cor�ee, notamment du Times et du Guar-
dian, depuis 1982 et brosse ici un portrait tr�es document�e
de Kim Jong-Il. EUR 16,00

314.Briones, H�el�ene & C�edric Tellenne L'Asie
orientale, puissance en expansion
Ellipses, 2004, 158 p., Coll. Zoom g�eo
Sommaire : I. La naissance d'une nouvelle aire de
puissance II. Le mod�ele asiatique de d�eveloppement :
universalit�e et sp�eci�cit�es III. La modernisation des
soci�et�es asiatiques : l'ultime mais n�ecessaire �etape vers
le d�eveloppement. EUR 11,00

315.Buson Yosa 66 Haiku
Verdier, 2004, 66 p.
Haikus pr�esent�es et traduits du japonais par Joan Titus-
Carmel. EUR 12,50

316.Coyaud, Maurice Nageurs parmi les coraux
{ Alta��r de l'aigle et V�ega de la Lyre Le bouvier
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et la tisserande
P.A.F., 2004, 398 p.
Voyage romanesque. EUR 36,00

317.Cumings, Bruce The Origins of the Korean
War : Volume I { Liberation and the Emer-
gence of Separate Regimes, 1945{1947
Ithaca, 2004, 20 halftones, 17 maps, graphs, and
charts, 20 tables, 637 p., cloth.
Bruce Cumings maintains that the origin of the Korean
War must be sought in the �ve-year period preceding
the war, when Korea was dominated by widespread de-
mands for political, economic, and social change. Making
extensive use of Korean-language materials from North
and South, and of classi�ed documents, intelligence re-
ports, and U.S. military sources, the author examines the
background of postwar Korean politics and the arrival of
American and Soviet troops in 1945. Arguing that the
Korean War was civil and revolutionary in character, Cu-
mings shows how the basic issues over which the war was
fought were apparent immediately after Korea's libera-
tion from colonial rule in 1945 and led to the e�ective
emergence of separate northern and southern regimes
within a year. EUR 47,80

318.Cumings, Bruce The Origins of the Korean
War : Volume II { The Roaring of the Cata-
ract, 1947{1950
Ithaca, 2004, 21 halftones, 9 maps, 2 �gures, 2
tables, 975 p., cloth.
Cumings examines the internal political-economic deve-
lopment of the two Korean states and the consequences,
for Korea, of Cold War rivalry between the United States
and the Soviet Union. He investigates the intense bor-
der �ghting and internal political instability that pre-
ceded the Northern invasion and challenges the notion
of sudden Soviet-sponsored intervention. He discusses,
among other topics, the containment doctrine as ap-
plied to South Korea and the subsequent adoption by
the United States of a \rollback" policy aimed at elimi-
nating communism in North Korea. EUR 75,00

319.Delay, Nelly Le jeu de l'�eternel et de
l'�eph�em�ere
Philippe Picquier, Arles, 2004, 106 p.
Le temps au Japon n'est pas cette dur�ee continue dans
laquelle viendrait s'imprimer notre exp�erience : �eternel
pr�esent vou�e �a l'�eph�em�ere, il a l'intensit�e de ce qui
n'aura jamais plus lieu. Ce sentiment du temps trouve
sa parfaite expression dans l'art de l'ukiyo-e. Nelly Delay
nous invite �a une r�eexion sur ce \jeu de l'�eternel et de
l'�eph�em�ere" en même temps qu'elle apporte un nouveau
et fascinant �eclairage sur l'art japonais. EUR 17,00

320.Dodd, Stephen Writing Home { Represen-
tations of the Native Place in Modern Japanese
Literature
Cambridge, MA, forthcoming 2005, 276 p.,
cloth.
This book examines the development of Japanese litera-
ture depicting the native place (furusato) from the mid-
Meiji period through the late 1930s as a way of articu-
lating the uprootedness and sense of loss many expe-
rienced as Japan modernized. The 1890s witnessed the
appearance of �ctional works describing a city dweller
who returns to his native place, where he reects on the
evils of urban life and the idyllic past of his childhood
home. The book concentrates on four authors who ty-
pify this trend: Kunikida Doppo, Shimazaki T'son, Sat'
Haruo, and Shiga Naoya. EUR 46,30

321.Eiko Ikegami Bonds of Civility { Aesthetic
Networks and the Political Origins of Japanese

Culture
Cambridge, forthcoming 2005, 464 p., cloth.
In this path breaking book, Eiko Ikegami uncovers a
complex history of social life in which aesthetic images
became central to Japan's cultural identities. Combi-
ning sociological insights in organizations with prodi-
gious scholarship on cultural history, this book explores
such wide-ranging topics as networks of performing arts,
tea ceremony and haiku, the politics of kimono aes-
thetics, the rise of commercial publishing, the popula-
rization of etiquette and manners, the vogue for andro-
gyny in kabuki performance, and the rise of tacit modes
of communication. Also available in paper at EUR
39,50. EUR 73,50

322.French, Paul North Korea { The Paranoid
Peninsula - A Modern History
London, 2004, 352 p., cloth.
This accessible, up-to-date and comprehensive introduc-
tion to North Korea provides an overview of the politics,
economics and history of the DPRK with particular em-
phasis on the current economic situation since the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union and Pyongyang's relationship
with America leading up to the current nuclear crisis.
Also available in paper at EUR 32,00. EUR 89,20

323.Guth, Christine, Alicia Volk & Emiko Yamanashi
Japan and Paris { Impressionism, Postimpres-
sionism and the Modern Era
Honolulu, 2004, 91 illus., 192 p.
This book demonstrates the deep cross-cultural nature
of art in Japan from about 1880 to 1930. Illustrated
with masterpieces from Japanese collections by Matisse,
Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec, Corot, Cezanne, and Monet,
it explores the history of collecting Western art in Ja-
pan and its inuence on Japanese modern art. In par-
ticular, it addresses the development of Western-style
modernist impulses as Japan's early interest in the Bar-
bizon School extended to include modes of expression
such as Impressionism, Postimpressionism, Symbolism,
Cubism, and Fauvism. In addition to showcasing works
by some of the best-known French and European pain-
ters, works by Japanese artists who were instrumental
in the introduction of Western modes of expression to
Japan are included, such as Kojima Zenzaburo, Kume
Keiichiro, Maeta Kanji, Mitsutani Kunishiro, and Fujita
Tsuguharu. EUR 38,00

324.Habu, Junko Ancient Jomon of Japan
Cambridge, 2004, 304 p., cloth.
Junko Habu illustrates recent developments in the ar-
chaeology of the Jomon period (circa 14,500{300 BC)
of Japan and presents new analyses. Using ecological mo-
dels of hunter-gatherer culture and behavior, Habu exa-
mines various aspects of Jamon culture including subsis-
tence, settlement, rituals, crafts and trade, and presents
a model of long-term change in hunter-gatherer cultural
complexity. In this comprehensive analysis, Junko Habu
helps to bridge the gap between largely Japanese dis-
course on this 10,000 year period of Japanese prehis-
tory and the modern scienti�c debate on later hunter-
gatherer societies. Also available in paper at EUR
36,00. EUR 82,00

325.Harris, Victor Cutting Edge { Japanese
Swords in the British Museum
London, 2004, 30 colour, 320 b&w illus., 160 p.
A fully illustrated catalogue of a hundred swords and
their �ttings to accompany an exhibition at the Bri-
tish Museum from October 2004 to March 2005. Com-
plex traditional methods of forging, conducted according
to the ancient precepts of reverence and cleanliness of
the Shinto religion, impart these qualities to the swords.
Countless varying hues and patterns of the crystalline
structures of steel, which result from special methods of
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forging and heat treating, are visible on the surface of
a �nely polished blade. The Japanese sword has been
appreciated as an art object since its perfection some
time during the tenth century AD. Fine swords have been
more highly prized than lands or riches, those of super-
ior quality being handed down from generation to ge-
neration. In fact, many well-documented swords, whose
blades are signed by their makers, survive from nearly a
thousand years ago. Recognizable features of the blades
of hundreds of schools of sword-making have been punc-
tiliously recorded, and the study of the sword is a guide
to the ow of Japanese history. EUR 49,95

326.Harrold, Michael Comrades and Strangers
{ Behind the Closed Doors of North Korea
London, 2004, 432 p.
In 1987 Michael Harrold went to North Korea to work as
English language adviser on translations of the speeches
of the late President Kim Il Sung (the Great Leader) and
his son and heir Kim Jong Il (then Dear Leader and now
head of state). For seven years he lived in Pyongyang
enjoying privileged access to the ruling classes and en-
joying the con�dence of the country's young elite. In
this fascinating insight into the culture of North Korea
he describes the hospitality of his hosts, how they were
shaken by the Velvet Revolution of 1989 and many of
the fascinating characters he met from South Korean
and American GI defectors to his Korean minder and so-
cialite friends. After seven years and having been caught
passing South Korean music tapes to friends and going
out without his minder to places forbidden to foreigners,
he was asked to leave the country. EUR 34,00

327.Haruhisa Kato (ed.) La modernit�e fran�caise
dans l'Asie litt�eraire { Chine Japon Cor�ee
P.U.F., 2004, 403 p.
Ce livre rassemble les actes du colloque international La
France et l'Asie de l'Est. La modernit�e en Asie dans
le syst�eme culturel mondial qui s'est d�eroul�e du 18
au 22 d�ecembre 2001 �a Tokyo. C'est la premi�ere fois
que des linguistes et des litt�eraires des trois pays se
r�eunissaient pour confronter la r�eception de la langue
et de la litt�erature fran�caises. EUR 30,00

328.Haruo Shirane Early Modern Japanese Li-
terature { An Anthology, 1600{1900
Irvington/New York, 2004, 1200 p.
Now available in paper. EUR 33,60

329.H�erail, Francine (trad.) Notes journali�eres
de Fujiwara No Sukefusa (II) { Tome II et
dernier (1040{1054)
Droz, 2004, 790 p., Hautes �etudes orientales 37
Traduction du Shunki. La premi�ere moiti�e de ce vo-
lume couvre la �n de l'ann�ee 1040, p�eriode charg�ee
en �ev�enements malheureux, e�ondrement du sanctuaire
de la divinit�e Tokyo.uke �a Ise, incendie du palais et
perte du miroir sacr�e. La deuxi�eme moiti�e du volume
est compos�ee d'extraits, relatifs �a des �ev�enements tels
que changement du nom de l'�ere, majorit�e du prince
h�eritier, banquet donn�e par un ministre nouvellement
nomm�e, c�el�ebrations bouddhiques pour l'inauguration de
bâtiments au Kôfukuji et au Hôjôji, ou service pour des
morts. EUR 68,10

330.Hirata Hosea Discourses of Seduction {
History, Evil, Desire and Modern Japanese Li-
terature
Cambridge, MA, forthcoming 2005, 375 p.,
cloth.
In a series of essays on the writings of Kawabata Yasu-
nari, Murakami Haruki, Karatani Kjin, Furui Yoshikichi,
Mishima Yukio, Oe Kenzaburo, Natsume Soseki, and Ko-

bayashi Hideo, Hosea Hirata visits the primal force of the
scandalous in an e�ort to repeat (in the Kierkegaardian
sense) the originary scene that initiates the obscure yet
insistent poetry that is literature and to confront the
questions raised. EUR 57,00

331.Ho Kyu Muldoridong, �a la courbe des eaux
Imago, 106 p., Coll. Sc�enes cor�eennes
Deux pi�eces de th�eâtre traduites du cor�een par Han Yumi
et Herv�e P�ejaudier. EUR 16,00

332.Hokenson, Jan Walsh Japan, France, and
East-West Aesthetics { French Literature,
1867-2000
New Jersey, USA, 2004, 520 p., cloth.
The discovery of Japanese woodblock prints in Paris, fol-
lowing the opening of Japan to the West, played a crucial
role in the invention of Modernism. Japan, France, and
East-West Aesthetics shows that leading French writers
shared that shock of encounter and also experimented
with Japanese aesthetics in their own work, in ways that
similarly thread into the foundations of Modernism.Part
I examines the writers' impassioned defense of the pain-
ters' revolution as the basis for the �rst French apprehen-
sion of Japan as \a new aesthetic continent", tracking
the premises in Naturalist and Symbolist texts. Part II
shows how the Modernists outstrip all such predeces-
sors in their magisterial use of the Japanese aesthetic as
counter-system to Western aesthetic assumptions. Part
III traces e�orts beginning in 1928 to equilibrate Japa-
nese art and literature with Bergsonian intuition, structu-
ral linguistics, and Heideggerian phenomenology through
the twentieth century. EUR 91,50

333.Hozumi, Nobushige Ancestor Worship and
Japanese Law
London, 2004, 10 illus., 236 p., Japan Library,
cloth.
Eschewing the path of religious pamphleteering in favour
of a broad juridical and sociological approach, Profes-
sor Hozumi describes the practice of Japanese Ancestor-
worship, its origins, manifestations, peculiarities and so-
cial and legal implications. The author lays aside many
misconceptions regarding Ancestor-worship, permitting
us to see Japanese cultures and religions in an enti-
rely new light. Among the fascinating topics covered
are Ancestor-worship in Europe and America, the theory
of the dread of ghosts, sacred places in the Japanese
house, and the relation of Ancestor-worship to loyalty
and patriotism. EUR 108,50

334.Hwang Kyung Moon Beyond Birth { Social
Status in the Emergence of Modern Korea
Cambridge, MA, forthcoming 2005, 400 p.,
cloth.
The social structure of contemporary Korea contains
strong echoes of the hierarchical principles and patterns
governing strati�cation in the Choson dynasty (1392{
1910): namely, birth and one's position in the bureau-
cracy. At the beginning of Korea's modern era, the bu-
reaucracy continued to exert great inuence, but deve-
lopments undermined, instead of reinforced, aristocratic
dominance. As the author shows, the political disrup-
tions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
rewarded talent instead of birth. In turn, these groups'
newfound standing as part of the governing elite allowed
them to break into, and often dominate, the cultural, li-
terary, and artistic spheres as well as politics, education,
and business. EUR 57,00

335.Hwang Sok-Yong L'invit�e
Zulma, 2004, 284 p.
Roman traduit du cor�een par Choi Mikyung et Jean-No�el
Juttet. Titre original : Sonmin. L'invit�e, c'est d'abord
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Ryu Yosop, pasteur cor�een exil�e aux �Etats-Unis, amen�e
�a passer quelques jours en Cor�ee du Nord pour y re-
trouver des membres de sa famille. Mais l'invit�e, c'est
aussi un terrible �eau, import�e en Cor�ee par l'Occident :
tant la variole. . . que les id�eologies, porteuses de des-
truction et de mort. Hwang Sok-Yong revisite la p�eriode
cruciale qui a pr�ec�ed�e le d�eclenchement de la guerre de
Cor�ee. EUR 18,00

336.Jeong Seung-il Crisis and Restructuring in
East Asia { The Case of the Korean Chaebol
and Automotive Industry
Basingstoke, 2004, 272 p., cloth.
This book criticises the widespread view that the 1997
Asian crisis was due to 'crony capitalism' and puts the
blame instead on misguided liberalisation. It analyzes the
case Korea's business conglomerates, the chaebol , with
particular attention to the car industry to show how li-
beralisation contributed to the crisis even at the level of
the �rm. EUR 87,00

337.Johnston, William Geisha, Harlot, Stran-
gler, Star { A Woman, Sex and Morality in
Modern Japan
Irvington/New York, 2004, 272 p., cloth.
In 1936, Abe Sada committed the most notorious crime
in twentieth-century Japan -the murder and emascula-
tion of her lover. Along with a detailed account of Sa-
da's personal history, the events leading up to the crime,
and its aftermath, this book contains transcripts of the
police interrogations -one of the few existing �rst-person
records of a woman who worked in the Japanese sex in-
dustry during the 1920s and 1930s -as well as a memoir
by the judge and police records. Geisha, Harlot, Stran-
gler, Star steps beyond the simplistic view of Abe Sada
as a sexual deviate or hysterical woman to reveal a sur-
vivor of rape, a career as a geisha and a prostitute, and
a prison sentence for murder. Sada endured discrimina-
tion and hounding by paparazzi until her disappearance
in 1970. Her story illustrates a historical collision of so-
cial and sexual values - those of the samurai class and
imported from Victorian Europe against those of urban
and rural Japanese peasants. EUR 33,50

338.Kasulis, Thomas P. Shinto { The Way Home
Honolulu, 2004, 208 p., cloth.
Nine out of ten Japanese claim some aÆliation with
Shinto, but in the West the religion remains the least
studied of the major Asian spiritual traditions. It is so
interlaced with Japanese cultural values and practices
that scholarly studies usually focus on only one of its
dimensions: Shinto as a \nature religion", an \imperial
state religion", a \primal religion", or a \folk amalgam of
practices and beliefs". Thomas Kasulis' fresh approach
to Shinto explains with clarity and economy how these
di�erent aspects interrelate. Also available in paper at
EUR 21,60. EUR 52,00

339.Kazuhiko Togo Japan's Foreign Policy,
1945{2003 { The Quest for a Proactive Policy
Leiden, forthcoming 2005, 486 p.
This book describes major aspects of Japanese foreign
policy from WWII to the present. Bilateral relations with
the US, China, Korea, Southeast Asia, Russia, Europe
and the Middle East as well as multilateral diplomacy are
analysed. Written by a former diplomat who was deeply
involved in major issues of postwar Japanese foreign po-
licy, it provides fascinating insider views on policy making
in Tokyo. EUR 67,00

340.Kim Man-Jung Le songe des neuf nuages
Maisonneuve & Larose, 2004, 294 p.
Roman traduit du cor�een par John et Genevi�eve T. Park.
Titre original : Ku Un Mong. Grand roman classique

(�ecrit au au XVIIe si�ecle), riche en rebondissements et
ayant pour toile de fond la Chine des Tang. Il pr�esente
la vie d'un Don Juan de haute vol�ee et constitue, par
ses innombrables allusions �a la musique, �a la litt�erature
et �a l'histoire, la somme de toute la culture chinoise an-
cienne, de l'�epoque l�egendaire jusqu'�a la premi�ere moiti�e
du IXe si�ecle. EUR 25,00

341.Kim, Samuel S. Inter-Korean Relations
Basingstoke, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
This book examines the origins, dynamics, and im-
pacts of these multi-level relations between North and
South Korea, situating them variously as two incomplete
nation-states, as a single national entity, and within a
larger international environment. The Contributors de-
monstrate how inter-Korean relations have fostered new
forms of conict management and reconciliation on the
peninsula. EUR 70,00

342.Kizu Mika Cleft Constructions in Japanese
Syntax
Basingstoke, 2004, 248 p., cloth.
Cleft constructions occur across languages and are much
analysed in relation to syntax, semantics and pragma-
tics. In this book the author reveals striking di�erences
between Japanese and English cleft constructions and
o�ers some answers to the questions - what is the syn-
tactic structure of Japanese cleft constructions and how
do they di�er from English? Do Japanese cleft construc-
tions have connectivity e�ects and, if so, how can they
be accounted for? EUR 87,00

343.Kondo, Chihiro Globalization and the Dis-
course of Japan's National Identity { The
politics of the Other
Ann Arbor, 2004, 101 p.
Japan's past discourse of national identity was mostly
formed through modernization and an attempted self-
location between the West and Asia. Little concern was
given during this process to 'the Other' residing wi-
thin Japan's national boundaries. Globalization in the
present context, however, has promoted a more multi-
cultural environment and dissolved the once rigid lines
of these boundaries. Moreover, it has empowered histo-
rically marginalized people in Japanese society, including
Korean, Okinawan, and Ainu minorities. Globalization
also o�ers serious challenges to Japan's well-ingrained
'homogenous society' myth, leading to the formation
of both neo-nationalist and transnationalist movements.
Simple rejection or tolerance of the di�erences of 'the
Other', however, are insuÆcient models for a just so-
ciety. Re-examination of the role of the nation-state as
an apparatus of exclusive national identity and dialogues
and social practices among the di�erent groups involved
could lead to the creation of a more open and intersec-
tional public sphere in Japan. An authorized facsimile
of a doctoral dissertation submitted to the American
University. EUR 83,90

344.Koyama-Richard, Brigitte Kodomo-E { L'es-
tampe japonaise et l'univers des enfants
Hermann, 2004, 115 p.
C'est �a partir de l'�epoque d'Edo que l'enfant tient
une place particuli�ere dans la soci�et�e. On le constate
�a travers ce recueil de kodomo-e, images consacr�ees
et destin�ees aux enfants : images de m�eres avec leur
prog�eniture, enfants en train de jouer, d'�etudier, des es-
tampes pouvant servir de jeux de soci�et�e, de d�ecoupages,
de maquettes. EUR 25,00

345.Krauss, Ellis & Ben Nyblade (eds.) Japan and
North America { Book Set, 2 volumes
London, 2004, 928 p., RoutledgeCurzon Library
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of Modern Japan, cloth.
This collection makes available key articles on the Japan-
North American relationship from the Meiji era to the
present. Volume one focuses on the necessity of Japa-
nese modernisation post-1868 and examines the build-up
to the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbour. Volume two
looks at the post-war period, in which US forces occupied
Japan and were instrumental in its rebuilding as an eco-
nomic superpower. In the years following this Japan and
North America enjoyed a close yet occassionally fraught
relationship, as competitors and allies. Volume two also
examines the cultural rami�cations of the inuence of
North America on Japan, and vice versa. EUR 416,00

346.Kyoka Izumi In Light of Shadows { More
Gothic Tales by Izumi Kyoka
Honolulu, 2004, 208 p., cloth.
This is the long-awaited second volume of short �ction
by the Meiji-Taishô writer Izumi Kyôka. It includes the
famous novella Uta andon (A story by lantern light),
the bizarre, antipsychological story Mayu kakushi no rei
(A quiet obsession), and Kyôka's hauntingly erotic �nal
work, Rukôshinsô (The heartvine), as well as critical dis-
cussions of each of these three tales. Translator Charles
Inouye places Kyôka's literature of shadows (kage no
bungaku) within a worldwide gothic tradition even as he
re�nes its Japanese context. Underscoring Kyôka's rele-
vance for a contemporary international audience, Inouye
adjusts Tanizaki Jun'ichirô's evaluation of Kyôka as the
most Japanese of authors by demonstrating how the wri-
ter's paradigm of the su�ering heroine can be linked to
his exposure to Christianity, to a beautiful American wo-
man, and to the aesthetic of blood sacri�ce. Also avai-
lable in paper at EUR 21,60. EUR 46,20

347.Lankov, Andrei N. Crisis in North Korea {
The Failure of De-Stalinization, 1956
Honolulu, 2004, 296 p., cloth.
North Korea remains the most mysterious of all Com-
munist countries. The acute shortage of available sources
has made it a diÆcult subject of scholarship. Through his
access to Soviet archival material made available only a
decade ago, contemporary North Korean press accounts,
and personal interviews, Andrei Lankov presents for the
�rst time a detailed look at one of the turning points
in North Korean history: the country's unsuccessful at-
tempts to de-Stalinize in the mid-1950s. He demons-
trates that, contrary to common perception, North Korea
was not a realm of undisturbed Stalinism; Kim Il Sung
had to deal with a reformist opposition that was weak
but present nevertheless. EUR 54,50

348.Lebra, Takie Sugiyama The Japanese Self in
Cultural Logic
Honolulu, 2004, 336 p., cloth.
Takie Lebra attempts a new understanding of the Ja-
panese self through her unique use of cultural logic.
She begins by presenting and elaborating on two models
(\opposition logic" and \contingency logic") to examine
concepts of self, Japanese and otherwise. EUR 49,20

349.Leonardsen, Dag Japan as a Low-Crime Na-
tion Basingstoke, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
Criminologists have despaired that modernisation and
crime are inseperable, but Japan has long been the ex-
ception to rule. In this book the independant value of
culture is explored to reveal new insights. The author
�nds that while it remains the case that crime reduc-
tion may come at some cost to individual autonomy, the
'West' can learn from Japan to reduce the social harm
of too much freedom. EUR 80,50

350.Leroi-Gourhan, Andr�e Pages oubli�ees sur le

Japon
Million, 2004, 469 p.
Cet ouvrage rassemble la totalit�e des textes �ecrits par
Andr�e Leroi-Gourhan lors du s�ejour qu'il passa au Japon
de 1937 �a 1939. Outre quatre cahiers photographiques, le
lecteur d�ecouvrira notamment la correspondance �a Jean
Butrot, La vie esth�etique et sociale du Japon nouveau
(1939) et les Formes populaires de l'art religieux au Ja-
pon, rest�es in�edits �a ce jour. EUR 33,00

351.Machacek, David & Bryan Wilson (eds.) Ci-
toyens du monde { Le mouvement bouddhiste
Soka Gakkai au Japon
L'Harmattan, 2004, 304 p.
Traduit de l'anglais par Louis Hourmant. Etudiant le
mouvement Soka Gakkai (Soci�et�e pour la cr�eation de
valeurs) fond�e en 1930 au Japon, ce livre retrace l'his-
toire du mouvement et sa transformation en une �ecole
du bouddhisme de Nichiren. Il donne en�n des pr�ecisions
importantes sur l'entr�ee de la Soka Gakkai dans le monde
politique au Japon. EUR 23,00

352.Machida Ko Charivari
Philippe Picquier, Arles, 2004, 125 p.
Roman traduit du japonais par Jacques Lalloz. Titre ori-
ginal : Kire gire. Ce roman d'un \oisif" un brin provoca-
teur qui trouvera sa r�edemption dans la peinture, est le
premier livre de Machida Ko , par ailleurs chanteur de
rock au Japon. Son livre a obtenu le prix Akutagawa au
Japon. EUR 13,50

353.Masahiko Shimada Mâ�tre au-del�a
Le Serpent �a Plumes, 2004, 338 p.
Roman traduit du japonais par Anne-Yvonne Gouzard
et Saoi Nakajima. Titre original : Higan sensei. Inspir�e
du c�el�ebre roman de Sôseki, Kokoro (Le pauvre c�ur
des hommes) auquel Masahiko Shimada rend ainsi hom-
mage, Mâ�tre au-del�a r�ev�ele l'ambivalence fondamentale
de la vie moderne et sa dualit�e essentielle que l'on re-
trouve au niveau du langage, de la culture et de la sexua-
lit�e. Ce roman propose un regard �etonnant et origial sur le
gay way of life, l'art romanesque et l'�erotisme. EUR 21,50

354.McCabe, Glen Kana Cards
Tokyo, 2004, 448 cards, 16 p.,
A companion to Kanji Cards I and II and the Kana-a-
Day practice pad this set of ash cards anyone learning
to write Hiragana and Katakana. EUR 29,50

355.McCabe, Glen Kanji Cards Volume I
Tokyo, 2004, 448 cards, 16 p.r
All 448 kanji in this set are those prescribed by the Ja-
panese ministry of Education for the �rst three school -
ideal for travellers and beginners. EUR 29,50

356.Minor, William Jazz Journeys to Japan {
The Heart within
Ann Arbor, forthcoming 2005, 386 p., cloth.
By turns a music history, a cultural meditation, and a tra-
vel narrative, Jazz Journeys to Japan looks at the work
of individual players such as Toshiko Akiyoshi, Masahiko
Satoh, Makoto Ozone and Yosuke Yamashita. EUR 36,10

357.Mostow, Joshua S. At the House of Gathe-
red Leaves { Shorter Biographical and Auto-
biographical Narratives from Japanese Court Li-
terature
Honolulu, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
This collection of Japanese women's diary literature
(nikki bungaku) begins with The Takemitsu Journal
(also known as The Tale of the Tônomine Lesser Cap-
tain, c. 962), an important precursor and model for the
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famous Kagerô Diary, and Tales of Toyokage (c. 971),
a �ctionalized reworking of his own poems by Regent
Koremasa himself. It also includes the �rst complete En-
glish translations of the Hon'in no Jiju and of the nar-
rative section of The Collected Poems of Lady Ise. The
volume concludes with the Tales of Takamura (1185{
1333), which Mostow describes as a site of struggle bet-
ween masculine and feminine narrative styles. EUR 50,00

358.Myungsook Woo The Politics of Social Wel-
fare Policy in South Korea { Growth and Ci-
tizenship
Lanham, 2004, 186 p.
The Politics of Social Welfare Policy in South Korea
explains, in a comparative perspective, South Korea's
ungenerous welfare policies. Building on welfare state
theories underlining class politics and state actions, the
theoretical framework also incorporates an institutional
perspective. EUR 40,00

359.Nakagami Kenji Miracle
Philippe Picquier, Arles, 2004, 486 p.
Roman traduit du japonais par Jacques L�evy. Titre origi-
nal : Kiseki, publi�e en 1994. L'�uvre de Nakagami plonge
ses racines dans les \Ruelles", un quartier de la ville de
Shingû o�u il est n�e et o�u vivaient les burakumin, ces an-
ciens exclus d�evolus aux tâches impures. Miracle raconte
l'histoire de Taichi, sa pr�ecoce ascension de jeune yakuza,
puis ses vicissitudes et son assassinat depuis longtemps
annonc�e. EUR 22,00

360.Nakamura Masao (ed.) Changing Japanese
Business Economy an Society { Globalisa-
tion of Post-Bubble Japan
Basingstoke, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
In order to regain its competitiveness, Japan is restructu-
ring and globalising its business and economics system.
This book, with contributions from both North American
and Japanese academics, analyses how Japan is under-
taking these changes. EUR 87,00

361.Nelson, Andrew Original Modern Reader's
Japanese-English Character Dictionary
Tokyo, 2004, 1112 p., cloth.
This dictionnary lists about 5,000 carefully selected cha-
racters in their 10,000 odd current readings and al-
most 70,000 compounds in current use, all with English
de�nitions. EUR 73,00

362.Nussaume, Yann Anthologie critique de la
th�eorie architecturale japonaise
Ousia, 2004, 543 p.
Sommaire : I. L'ouverture vers l'Occident II. La p�eriode
de consolidation et de r�eexion (1885{1920) III. Le
d�eveloppement du mouvement moderne et la p�eriode
nationaliste IV. L'architecture de l'apr�es-guerre ou
le passage de l'architecture rationaliste et fonction-
nelle �a l'architecture pluraliste (1945{1970) V. La
crise de la modernit�e et la red�e�nition de l'espace,
du temps et de l'existence (1970-) ; Conclusion ; an-
nexes (note bibliographique sur les textes traduits dans
l'anthologie). EUR 48,00

363.Ogawa Yôko Tristes revanches
Actes Sud, Arles, 2004, 247 p.
Onze nouvelles traduites du japonais par Rose-Marie
Makino-Fayolle. Titre original : Kamokuna shigai, Mida-
rana Tomurai, publi�e en 1998. Dans chacune de ces onze
nouvelles, un d�etail, parfois in�me, �evoque la pr�ec�edente
ou annonce la suivante pour former un ruban, une spi-
rale, une châ�ne soutenant la trame du livre et cr�eant
ainsi une subtile mise en abyme. EUR 18,90

364.Ogawa Yôko La petite pi�ece hexagonale
Actes Sud, Arles, 2004, 110 p.
R�ecit traduit du japonais par Rose-Marie Makino-Fayolle.
Titre original : Rokukakukei no koheya, publi�e en 1991.
Une jeune femme est attir�ee par une inconnue qu'elle
va croiser �a deux reprises. Lorsqu'elle la retrouve, ac-
compagn�ee d'une vieille dame, elle les suit, longtemps,
jusqu'�a une loge de gardien o�u les deux femmes semblent
attendre leur tour, pour entrer dans une grande armoire
hexagonale. EUR 11,90

365.Ohno Kazuo Kazuo Ohno's World
Hanover, 2004, 343 p.
Ohno Kazuo was one of the founders of the Japanese
modern dance form, Butoh, that has a strong inuence
on contemporary American dance. This work presents
Ohno's words and insights in English. EUR 39,00

366.Ponsonby-Fane, R. A. B. Studies in Shinto
and Shrines
London, 2004, 658 p., Japan Library, cloth.
Written by one of the leading scholars on Japanese
culture, this collection of papers centres on Shinto rites
and festivals and shrine buildings. Among the topics co-
vered are the imperial family and Shinto, the three great
emperors, Yatagarasu, Yasoshima-No-Matsuri and Kamo
Gejo Ryosha. Eleven shrines are discussed in detail, in-
cluding Tatsuta Jinja, Aso Jinja and Suminoe-No-Okami.
Readers will enjoy the book's fascinating subject matter,
clear presentation and entertaining style. EUR 157,00

367.Raud, Rein (ed.) Japanese and Asian Mo-
dernities
London, 2004, 300 p., Japanese Studies, cloth.
This book is a collection of essays by an international
group of scholars and addresses the problematic of Asian
modernity from the perspective of various disciplines,
such as political science, history of ideas, and econo-
mic theory.The principal focus of most contributions is
Japan due to its apparent success in adopting Western
technologies (in the broadest possible sense of the word)
while retaining its own distinct cultural identity. The is-
sues discussed include the genesis of an Asian modernity
out of the dialogue between Western values and cultu-
ral practices on the one hand and indigenous traditions
(both genuine and constructed) on the other, as well as
the successes and perils encountered by most moderni-
sing Asian countries in the process. EUR 141,00

368.Roh Kyeong-Shik Un pays aussi lointain que
le ciel { suivi de \Le train pour S�eoul" et de
\Le sou�e des si�ecles"
Imago, 2004, 204 p., Coll. Sc�enes cor�eennes
Trois pi�eces de th�eâtre traduites du cor�een, annot�ees
et postfac�ees par Han Yumi et Herv�e P�ejaudier. L'au-
teur, n�e en 1938 vient de recevoir le prix Yu Ch'i-Jin
(2003). EUR 20,00

369.Roshi, Yamada Mumon Lectures on The Ten
Oxherding Pictures
Honolulu, 2004, 112 p., cloth.
A favorite with early Zen practitioners in China and Ja-
pan, The Ten Oxherding Pictures uses the ox as a symbol
for Buddha nature{the original possession of all human
beings{and the taming of the ox as a symbol for the
practice of realizing that nature. This volume contains
lectures on the text given by Yamada Mumon Rôshi
(1900{1988) to his monks while master of Shôfuku-ji
Monastery. EUR 32,00

370.Roulli�ere , Claire La m�emoire de la seconde
guerre mondiale au Japon
L'Harmattan, 2004, 174 p., Coll. Points sur
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l'Asie
Alors que la guerre est termin�ee depuis bientôt soixante
ans et que le Japon s'est construit une respectabilit�e
internationale, des scandales relatifs au dernier conit
mondial continuent de ternir l'image de ce pays dans
l'esprit de ces principaux partenaires. L'auteur analyse
l'ambiguit�e des rapports que le Japon entretient avec
son pass�e depuis 1945. EUR 15,00

371.Sabouret, Jean-Fran�cois (ed.) Japon, peuple
et civilisation
La D�ecouverte, 2004, 233 p., La d�ecouverte /
Poche
La population, la civilisation, l'histoire, les religions, la
litt�erature et les arts font l'objet d'une cinquantaine
d'articles (soit in�edits, soit r�eactualis�es) r�edig�es par des
sp�ecialistes japonais et fran�cais. EUR 10,50

372.Sierra de la Calle, Blas Japon { Obras selec-
tas del Museo Oriental
Valladolid, 2004, 134 p.
138 fotogra�as en color de las obras que se ex-
pone actualmente en el Museo Oriental de Valldollid
(Espa~na). EUR 23,00

373.Smith, Hazel Hungry for Peace { Internatio-
nal Security, Humanitarian Assistance and Social
Change in North Korea
Herndon, forthcoming 2005, 288 p., cloth.
Drawing on impressive scholarship and extensive �rs-
thand knowledge of humanitarian relief e�orts in North
Korea, Hazel Smith provides an eye-opening account of
the famine that devastated the country in the 1990s and
of the international rescue program that Pyongyang re-
quested and received. Together, she explains, the famine
and the humanitarian response have wrought subtle but
profound changes in North Korea's economy, society, and
security outlook. She makes a compelling argument that
the regime has been prodded into accepting some inter-
national norms, allowed markets to develop, and has in-
cluded some human security concerns alongside military-
political interests in its negotiations with the West. Also
available in paper at EUR 26,90. EUR 52,00

374.Stevenson, John Japanese Kite Prints { Se-
lections from the Skinner Collection
Vancouver, 2004, 129 ill., 200 p., cloth.
Colour woodblock prints vibrantly convey the popular ur-
ban culture of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Edo,
now called Tokyo. In a book that brings together two of
Edo's most colourful traditions, prints and kites, John
Stevenson celebrates the charm and signi�cance of the
mass-produced but often elegant broadsheets known as
ukiyo-e. EUR 57,90

375.Takeuchi Yoshimi What is Modernity ? {
Writings of Takeuchi Yoshimi
Irvington/New York, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
Translated by Richard Calichman. Regarded as one of
the foremost thinkers in Japanese postwar intellectual
history, Takeuchi Yoshimi questioned the very nature of
thought, emphasizing that thinking is less a subjective
act than an opening to alterity. His works were central
in drawing Japanese attention to the problems inherent
in western colonialism and to the cultural importance of
Asia, especially China. His writings attempted to syn-
thesize philosophy, literature, and history, focusing not
simply on Japan and the West but rather on the trian-
gular relations among Japan, the West and China. This
book explores Japanese modernity, literature, and natio-
nalism as well as Chinese intellectual history, and repre-
sents the �rst appearance of Takeuchi's essays in English
translation. EUR 65,00

376.Tamayama Kazuo Railwaymen in the War
{ Tales by Japanese Railway Soldiers in Burma
and Thailand 1941{47
Basingstoke, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
The Japanese railway soldiers, who built the notorious
Burma-Thailand railway in 1942-43, earned an unen-
viable reputation for brutality, but they have not hitherto
told their own story. This is the �rst book to bring to
light the testimonies of the soldiers of the Emperor, who
worked with 55,200 British, Australian and Dutch pri-
soners of war in the construction of the 415 kilometre
railway. EUR 80,50

377.Terada Sumie Figures po�etiques japonaises
{ La gen�ese de la po�esie en châ�ne
Coll�ege de France, Institut des hautes �etudes ja-
ponaises, Paris, 2004, 411 p., Coll. Biblioth�eque
de l'Institut des hautes �etudes japonaises
Lerenga, po�esie en châ�ne, est une forme origi-
nale, fruit de l'une des pratiques litt�eraires japonaises
repr�esentatives de l'�epoque m�edi�evale (milieu du XIII-
XVIe si�ecle). Issu du tanka, ou waka, le po�eme court (31
syllabes) que l'on composait depuis des si�ecles, il en-
gendrera une autre forme po�etique, plus br�eve encore, le
haiku, qui se r�epandra �a partir du XVIIe si�ecle. Dans cette
lente �evolution qui s'�echelonne sur plus d'un mill�enaire,
le renga constitue ainsi un maillon essentiel entre deux
genres traditionnels majeurs. EUR 26,30

378.Thal, Sarah Rearranging the Landscape of
the Gods { The Politics of a Pilgrimage Site
in Japan, 1573{1912
Chicago, forthcoming 2005, 344 p., cloth.
Using miracle tales, votive plaques, diaries, and news-
papers, Sarah Thal traces how ancient sacred sites are
reshaped and reinterpreted. Focusing on one of the most
popular Japanese pilgrimage sites of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries: the shrine of Konpira on the island of
Shikoku. This rich and fascinating history explores how
people from all walks of life gave shape to the gods,
shrines, and rituals so often attributed to ancient, indi-
genous Japan. Thal shows how worshippers and priests,
rulers and entrepreneurs, repeatedly rebuilt and reinter-
preted Konpira to reect their needs and aspirations
in a changing world{and how, in doing so, they hel-
ped shape the structures of the modern state, economy,
and society in turn. Also available in paper at EUR
31,00. EUR 68,00

379.Tschudin, Jean-Jacques & Claude Hamon (eds.)
La modernit�e �a l'horizon { La culture popu-
laire dans le Japon des ann�ees vingt
Philippe Picquier, Arles, 2004, 224 p.
Ce volume rassemble les contributions pr�esent�ees lors du
colloque organis�e sur le campus Jussieu en juin 2002
par le GREJA (Groupe de recherches sur le Japon dans
le domaine des sciences humaines et sociales). Som-
maire : � La culture populaire japonaise des ann�ees vingt :
contexte et signi�cation politique (Stephen Large) � Ou-
vrier, moine ou soldat : trois conceptions du rôle de l'ar-
tiste (Michael Lucken) � Urbanit�e moderne et massi�-
cation : Osaka et la culture Hankyû (Claude Hamon) �
Gramophone, �lm, radio et musique populaire ou la fa-
brication des tubes au Japon, entre 1914 et 1934 (Sepp
Linhart) � Le cin�ema de Taishô et la censure (Pascale Si-
mon) � La r�evolution des actrices dans le cin�ema japonais
des ann�ees vingt (Josiane Pinon) � Le Shinkokugeki : un
th�eâtre populaire un demi-pas en avant (Brian Powell)
� L'op�era-Asakusa : le drame lyrique �a la conquête du
public populaire (J.-J. Tschudin) � Les revues f�eminines
dans le Japon des ann�ees vingt (Claire Dodane) � La
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revue Shinseinen et l'essor du roman policier (Philippe
Jordy) � les paradoxes du roman sentimental : autour
de la Dame aux perles(1920) de Kikuchi Kan (C�ecile
Sakai). EUR 18,00

380.Tsuji Hitonari En attendant le soleil
Belfond, 2004, 366 p.
Traduit du japonais par Corinne Atlan. Polar philoso-
phique �a travers le XXe si�ecle. EUR 20,80

381.Williams, Duncan Ryuken The Other Side of
Zen { A Social History of Soto Zen Buddhism
in Tokugawa Japan
Princeton, 2004, 296 p., cloth.
Popular understanding of Zen Buddhism typically in-
volves a stereotyped image of isolated individuals in me-
ditation, contemplating nothingness. This book presents
the \other side of Zen", by examining the movement's
explosive growth during the Tokugawa period (1600{
1867) in Japan and by shedding light on the broader
Japanese religious landscape during the era. Using newly-
discovered manuscripts, the author argues that the suc-
cess of Soto Zen was due neither to what is most often
associated with the sect, Zen meditation, nor to the tea-
chings of its medieval founder Dogen, but rather to the
social bene�ts it conveyed. Williams investigates both
the sect's distinctive religious and ritual practices and its
nonsectarian participation in broader currents of Japa-
nese life and his work is based on careful examination of
archival sources including temple logbooks, prayer and
funerary manuals, death registries, miracle tales of po-
pular Buddhist deities, secret initiation papers, villagers'
diaries, and fund-raising donor lists. EUR 54,00

382.Wit, Joel S. Going Critical { The First North
Korean Nuclear Crisis
Vancouver, 2004, 448 p., cloth.
In this work, three former US oÆcials who played key
roles in the 1994 crisis trace the intense e�orts that
led North Korea to freeze - and pledge to ultimately
dismantle - its dangerous plutonium production pro-
gramme, while avoiding a second Korean War.EUR 39,00

383.Yoshimura Akira La guerre des jours loin-
tains
Actes Sud, Arles, 2004, 285 p.
Roman traduit du japonais par Rose-Marie Makino-
Fayolle. Titre original : Toi bi no senso. La longue errance
d'un oÆcier japonais accus�e de crime de guerre pendant
la deuxi�eme guerre mondiale. EUR 22,00

384.Young Whan Kihl Transforming Korean Po-
litics { Democracy, Reform and Culture
Armonk, 2004, 284 p., cloth.
Covering developments through the 2004 elections, this
book shows how the South Korean government and so-
ciety have been shaped not only by the dynamics of these

forces, but also by their interaction with the cultural
norms of post-Confucian society. The author provides a
conceptual framework and baseline for examining politi-
cal developments in Korea, and o�ers an analysis of the
factors that are transforming Korean institutions, society,
and politics. He discusses the forces shaping Korea's po-
litical economy and the performance of successive ROK
governments, and also highlights the challenges faced by
the newly elected administration of Roh Moo Hyun, the
North Korean issue, and more. Also available in paper
at EUR 39,00. EUR 90,00

385.Yul Sohn Japanese Industrial Governance
{ Protectionism and the Licensing State
London, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
This book shows that the Japanese governance system,
the core of which is referred to as a 'licensing system',
was a result of infant industry protection and high bar-
riers to foreign entry that lie in the state's response to in-
ternational pressures and penetration by Anglo-American
multinational corporations. EUR 103,00

386.Yun Yong-i, Regina Krahl (ed.), translated by
Youngsook Pak & Roderick Whit�eld Korean
Art from the Gompertz and Other Collec-
tions in the Fitzwilliam Museum { A Com-
plete Catalogue
Cambridge, forthcoming 2005, 32 Colour Plates,
8 Tables, 512 p., cloth.
The collection of Korean art in the Fitzwilliam Museum
is one of the �nest outside the Far East, containing rich
holdings of early unglazed ceramics, celadon stonewares
of the Koryo dynasty, punch'ong wares and porcelains
of the Choson dynasty as well as items in glass, jade,
bronze, brass, lacquer and wood. This catalogue sup-
plies detailed information on the artefacts and posits a
dating system which will be useful to students and collec-
tors of Korean art worldwide. The introductions to each
type of ware represent important contributions to the
subject. Essays on Korean culture and the technology of
Korean ceramics set the works of art in their historical
context. EUR 177,00

387.Yutaka Hibino Learning the Sacred Way of
the Emperor { The National Ideals of the Ja-
panese People
London, 2004, 214 p., Japan Library, cloth.
Translated by A. P. McKenzie, this book is by no means
an abstract volume addressed to the scholarly reader. It
is concerned throughout solely with those conceptions
and ideals of the Japanese people in the early part of
the twentieth century whose clear comprehension prac-
tice by all members of the community is conceived to
be essential for the health development of national life.
No other nation in history has passed through such ra-
dical changes so successfully in such a short period of
time. EUR 141,00
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388.Si�ecle 21 No4 { Litt�erature et soci�et�e prin-
temps 2004
L'esprit des p�eninsules, 2004, 143 p.
Dossier de 85 pages sur la litt�erature birmane sous la
direction de Marie-Claudette Kirpalani et T. Chanda.
Textes de Aung San Suu Kyi, Tin Moe, Ma Ma Lay,
Maung Swan Yi, Nu NU Yi, Ko Htut, Tharawaun, Pe
Thet Nee, Win Si Thu, Naing Win Swe, May Thet Su,
Hanh Chan, San San Nweh, Ma Sein Pin, Vincent Bros-
sel, Win Pe et Michel Diricq. EUR 17,00

389.Beresford, Melanie & Angie Ngoc Tran (eds.)
Reaching for the Dream { Challenges of Sus-
tainable Development in Vietnam
Copenhagen, 2004, 288 p., cloth.
Written from both macro and micro perspectives using
concrete case studies this book o�ers a unique and com-
prehensive analysis of the double transition in Vietnam,
from central planning and from under-development and
its e�ects on the population. One of the few studies dea-
ling with the issue of longer-term sustainability of the
high growth rates and improved living standards which
characterized Vietnam in the 1990s. Also available in
paper at EUR 35,30. EUR 85,00

390.Britto, Karl Ashoka Disorientation { France,
Vietnam and the Ambivalence of Interculturality
Hong Kong, 2004, 256 p., cloth.
This book explores literary representations of cultural
hybridity spanning nearly half a century, a period mar-
ked by major shifts in Franco-Vietnamese relations. How
can identity be understood and represented outside of
the oppositional categories that divide cultures, histo-
ries, languages, and races? Can the intercultural subject
be understood as more than a site of cultural contest, as
anything other than a confrontation between incompa-
tible opposites? This book o�ers compelling responses to
these questions through a series of close readings of fran-
cophone novels written by Vietnamese authors during
and just after the colonial period. While many contem-
porary studies of cultural hybridity tend to privilege the
postmodern, deconstructive play of postcolonial identi-
ties, Disorientation seeks to uncover what is often obscu-
red in such celebratory analyses: the rigid and potentially
traumatic conditions under which colonized subjects ex-
perienced the tensions and contradictions of intercultural
identity. EUR 44,00

391.Cooke, Nola Water Frontier { Commerce
and the Chinese in the Lower Mekong Region,
1750{1880
Lanham, 2004, 224 p., cloth.
Water Frontier focuses principally on southwest Indo-
china (from modern southern Vietnam into eastern Cam-
bodia and southwestern Thailand), which it calls the Lo-
wer Mekong region. The book's excellent contributors
argue that, during the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, this area formed a single trading zone woven
together by the regular itineraries of thousands of large
and small junk traders. This zone in turn formed a regio-
nal component of the wider trade networks that linked
southern China to all of Southeast Asia. Also available
in paper at EUR 34,00. EUR 87,00

392.Deroche, Alexandre France coloniale et
droit de propri�et�e { Les concessions en In-
dochine
L'Harmattan, 2004, 281 p., Coll. Logiques juri-

diques
En retra�cant le cheminement des administrateurs et des
juges coloniaux, �a travers leurs r�eglements, leurs travaux
pr�eparatoires et leurs jugements, cette �etude �eclaire un
pan de l'histoire du droit colonial comme de l'Indochine
fran�caise. EUR 24,00

393.Dovert, St�ephane (ed.) et Julien T�en�edos
R�e�echir l'Asie du Sud-Est { Essai
d'�epist�emologie
Les Indes savantes / IRASEC, 2004, 222 p.
En d�ecrivant tout ou partie de l'Asie du Sud-est, la
science fran�caise en donne, depuis plus d'un si�ecle, une
image qui �evolue au rythme des chercheurs qui l'ob-
servent autant qu'�a celui de leur r�egion. La perception
des �orientallistes�est fonction des pr�esuppos�es de leur
civilisation et de leur �epoque. Ils ont �et�e successivement
marqu�es par l'esprit des Lumi�eres, par la colonisation, par
le �tiers-mondisme�et par la globalisation. Ils sont aussi
en proie �a de grands questionnements �epist�emologiques
que l'on pourrait quali�er d'invariants : le rapport au
temps et �a l'espace ; la proximit�e �a l'objet ; les choix des
orientations m�ethodologiques ; la volont�e ou non d'ins-
crire son �etude dans une perpective qui ne lui est pas
propre. EUR 34,00

394.Drummond, Lisa & Helle Rydstr�m (eds.)
Gender Practices in Contemporary Viet-
nam
Copenhagen, 2004, 286 p.
Confucianism, colonialism and socialism have all contri-
buted signi�cantly to gender relations in Vietnam. More
recently, political and social change associated with mo-
dernization and globalization have also had an impact.
How do the Vietnamese display their social positions and
their identities as male or female? This volume examines
negotiations, and transgressions, of gender within Viet-
namese society, looking at gender family, social and work
relations, bodily displays, body language and occupation
of space. Of special interest is a discussion of sexual ha-
rassment in schools and the workplace, and the strategies
women adopt to deal with it, the �rst discussion of this
issue by a Vietnamese scholar. EUR 35,30

395.Ekl�of, Stefan Pirates in Paradise { A Mo-
dern History of Southeast Asia's Maritime Ma-
rauders
Copenhagen, 2004, 160 p., cloth.
The waters of Southeast Asia are the world's most pirate-
infested, accounting for over a third of all pirate attacks
world-wide. Recent years have seen a manyfold increase
in pirate attacks, something that state authorities in the
region seem powerless or unwilling to suppress. This book
traces the development of piracy in Southeast Asia from
the eighteenth century until today and provides profound
insights into contemporary terrorism, piracy and trans-
national organized crime in the region. Also available
in paper at EUR 30,00. EUR 64,80

396.Fusaro, Peter Energy Hedging in Asia {
Market Structure and Trading Opportunities
Basingstoke, 2004, 250 p., cloth.
This book focuses on the latest developments in the
Asia-Paci�c community in terms of how deregulation
and privatisation are bringing more risk to energy
companies. EUR 207,00
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397.Giebel, Christoph Imagined Ancestries of
Vietnamese Communism { Ton Duc Thang
and the Politics of History and Memory
Seattle, 2004, 280 p., cloth.
This book illuminates the real and imagined lives of Ton
Duc Thang (1888-1980), a celebrated revolutionary ac-
tivist and Vietnamese communist icon. It constitutes the
�rst detailed reevaluation of the oÆcial history of the
Vietnamese Communist Party and is a critical analy-
sis of the inner workings of Vietnamese historiography
never before undertaken in its scope. Based on inno-
vative archival research in Viet Nam and France and
on analyses of biographical writings, propaganda, and
museum representations, the study challenges core as-
sumptions about the history of the Vietnamese Commu-
nist Party and sheds light on divisions within the revo-
lutionary movement along regional, class, and ideologi-
cal lines. Giebel uses the �ctions and contested facts of
Ton's life to demonstrate that history-writing and the
constructions of memories and identities are always po-
litical acts. EUR 56,00

398.Goscha, Christopher & Soren Ivarsson Contes-
ting Visions of the Lao Past { Lao Historio-
graphy at the Crossroads
Copenhagen, 2004, 352 p.
Now available in paper. EUR 36,90

399.Goscha, Christopher E. & Benô�t de Tr�eglod�e

Naissance d'un �Etat-Parti / The Birth of
a Party-State { Le Viêt Nam depuis 1945 /
Vietnam since 1945
Les Indes savantes, 2004, 462 p.
Cet ouvrage est un travail collectif issu d'un colloque
international Le Viêt nam depuis 1945 : �etats, marges
et constructions du pass�e organis�e �a l'iniative du groupe
d'�etudes sur le Viêt Nam contemporain �a l'I.E.P. de Paris
en janvier 2001. En s'appuyant sur des sources souvent
in�edites, les 17 auteurs ont choisi quatre �ls conduc-
teurs : I. La mobilisation et l'institutionnalisation du nou-
vel �etat II. L'utilisation de la �gure de Ho Chi Minh pour
l�egitimer une construction �a la fois du pass�e et du pr�esent
III. Une pr�esentation des forces contestatrices de ce nou-
veau pouvoir et de leurs visions sur l'avenir d'une na-
tion post-coloniale IV. Le rôle des forces arm�ees dans la

construction de l'�Etat. Une partie des contributions est
en anglais. A part of the essays are in English (7 out
of 17). EUR 35,00

400.Hardy, Andrew Red Hills { Migrants and the
State in the Highlands of Vietnam
Copenhagen, 2004, 384 p.
Now available in paper. EUR 36,90

401.Iwabuchi, Koichi , Stephen Muecke & Mandy
Thomas (eds.) Rogue Flows { Trans-Asian
Cultural TraÆc
Hong Kong, 2004, 186 p., cloth.
This volume brings together some of the best and
most knowledgeable writers on consumption and cultural
theory to chart the under-explored �eld of intra-regional
cultural ows and consumption in Asia, and the impor-
tance of these in constituting contemporary Asian natio-
nal identities. The book is unique in its investigation of
how 'Asianness' is being exploited by Asian transnational
cultural industries, and how it is enmeshed in the new re-
lations of power in the region. The work as a whole forges
a theoretical shift in the study of cultural globalisation
by attending to the dialogue, rivalry and domination bet-
ween non-Western modernities. Also available in paper
at EUR 35,00. EUR 54,00

402.Kerkvliet, Benedict J. Tria & David Marr (eds.)
Beyond Hanoi { Local Government in Viet-
nam
Copenhagen, 2004, 288 p.,
This volume addresses four questions: what local insti-
tutions and oÆces have authority to govern; who are
the local oÆcials and how do they get their positions;
what do local governments do and whose interests do
they serve; and what do residents say about local oÆ-
cials and governing institutions? Based on in-depth re-
search, six chapters emphasize particular villages and dis-
tricts in di�erent parts of the country, one examines a
ward in Hanoi, another focuses on Ho Chi Minh City,
and one compares leaders in several provinces. Other
chapters examine local government through Vietnam's
history. EUR 35,30

403.Kovsted, Jens, John Rand & Finn Tarp From
Monobank to Commercial Banking { Fi-
nancial Sector Reforms in Vietnam
Copenhagen, 2004, 320 p., cloth.
This study analyses the diÆculties and problems encoun-
tered in transforming the Vietnamese �nancial sector
from one subordinate to government objectives and goals
to an autonomous sector guided by market forces and
competitive pressures. Here, the history of �nancial sec-
tor liberalization is traced and close attention paid to
the activities and autonomy of the State Bank of Viet-
nam, the institution responsible for the supervision and
regulation of the �nancial sector in Vietnam. Overall,
the authors argue that ensuring a timely, fair and trans-
parent supervision and regulation of the �nancial sector
is of central importance to �nancial sector development
and stability. EUR 76,00

404.Lim Chong Yah Southeast Asia { The Long
Road Ahead, Second Edition
Singapore, 2004, 476 p., cloth.
This is a serious and concise study on various important
economic aspects of Southeast Asia. Existing economic
studies on the region are mainly topical in nature. Most
of the publications only attempt to o�er a partial treat-
ment of the issues and fail to examine these issues in a
holistic manner. The objective of this book is to provide
a more complete cross-country discussion on the eco-
nomic issues and problems facing Southeast Asia. Be-
sides critically examining the multiple facets of changes
and problems that have been and will be encountered by
Southeast Asia, the book also presents a lucid exposi-
tion on the prospects of the region. However, it does not
stop there. It moves on to provide pointers and sugges-
tions on how Southeast Asian countries should proceed
with their development options and processes. The book
should be of interest to economists, graduate students
on Southeast Asia and all those who want to have a bet-
ter knowledge and understanding of the important Sou-
theast Asian region. Also available in paper at EUR
48,50. EUR 72,00

405.Owen, Norman G. (ed.) The Emergence of
Modern Southeast Asia { A New History
Honolulu, forthcoming 2005, 75 illus., 6 maps,
576 p., cloth.
The Emergence of Modern Southeast Asia o�ers a new
and up-to-date perspective on this complex region. Al-
though it does not neglect nation-building (the central
theme of its popular and long-lived predecessor, In Search
of Southeast Asia), the present work focuses on eco-
nomic and social history, gender, and ecology. It des-
cribes the long-term impact of global forces on the re-
gion and traces the spread and interplay of capitalism,
nationalism, and socialism. It acknowledges that moder-
nization has produced substantial gains in such areas as
life expectancy and education but has also spread dis-
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location and misery. Also available in paper at EUR
32,00. EUR 72,20

406.SarDesai, D. R. Vietnam { Past And Present
(fourth edition)
Boulder, forthcoming 2005, 304 p.
A concise, straightforward and most sympathetic his-
tory of Vietnam. Expanded for the new edition to
cover the most recent events and issues facing the
country. EUR 39,05

407.Skidmore, Monique Karaoke Fascism {
Burma and the Politics of Fear
Philadelphia, 2004, 264 p., cloth.
To come to Burma, one of the few places where despo-
tism still dominates, is to take both a physical and an
emotional journey and, like most Burmese, to become
caught up in the daily management of fear. Based on
Monique Skidmore's experiences living in the capital city
of Rangoon, Karaoke Fascism is the �rst ethnography of
fear in Burma and provides a sobering look at the psy-
chological strategies employed by the Burmese people in
order to survive under a military dictatorship that seeks
to invade and dominate every aspect of life. Also avai-
lable in paper at EUR 28,60. EUR 63,80

408.Tinio, Maria Linda Les droits de l'homme
en Asie du Sud-Est
L'Harmattan, 2004, 200 p., Coll. Points sur
l'Asie
En 1996, un Groupe de travail pour l'instaura-
tion d'un m�ecanisme r�egional des droits de l'homme
a �et�e constitu�e. Cette coalition r�egionale informelle

compos�ee de comit�es nationaux issus des �Etats de
l'ASEAN regroupe di��erents repr�esentants des institu-
tions gouvernementales, des parlements, des universit�es
et des ONG travaillant dans le domaine des droits de
l'homme. Ce livre retrace la gen�ese de cette initiative
r�egionale. EUR 17,50

409.Tran, Arnault Nguyen Cam { Hano��-Paris :
l'odyss�ee d'un peintre / From Hanoi to Paris : A
Painter's Odyssey
Alternatives, 2004, 181 p.
Textes bilingues en fran�cais et en anglais. Monographie
d'un peintre vietnamien install�e en France depuis 35 ans

et qui expose r�eguli�erement en Europe et aux �Etats-
Unis. EUR 48,00
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410.Barrett, T. H. The Religious AÆliation of
the Chinese Cat: An Essay towards an An-
thropozoological Approach to Comparative
Religion
London, The Louis Jordan Occasional Papers in
Comparative Religion, 1998, 40 p.
The �rst section of this article establishes the importance
of cats in the stages of traditional Chinese civilisation.
The second section then raises against this background
the question of a particular connection between cats and
buddhism { not necessarily a religious connection as such
, but merely a frequency of anecdotal association. Here,
anecdotal material is used to raise a working hypothesis {
that the cat, despite its omnipresence in later traditional
culture, tends to appear in the company of Buddhists in
our sources because it appeared historically at a period
too late to be part of the early \classical" matrix of Chi-
nese civilisation, back to which both the later Confucian
and Taoist tradition looked in order to legitimate their
own cultural standing. EUR18,00

411.Bielenstein, Hans An Interpretation of the
Portents in the Ts'ien-Han-Shu { Reprin-
ted from the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities,
Bulletin No. 22
Stockholm, 1950, 16 p.
The author discusses the interpretation of portents, more
particularly solar eclipses, listed in the chapter 27 of the
Qian han shu, traditionnaly regarded as warnings to the
ruler from Heaven. EUR9,00

412.Bodde, Derk Statesman, Patriot, and Ge-
neral in Ancient China { Three Shih Chi Bio-
graphies of the Ch'in Dynasty (225{206 B.C.)
New Haven, 1967 (1940), 75 p.
The biographies of Lu Pu-wei, Ching K'o and Meng T'ien
translated into English with detailed annotations, follo-
wed by a commentarial discussion. EUR20,00

413.Caroll, Thomas D. Account of the T'u-Y�u-
hun in the History of the Chin Dynasty
Berkeley, Chinese Dynastic Histories Transla-
tions No4, 1953, 47 p.
Annotated translation of the \Account of the T'u-Y�u-
hun" (in the History of the Chin Dynasty, Chin shu (Jin-
shu). EUR15,00

414.Ch'ên, Jerome The Nature and Characteris-
tics of the Boxer Movement { A Morpho-

logical Study { Reprinted from the Bulletin of
the School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol.
XXIII, Part 2
London, 1960, 20 p.
This study considers the Boxer Movement as an episode
in social history. The author argues that this religious
uprising was in fact the birth of Chinese nationalism. It
was an anti-foreign movement from beginning to end.
But, as time went on, two other aims were added, that
of supporting the Qing r�egime (early in 1899) and that of
protecting the people (early in 1900). The multiplication
of the aims of the movement indicated two important
changes in its nature. The history of the movement can
be divided into three short stages, the second represen-
ting a compromise with the Manchu government and a
break with other heretical sects, and the third an endea-
vour to win popular support in order to secure its food
supply. EUR12,00

415.Davis, Tenney L. and Chao Y�un-ts'ung Chang
Po-Tuan of T'ien-T'ai, His Wu Chên P'ien,
Essay on the Understanding of the Truth {
A Contribution to the Study of Chinese Alchemy
Boston, 1939, 1 b/w plate, 20 p.
An annotated translation with introduction of the Wu
zhen pian (Essay on the Understanding of Truth) by
Zhang Boduan (983{1082). EUR28,00

416.Day, M. Henri Historical Documents of the
Taiping Tianguo
Stockholm, 1974, 54 p.
Contains annotated translations of two articles published
in Wen Wu in 1973 on the Taiping Rebellion: Taiping
Tianguo Cultural Artifacts recently discovered in Suzhou
by Suzhou Municipal Museum; Preliminary reections on
the cultural artifacts of the Taiping Tianguo revolution
recently discovered in Suzhou by Su Xinshi. EUR7,00

417.De Bary, W. Theodore The Noble Man in
the Analects
Singapore, IEAP Occasional Paper and Mono-
graph Series No. 17, 1989, 23 p.
In this paper the author proposes to start from what the
\Analects" say in direct reference to the junzi as such,
adding what may be inferred about him in passages that
do not explicitly refer to the term; and then consider
how the prophetic voice is conditioned in Confucianism
by the social and cultural medium, by the fact that the
message is borne by a class performing the characteristic
roles of the gentleman and ful�lling the lofty vocation of
the noble man. EUR8,30
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418.De Bary, W. Theodore Confucianism as an
Aspect of East Asian and World Civiliza-
tions
Singapore, IEAP Occasional Paper and Mono-
graph Series No. 3, 1986, 15 p.
A short presentation on the relevance of Confucianist va-
lues to the asiatic world today. EUR6,00

419.de Crespigny, Rafe The Biography of Sun
Chien
Melbourne, 1966, 1 folding map, 99 p.
Contents: Introduction: A note on the historiography of
the San-kuo chih and P'ei Sung-chih's commentary, with
a discussion of the value of these works as sources for
the history of the end of the Later Han; The Historical
Setting: Sketch map of the provinces of the empire at the
end of the later Han dynasty; the reign of Emperor Ling,
The revolutions in the capital, Tung Cho, A note on the
Yellow Turbans, A note on the rebellion in the northwest;
Translation of the biography of Sun Chien from ch�uan
46 of San-kuo chih; Notes to the translation; Index (I)
of people, place and titles mentioned in the translation;
Index (II) of the books quoted by the P'ei Sung-chih
commentary; Bibliography; Map. EUR19,60

420.Edgren, S�oren The Printed Dh�aran��-S�utra
of A.D. 956 { Reprinted from the Museum of
Far Eastern Antiquities, Bulletin No. 44
Stockholm, 1972, 1 b/w �gure, 6 b/w plates,
6 p.
A study of a tenth-century printed version of a dh�aran��-
s�utra (a kind of charm or prayer for producing good and
preventing evil) from the Hangchow region of Chekiang
province: provenance, date and comparison with other
copies of the same text. EUR5,00

421.Graham, A. C. Divisions in Early Mohism
Reected in the Core Chapters of Mo-tzu
Singapore, IEAP Occasional Paper and Mono-
graph Series No. 1, 1985, 29 p.
The core of the Book Mo-Tzu consists of ten triads of
chapters. The titles of the chapters correspond to the
names of the ten doctrines which Mo-tzu enumerates in
one of the dialogues in the Luwen chapter. The chap-
ters of a triad are separate expositions of its doctrine,
sometimes sharing little but the theme. Through a close
reading of the text, Graham shows that we have three
written versions of a common oral teaching, those of the
three sects into which the Mohist school is said in Han
Fei tzu to have divided. EUR8,30

422.Hagman, Jan Bibliographical Notes on Ku
Yen-wu
Stockholm, 1973, 55 p.
Ku Yen-wu was a leading scholar of the late Ming/early
Ch'ing period. He produced a prodigious literary output
mainly in historical geography and philology, but also in
such �elds as economics and military strategy. He was
also ardently concerned with the reasons for the Ming
downfall and attributing much of the blame to empty
philosophizing he concentrated on advocating \practical
learning" and \substantial actions". The present work
lists the works of Ku Yen-wu, biographies on Ku Yen-wu
and books and articles about Ku, with an appendix: \On
the Authorship of the I-t'ung-chih an-shuo" by Helmut
Wilhelm. EUR10,00

423.Hagman, Jan The Statutes of the National
University (Kuo-Tzu Chien) in the Ming
Dynasty { Reprinted from the Museum of Far
Eastern Antiquities, Bulletin No. 52
Stockholm, 1980, 31 p.
An annotated translation of the Statutes of the Ming
National University. The Ming National University was
founded by Chu Y�uan-chang (1368{1398) in 1365. By
changing the name of the Chi-ch'ing circuit school (lu-
hs�ueh), located in the southern section of Nanking, to
Kuo-tzu sh�ueh, or \National University", Chu Y�uan-
chang made an important move in his e�orts to build
a civil administration with oÆces and institutions proper
only to an imperial government. During the Hung-wu
reign (1368{1398), the National University became the
most important route for entry into bureaucratic service.
The Statutes of the Ming National University provide a
unique insight into the daily activities of the University
sta� and students during the early Ming period.EUR12,00

424.Huang Chin-shing The Price of Having a
Sage-Emperor { The Unity of Politics and
Culture
Singapore, IEAP Occasional Paper and Mono-
graph Series No. 10, 1987, 36 p.
This paper explores the political ideology of the Ch'ing
emperor K'ang-hsi and in particular his appropriation of
the long-aspired Confucian political ideal { the unity of
power and truth, or government and the Way. The au-
thor pays particular attention to the work of the Lu-Wang
scholar, Li Fu (1675{1750). EUR6,90

425.Karlgren, Bernhard The Book of Docu-
ments { Reprinted from the Museum of Far
Eastern Antiquities, Bulletin No. 22
Stockholm, 1950, 81 p.
A word-for-word translation of the \authentic" chapters
of the Shu Jing (Book of Documents). With Chinese
text. EUR17,50

426.Karlgren, Bernhard Notes on Lao-Tse { Re-
printed from the Museum of Far Eastern Anti-
quities, Bulletin No. 47
Stockholm, 1975, 18 p.
An annotated translation \as faithful as possible to the
true Chinese text as it is determined in the works on Lao-
tse by Ma S�u-lun (Lao tse ho ku) and Tsiang Si-ch'ang
(Lao tse kiao ku)." EUR9,00

427.Karlgren, Bernhard Index to Glosses on the
Book of Odes and Glosses on the Book of
Dokuments { Reprinted from the Museum of
Far Eastern Antiquities, Bulletin No. 64
Stockholm, 1964, 9 p. EUR5,00

428.Knechtges, David R. The Han Shu Biogra-
phy of Yang Xiong (53B.C.{A.D. 18)
Tempe, 1981, 179 p.
An annotated translation of the Han Shu biography of
the polymath Yang Xiong. EUR21,00

429.Kracke, E.A. Translations of Sung Civil Ser-
vice Titles, Classi�cation Terms, and Go-
vernmental Organ Names { Second Revised
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Edition
Taipei, 1978 (1957), 48 p.
This work has long been the standard for researches and
translators in the period. Entries are in alphabetical or-
der by Wade-Giles romanisation, followed by the Chinese
characters and an English rendering. EUR12,00

430.Lieu, Samuel N.C. The Religion of Light {
An Introduction to the History of Manichaeism
in China
Hong Kong, 1979, 52 p.
This monograph examines the origins of Manichaeism,
its passage to China and its spread there as a secret
religion. EUR12,00

431.Liu Ts'un-Yan Men of Letters in the Light
of Chinese Historiography { Reprinted from
the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities, Bulletin
No. 65
Stockholm, 1965, 26 p.
A bibliographic guide which enable students to �nd out
something about any important man of letters in the his-
tory of Chinese literature. The article is divided in four
sections: The OÆcial or Dynastic Histories, Purely Lite-
rary Works, Works of Literary Criticism, Encyclopaedius
and Foreign Sources. EUR9,00

432.Loewe, Michael The Han View of Comets
{ Reprinted from the Museum of Far Eastern
Antiquities, Bulletin No. 52
Stockholm, 1980, 4 b/w plates, 32 p.
This essay provides a consideration of the Han view of
comets followed by an assessment of a manuscript on
Chinese astronomy and divination (known as Tianwen
qixiang zazhan ) found in the tombs of Ma-wang-tui.
Chinese characters and photographies of the manuscript
are given in the appendix. EUR12,00

433.Malmqvist, G�oran The Cherng Shianq Bal-
lad of the Shyun Tzyy { Reprinted from
the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities, Bulle-
tin No. 45 Stockholm, 1973, 26 p.
An annotated translation of the Cheng xiang (Cherng
Shianq) ballad of the Xunzi (Shyun Tzyy). EUR7,00

434.Malmqvist, G�oran Studies on the Gongyang
and Guuliang Commentaries II { Reprinted
from the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities,
Bulletin No. 47 Stockholm, 1975, 50 p.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the nature of
the relationship obtaining between the Gongyang and
the Guuliang on the basis of (i) statistical tabulations of
occurrences and non-occurrences of Gongyang and Guu-
liang comments on the Chuenchiou; (ii) an analysis of
all variants of proper nouns occuring in the Gongyang,
Guuliang and Tzuoojuann versions of the Chuenchiou
canon, and (iii) a comparative study of the di�erent pat-
terning of the formulaic expresssions in the Gongyang
and the Guuliang. EUR9,00

435.Morley, Arthur Some Ethical Ideals of the
Tso-chuan London, 1935, 22 p.
Through a study of the Tso-chuan, the author gives
an overwiew of the ethical ideals which were ack-
nowledged in the period to which Confucius himself
belonged. EUR7,70

436.Pas, Julian F. A Select Bibliography on
Taoism
New York, IASWR Bibliographical Monographs
No.1, 1988, author index, 52 p.
A bibliography divided in eight parts: General, History,
Philosophy, Hsien Taoism, Taoist Institutional Religion,
Taoist Literature, Taoism and Its Relations, Taoism and
Chinese Culture. EUR15,00

437.Rockstein, Edward D. Maritime Trade and
Japanese Pirates { Chinese and Korean Res-
ponses in Ming Times
Bloomington, 1973, 10 p.
This paper examines the role of piracy and the developing
awareness of national entity and economic interrelation-
ships in East Asia and the associated areas of the Paci�c
Basin during the Ming dynasty. EUR4,90

438.Rohnstr�om, John Manchu Printed Books in
the Royal Library in Stockholm { Reprin-
ted from the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities,
Bulletin No. 85
Stockholm, 1985, no jacket, 6 b/w plates, 8 p.
A catalogue of ten additional Manchu books acquired by
the Royal Library of Stockholm around 1975. They are
all wood-block prints (xylographs), and date from the
18th or 19th century. EUR5,00

439.Rossabi, Morris The Jurchens in the Y�uan
and Ming
New York, Cornell University East Asia Papers
No. 27, 1982, 79 p.
This essay focuses on the Jurchens from the time of the
defeat of the Chin in 1234 and its ouster from North
China to the successful Manchu conquest of China in
1644. As the author points out, \it is clear that the Jur-
chens inuenced and in turn were inuenced by Mongols,
Chinese, and Koreans in this period" and that they \un-
derwent a lengthy process of development prior to their
reemergence in the seventeenth century." The principal
sources for this study are the Ming Shih-lu and the Yijo
Sillok (the Korean Yi dynasty annals). EUR14,00

440.Rydh, Hanna Seasonal Fertility Rites and
the Death Cult in Scandinavia and China
{ Reprinted from the Museum of Far Eastern
Antiquities, Bulletin No. 3
Stockholm, 1931, 29 p.
An anthropological study of the appropriation by the
death cult of certain fertility rites in Scandinavia and
China. The author considers �rst \Christmas as the fes-
tival of the living" and then \as the festival of the
dead" in Scandinavia, and then \fertility rites, the cult
of the dead and the life-promoting annual festivals in
China". EUR9,00

441.Scott, Dorothea The Hankow Collection: Its
History and Contents { Reprinted from the
Journal of Oriental Studies, Vol. II., No. I
Hong Kong, 1955, 1 b/w plate, 10 p.
The Hankow Club, founded by the British, was one of
the many which grew up to provide amenities for the
foreign community who began to settle in Hankow when
the various concessions were made in 1861, and it is the
\China" section of this club library which was bought
by the University of Hong Kong in December 1932. This
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paper presents the most important volumes of the col-
lection and its history. EUR6,00

442.Shih, Vincent A Talk with Hu Shih
London, 1962, 16 p.
A brief report of a talk the author had with Hu Shih in
1959 on Hu's political and intellectual background; his
attempt to free himself from politics; his belief in huma-
nism; his attitude on the literary movement, its purpose
and development, and the responsability for its appa-
rent failure; his attitude on Confucianism; on the old
and new culture; on the classics and literary criticism;
on scienti�c spirit and scienti�c method; his evaluation
on the May Fourth Movement; on some of the perso-
nalities of the time; on Christianity; and �nally his self-
evaluation. EUR9,00

443.Standaert, Nicolas The Fascinating God {
A Challenge to Modern Chinese Theology Pre-
sented by a Text on the Name of God Written
by a 17th Century Chinese Student of Theology
Roma, 1995, 154 p.
Taking a text of a 17th century Chinese Christian author
as starting point, this book focuses on the names of the
Christian God in Chinese (shangdi, Tian and Tianzhu),
and elaborates a fundamental theological reection on
these concepts. EUR10,00

444.Taylor, Rodney L. The Way of Heaven
Leiden, Iconography of Religions XXII, 3, 1986,
48 b/w plates, 37 p.
An overview of the religious life in the Confucian tradi-
tion. It seeks to combine the study of the philosophical
and religious nature of the Classical Confucian and Neo-
Confucian traditions with that of the Confucian cult, its
history, its ritual and ceremonial, and its relation to state
orthodoxy and orthopraxy. The focus of the book is a
discussion of the religious components of the tradition,
particularly those elements that are visible and thus, in
the broadest sense of the word, iconographic. EUR20,00

445.Tung Tso-pin On the Method of Recording
the \Day" in the Yin Dynasty { Reprinted
from Annals of Academia Sinica, 1955, Number
II, Part I Taipei, 7 p.
This paper explains briey the method used for recor-
ding the \day" during the Yin-hsu period (1384{1112
B.C.). EUR9,00

446.Twitchett, Denis C. Land Tenure and the
Social Order in T'ang and Sung China {
An Inaugural Lecture Delivered on 28 Novem-
ber 1961
London, 1962, 40 p.
In this inaugural lecture, Denis Twitchett pleads the
cause of traditional sinology against \policies imposed
from outside which urge us to concentrate energies upon
various short-terms expedients designed to boost the
study of modern Chinese a�airs". Through the question
of the land tenure and the social order in T'ang and
Sung China, he shows the need for \pursuing the study
of both traditional and modern China as aspects of a
single historical and cultural continuum." EUR9,00

447.Van Oort, H. A. The Iconography of Chi-
nese Buddhism in Traditional China
Leiden, 1986, 96 b/w plates, 77 p.
Volume I : Han to Liao ; Volume 2 : Sung to Ch'ing.
These two volumes demonstrate the subtleties of Bud-
dhist doctrine as e�ected in traditional Chinese art.
Over the centuries Buddha representations evolved from
simple images into serene Buddhas and �nally into stan-
dardized shapes. This book provides an insight into the
philosophy underlying this imagery. EUR40,00

448.Wang Gungwu Power, Rights and Duties in
Chinese History
Melbourne, 1979, 33 p.
This paper is concerned with how the notion of rights
relates to duties on the one hand and to power on the
other at various periods of Chinese history. It rasises the
question of wether the ancient Chinese only knew of du-
ties but had no notion of rights. This is relevant to the
issue of how modern ideas of political, legal, civil and
human rights were introduced into China and how they
have inuenced China's modernisation. EUR7,00

449.Wright, David C. The Ambassadors Records
{ Eleventh-Century Reports of Sung Embassies
to the Liao
Bloomington, Papers on Inner Asia No. 29,
1998, 93 p.
This study is an examination of one aspect of the routine,
non-negotiatory diplomacy between the Chinese Sung
(A.D. 960{1279) and Kitan Liao (A.D. 907{1125) states
in East Asia. It consists of two main parts: �rst, a histo-
rical introduction on the embassy reports submitted by
Sung Chinese envoys upon their return from Liao terri-
tory, and second, a section containing annotated trans-
lations of six of these reports. EUR7,00
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Notre s�election en chinois

Histoire aª

450.a��á�(�
(z)Az, �³%h , 2004, 892 p.
×Iè5}©ÝaªßÎ£]ì��T�Ú®²va

ª�B�_óªhBµP(ßÎ¯ª×ûÞyõf�

5ëèÚv��(`�/h�ÍhÞóz�Ó '

ÍÅ�� EUR 38,00

451.¥)»SÖ|�4ÌÃ�~Ä
0�©2, 2003, 422 p.
ýVB9¥)»$FÔ�u»S�|�Q�©·É

R���¦V�2ÐÖ,�4Ç£Ǳº|ÇÌ�

ǱÃS1u��*¬Ç{�|ÔB��4Çg�\

m� EUR 45,00

452.Ü±U)�&
��, öÌ)¦©�, 2004, 402 p.
ýV¥ 
êÊÇ�Ýv�{Ã{)Ç?I/é

��{�J¯�)êý��yÇõù)U�-ÇÑÂ

Ǳ�ÇIUV{ü-�-øÇU)�l}ù#�{�

��u£�Ý� EUR 16,00

453.¥)$ª
<NÞ, ÛÖ\V�, 2003, 246 p.
ÍÖ$�<NÞS,*��c�ÛStÀG{¥)»

$Ç�/GM½�iÇóöÌ#û��.à�ù

�»$|ÔuÂ�0Á{Xc�ýÇ²Ù����\

ÁDt� EUR 8,00

454.®)$
<L,, �©, 2003, 324 p.
/¢XÍäS$Ç{�ǱoǱ3+?C�|Ô�4�

#�C¡Ç;Ò���c®)»$Ç�9�|-øù

L/#,� EUR 10,00

455.ǱÌÅ�/l
�ê�Ò��1W�/l�, �º
h	, 2003, 630 p.
êH��N�"´l»�¼Ý¥��¡�Eê�|

¼b�rÅ(q��@~�»��Å»Ý¥�£

]� EUR 23,00

456.��Ó ��@~ ���264,O
whã, 2004, 413 p. EUR 12,50

457.Äó�F�
Á�), |Ì, 2004, 605 p.
ýV1¤ô³$�Ã$�$�ýîÇ�"ÃUIÛê

Äó�FÜnåO�,Ç��*Z»${'���9

Äó�F-ø,ùL/#,� EUR 18,00

458.-�çv>@~
Ä%, î��°, 2004, 198 p.
B�5�çv>Ý®ß��Ù�>LCÍ3-�Ýs

"��-�Å»Ýn;�®Þ� EUR 13,00

459.Ò8µ?¦0b
íé£, Þ0V¡, 2004, 156 p.
�ýð4ÕNL¦sGíé£ø�#ÏÄÒ8µ?

¦0bÎ*Ü�Ç\ÄÛV�õùÒª»Sµ�¦

8ðµ�s0bÙÄÇkÝÑðùÛ·lÇXy¹

-� EUR 10,00

460.Òâ8ð{¦Z
\), Þ0V¡, 2003, 264 p. EUR 13,00

461.¥))Þ$�
¯d, à0Vö, 2004, 367 p.
ýV1ªSǱ¶Ç¤R230Ç��XcIÛ)Þ$�

$îT�Ç�c#�-"� EUR 12,00

462.¥)	�$Q
��B, ¥�VÛ, 2003, 296 p. EUR 9,00

Histoire des m�edias en Chine
�»Fªª

463.¥)ñÇ�#$
¯¡Û�, tO|Ì, 2004, 750 p.
¥)��ý1�#Æo*Ç\Á�9¥)ñÇ/�{

$î�I�+�+G��¡�ðª�°ïÊS��è

��Ã�Ò�8�Ï�t8�Ì)á¬ò��òÝi

ÜÇ\IÇ�Ǳ��Ç�ïññÇ$"���YÒñ

ÇL/�ÇI/!�ñÇ©�L/� EUR 25,00
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464.¥)�Z\m©�$
�?´, �Ü�)L¦, 2004, 450 p.
ýVǱ�ýÆ\uÍcÇÕ�Z\mó¥)Z-�

©�$¥{Ǳ �*~ùk/�)�Ýi»$Þ��

Ç�SÇÞ�ÙåÍÇ���Ê-âÏÇýCÓ��

S�eǱ�� EUR 29,00

465.¥)ç¦${�Cr®ý
»Úh, Þ0ô÷, 2003, 240 p.
¥)ÏÄcª¦Zcª/��0${ÌÖÍÇðÇ

�1927#�ÍV�Ï,/ç��öZç¦$ÏÄÇǱ

�Í$VÇ�-nø$îÇ�ìÏ�]���)�C

V��V¥�cÊǱäÄ1�¥)ç��	1ù�0

{<YÇaî+"ÇÓ��âÇ�����¹�k�

$�� EUR 14,00

466.¥)£Sç��0$Ã1815-
1874Ä
[c�·]ò�	,¥)öÌ)¦, 2002,
422 p.
\V1T�{$îê¨¥©£Sç�{åÍù�

0�ìÇa÷êLÞ±�©�ÇV�?]ÇÅt

ê1927#»Úh�¥)ç¦$�¯-uÃõX"{

½X� EUR 25,00

467.Ï�¥)
ºß���O¥�, ¥)öÌ)¦,
2003, 473 p.
¥)��\ý���¥)Ï���0Z4Q{ÛÍ©

ø EUR 20,00

468.¥)��ç·Ã5-9ÄChina Media
Report &¬¥)��ç·ì�ö,
2004, 128 p.

�?@¥)�ÆçY{Û�ì�Ç÷��Æ�®Ï

Ä��k�@ÏÄ�VµVµ�yø� EUR 10,00

469.¥)�k$ª |A¬ÃÌ
�ÄÞ0ô÷, 2003, 253 p.
ÔL°D�B¦Û�É\ÞUÇI�Ç�Ï�c¥)

�k�1895#��{�0$� EUR 13,50

470.¥)hS�k$Ã1977 #1uÄ
:ë, ð®L¦, 2004, 207 p.
ð®L¦�Bø#4s�:ëóÞUäý�#s

a� EUR 12,00

Chine moderne

et contemporaine

¨	��»

471.£S¥)Â=�0¦öÌ#û{
1840-1949#
[�ÌÃÌ�Ä,)¦, 2004, 680 p.
ýVÍÿXêÂ={�0ÄZå{öÌ#ûÇ1ù

öÌ#ûéÂ=�0{2�Z�Õ*~� EUR 35,00

472.Þ0wÑÏÄ{Ý#öÌ¥�Éø
|Ô 1843-1890 ÙÃ	
Þ0ô÷, 2003, 200 p. EUR 12,00

473.?@Þ0£SOÓ �t��q
�, Þ0ô÷, 2004, 372 p. EUR 15,00

474.ð®}2C�
{÷, *�, 2004, 320 p. EUR 23,00

475.BÂiÂ=÷�
|,}��wø�Í, ¥)OÓÓ�,
2004, 428 p. EUR 16,00

476.hS¥)öÌI�çY{#û
D�Û, `ðL¦, 2004, hS¥)ö
Ì#ûÏÄ-V, 163 p.
ýVóÏÄ�{u£²��Ý#À¦È«¼CøL

oÄ�-{�ø{äúÞÇ²�Ý�)�*öÌ�è

Äk{ÊýÆOÇ�æÿ¥)L:öÌI��è{

#û� EUR 9,00

477.º#B²
c-�, 2004, 310 p.
=c»$Çº *»VYc�B² EUR 16,00

478.yºèE��1966-1971
�ÇEy¥7{e��ì
<cl, ¥)öÌ)¦ñÇö, 2003,
358 p. EUR 24,00

479.�#Z¥�/{·óð®Ó*{�
J²»
Çy=cÁÃ��r®, hS¥),
2004, 267 p.
Æð®�s|ÊYc©À�#¥³¿3§Zè½�

+ÌÌF�õ*/GÇ" 'â�6 �Z½�/

G� EUR 13,00
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480.L¥��){ Ü0{¦�¦��
Western Images of China
±7, ¦), 2004, 462 p. EUR 14,00

481.±�Q¦�Ï�)G¦
�Ò�, ¥�VÛ, 2004, 359 p.
Sous-titre Arcade Huang et le d�ebut de la sinologie
fran�caise. EUR 11,00

Litt�erature classique

�ÎZ.

482.Á¶Þ_Ol¥
É!Èr�Äl¥, �ºh	, 2002,
1160 p.
Íh|�Ò%_-��Þ.9Í��5¿à�ß~

W��EÁ¶Þ�Ý�«ÞÞÝl�õqbx�

Ý_O�¬�/a�Ǳ���B�ÝÝ¡£]!y

&Þ�¡�l¥�@�;�¯��.�²�Ä!v

h� EUR 37,50

483.��Þ_OÓJ
|�ßÓJ,ëç, 1998, 864 p.EUR 26,90

484.À·�õ
 Ç, ®+, 2004, <vide> p.
 Ç��	�ÆB¬©øÇ��õ��u£�öÌ�

»$�©¦�|Ô�{=ù� EUR 10,00

485.ôSèjÌ��#M�ÏÄ
°||, Ì�, 2004, 378 p. EUR 12,50

Nouvelles des Qing
en prose classique
z��B�1

486.� 9
[8] ��, à0Vö, 2004, »S	�
B�-V [8], 265 p.
8�a½©|�ì�ã"�*{�\©Óá�B�

ø��q�ÿ�â#�áIÜ�Õð���òÇÄ�

ÿ�Ê�Ô#Ç��¬òÇÄ�ÿ�Ê�Ê#�ù/

£�º���\� ½Çý&f�ª� EUR 8,00

487.d	Iz
�¸S¹�, à0Vö, 2004, »S	
�B�-V [8], 407 p.
®���òÇB�©Óá�B��º®�¬�Ç�c

õǱÒâ8ð{DªÇXèù/'nêÙ�ÄO{ö

ÌçY� EUR 12,00

488.càTÕ�Xª
Å�, à0Vö, 2004, »S	�B�
-V [8], 300 p.
ÿ�â#�|Å�Ã1716-1798 Ä�Ö*�ðÖ��

Xª�Ç�OÃ�\�3Ö*¬Ç�Ǳ�càT�Ç

¯�Á\ú*½ÇÄ�õIª�/Çb*V�b,

|Ç©	°ÉÇÔ//�°gJÅÇ�]"'nêÙ

�{öÌ�"� EUR 15,00

489.Eã"�I
à0Vö, 2004, »S	�B�-V
[8], 150 p. EUR 6,00

490. ���
¯?¸, à0Vö, 2004, »S	�B
�-V [8], 272 p.
ǱòÇÄV����¬#Ã1892ÄÇǱ¯?¸��{

�\©Óá�B�ø��|í�$*�ÇôÅÁ¹�

¯-���qõ'� EUR 8,00

491.º4Á�
|+, à0Vö, 2004, »S	�B�
-V [8], 350 p. EUR 10,00

492.°Æ
�a�, à0Vö, 2004, »S	�B
�-V [8], 361 p. EUR 10,00

493.�¥B}9
�», à0Vö, 2004, »S	�B�
-V [8], 250 p.
t8I�ã"�I�k/*{©Ó	�B�ÇcU

ÛªI/Çb��õ�|/� EUR 8,00

494.�Ñ��	�
��, à0Vö, 2004, »S	�B�
-V [8], 300 p.
8S)¦L����cÙ�{"ªU/ÇǱ	�Ö

�� EUR 10,00
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Litt�erature moderne et

contemporaine

¨	�Z.

495.�´�u
�u, ¥)Ó|, 2004, 160 p. EUR 15,00

496.i�jÝ�ë
o�, ÞeZ;, 2003, 380 p.
�1 EUR 16,50

497. /:¶
Pu, *�, 2004, 210 p. EUR 6,50

498.Ýk
ÕØw�, *�, 2004, 230 p.
B� EUR 11,00

499.gÔº
V�[, ðÙ©2, 2001, 320 p. EUR 9,00

500.¿��#Ì
00, |Ì©¦, 2004, 450 p. EUR 14,00

501.8©
¯��, �Â, 2004, 250 p. EUR 8,00

502.	Ù{2b õªì, ÑÜ�)L
¦, 2003, 309 p. EUR 11,00

503.Cå �gß, �T©2
2004, 237 p. EUR 9,00

504.·)úOǱ·îÚ
�2c, *�, 2003, 250 p.
ýVÝiǱñúìÕT��	���äz�KFñ

Æ� EUR 16,50

505.Àj¼õ
�Æ, �0, 2002, 248 p. EUR 9,00

506.Ò�� |ªÎ, *�, 2004, 729 p.
B� EUR 16,00

507.·{á
¥Æ, Þ0©2, 2004, 300 p. EUR 10,00

508.Ǳ·�	
�B¥, *�, 2004, 616 p.
B� EUR 20,50

509.X½'Éx{c-�����ð®
©¦�XÜX*¬-V
 6��²���?ÏÃ�ÍÄ, �
©, 2003, 335 p. EUR 10,00

510.�tÙV Á÷, öÌ)¦©�,
2004, 401 p. EUR 15,00

511.��ÊK{A<ÝZCt&
�»�, �Ñ, 2003, 313 p. EUR 18,00

512.¥)hS©¦$
v�Ê, ð®L¦, 1999, 430 p.
ð®L¦¥©øsaÇ2004#�13'\m�1�-0

ÇI 50-70 #SZ80#S1uÜ\IÇ�9hS©

¦#,� EUR 10,50

513.¥)hS©¦${ó-�©¦@
¥ xy�, ð®ªÓ©�L¦, 2000,
297 p. EUR 9,50

514.¥)hS©¦$sÇ
½�ZÌ�,�`L¦, 1999, 436 p.
�`F¦©¦øïÇ2004#�11'\m�1©¦�

aZÂÜ#ǱÌ¶ÇIÛ©¦$"��9hS*

�BýîÇ1v<\ï�Ü¥)°D��sa��

X� EUR 18,00

Pens�ee et philosophie classique

��¤Ǳï.

515.¥)�.$ÃÞ�Ä �u/, Þ
0ô÷, 2003, 1015 p. EUR 29,00

516.¥)S¦$c�(Þ¥�Ä
^�}, |Ì, 1999, 805+744+568 p.
^�}�	t#Íc�D�éS¦�¥)S¦�S¦

$�¥)S¦${�'*ñê�½Ç�1Ü0S¦

{U%éÞå+Ç��t8{¥)S¦aî�qêN

®�rÇ²\\¥)S¦$IÄ�¦�S¦:¦�S

Ü\I� EUR 44,00
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517.ø|ï.�ý�
w�ë, ÐB(��), 2003, EUR 12,00

518.Xªc�{�®Ç �û, ®É,
2003, �û*¬øï, 515 p. EUR 14,00

519.Þ0FÔ�u4)ùÆVÉ�
XÉ�B ±�f, öÌ)¦©�,
2004, 328 p. EUR 12,50

520.:���¦�VÀ×
¯Á�, ¥)|ÌL¦, 2004, EUR 10,00

521.�s¥){oÄ{�Ï�¦¦¥)
u£©�{Ü�
õ?�, à0Vö, 2003, 294 p.
Ý i ® X ä ú � ¯ � Ï Ä � © � u £ ® \

I� EUR 10,00

522.�+��s¸S¦�.ÏÄ
G¨©, à0, 2003, 243 p. EUR 12,00

523.(¡ù;��ÏÄ -¥?, ¥�
VÛ, 2004, 369 p. EUR 15,00

524.(¡ÆV��X� ¯¥ú, à0
Vö, 2004, 400 p. EUR 12,50

525.ù;��%Û
Yh¢, ¥�VÛ, 2001, 336 p.
ù;¦LV����{�vÏÄ EUR 10,00

526.Ñ�@~ o0·, {�>�, 2004,
272 p. EUR 9,00

527.�S�.$X The Collected Works
on History of Thought in Sung Dynasty
[�] �S Tillman Hoyt �, öÌ)¦
©�, 2003,
ýVy+�S�¦�.�ZÆ¢Äÿ�SöÌ�u

£�©�¯��-{#�*~�®��ÆIÛ�S�

.Ü�Çõ�IXÁÍ�.Ç1ùÁÍ{éCù�µ

V� EUR 20,00

Pens�ee moderne

¨	�¤Ǳ

528.�7`¦|k¦�S¥)��
ÌB
98, Þ0ô÷, 2004, 528 p. EUR 15,00

529.äð¥{�: x�Å, ¥)öÌ
)¦ñÇö, 2001, 660 p. EUR 17,00

530.¸oÞ¦ùÙ!�{ ��+�
¦áå 7c�, à0Vö,
2004, 259 p. EUR 8,50

531.�S¥)�.{lå
{ú, ®É, 2004
hSÍÖ¦V{ú!cÅÍÇIÛ�Ò1u¥)�.

¦öÌ#û�-{�øÇã�ñ¥)�S�.{Ì�

�nÇ?�/IÛêt8�c©�äÄ�ÏÄoÄ{

)¦ÌB
'Ç�ñY�
'Z¥)�.�S�Ýn

ä�·#�ì{�ø� EUR 69,00

Religions �>

532.ws²�°�{Þ��
s©�, 1999, 786 p.
wsÄ#a{��Ê«²�\øÇ;4²�Öý��

~ÄB²÷/¢Öýv>�� EUR 18,00

533.wuVø
�
b¥), Þ0ô÷, 2003, 369 p.
.ùÍÖ4¦Û�b¥)�	"Í�á
R�w

u�286«©�U*
�Ç��
��ë�©�#

�$"���ù?B�,éws$ùws©�Ï

ÄV
ØÏÄ"Â��9�wu�ø����


�V"19��©9Õ�t:wu�¦�y»�w

u�� EUR 15,50

534.ws�[�Õ
<l�, s©�, 2003, ¥)ws[
w�Õøï-V, 467 p.
#4w,<l�,�[�Õ{»$Í��®Xäú�

�Õ,Ç�0�ùbª�nÝÇÆ\ÃcêwsÈL

 `{�Õ0�� EUR 15,00
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535.¥)cs;$
0Á�Ì��0��Ì�, s©�,
2001, s�#-V, 391 p.
Ê sG�	Ç;c�ÜG�h�csó¥){�0

#�� EUR 12,00

536.¥)cs¦¥)©� Ú�©, 
s©�, 2003, 349 p. EUR 12,00

537.¥��Ñ/${ÊZÌcs©�
ÏÄ�ÏÄ1� ÁU�Z�ä�,
s©�, 2004, 482 p. EUR 15,00

538.u�cs
Q�, 0�, 2003, 279 p.
E*�Q�1/¢�È���4Ã{ªÓÇ�


o6Ǳ,©��#nÝ�ëêu�csùu�	

Ù� EUR 14,00

539.¸�
ÃÞF²
�
ÕH, ®+, 2002, 282 p.
ÀHÌ�²���ÖÝi�Ltc�Lu²�ý²

©ø9Çù�S©-ûÕ�ù H� EUR 8,00

540.¸�Ëú²
©qÕH, ®+, 2002, 289 p.
ï�1ucsÈ�qYó{�²�Ç1�S©�

1-ûÕ�ù H� EUR 8,00

541.¸��¦²
¯¼�ÕH, ®+, 2002, 289 p.
cs²÷¥k/ôL{²©�1�S©�1-ûÕ

�ù HÇ�9Û©�ëÙÍ�ù©ýÇ1ù�ǱH

ý� EUR 8,00

542.��9²
¥)cs©�ÏÄÄ�D, s©�,
1999, Æ)csäý�÷-V, 409 p.
:��Ë�Ç����
ÌÑøÄ{agamaǱ²�

�Ç��aǱBÆ²���cc�¦Ù��ÙÄÇ

écssB����sLùh�\ÝöÌçYþ��

ñ� EUR 10,00

543.¥�9²ÃÞ¥�~Ä
¥)cs©�ÏÄÄ�D, s©�,
1999, Æ)csäý�÷-V, 1050 p.
agama Ǳ²���-D��9² EUR 24,00

544.¥)äÒs;${��Ç
�ÌYZ[�t, s©�, 2003, 

s�#-V, 281 p.
ýV-û�ëê¥)äÒs,20-�50#S{�0»

�$ EUR 10,00

545.¥)äÒs$ª |£e, Þ0ô
÷, 2004, 322 p. EUR 10,00

546.äÒs¦hSöÌ Christ-
liches Engagement In Der Gegenw�arti-
gen Gesellschaft s©�, 2003, )�
¦bÏÿÌ©ø, 484 p.
¥©¦y©vªÓ EUR 15,50

547.Ã��>@~{ Ï"ì Study of
Christianity
Ý±¿�&�� _, �>Z;, 2002,
621 p. EUR 17,50

548.Ã��>@~{ Ï0ì Study of
Christianity
Ý±¿�&�� _, �>Z;, 2003,
471 p. EUR 14,50

549.��}�V HË	, s©�,
2004, 386 p. EUR 10,00

550.��}T®ÏÄ
s��9�, í&	, s©�, 2002,
224 p. EUR 7,50

551.��}©�ó¥)
¶Ò{, s©�, 2003, 222 p.
��}só¥){�B;$Çù¥)û�õªÓ�

OÓ�s°��	Ùó¢�©�2bÆ\�cÖ

Ûg�ëê¥)û�õ�Ãª1u»S©�Ö|B

�� EUR 8,00

Arch�eologie ��@~

552.,§j��t��{ ¥�|ó
¥){©�"ì From Samarkand to
Chang'an: Cultural Relics of the Sog-
dians in China
ð®CV�, 2004, 191 p.
85lgºL¡ EUR 82,00

553.Ã°©�¦Ã°©�
í�¦, Ì�, 2003, 580 p. EUR 17,00
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554.°�)
�A�, ¥)öÌ)¦, 2003, 424 p.
ÚÃÊ�Ô-��ì�4Þ{�Ç#ÌBö

Ì EUR 15,50

555.ÑÜôSÜfC�
|-�, ®+, 2004, 452 p.
V¥�893lg¸º�C EUR 35,00

556.Ñ7>Ü�òǱ
7�©Ô�ôÏÄÄ, )¦, 2004,
60gºL¡Ç183 p. EUR 58,50

557.2002 O�WK��s¨
I., 2004, 441 p.
26»ý�ïn EUR 64,00

558.Ì¢�C�
[õ, ¦), 2003, 616 p.
1313lg¸L¡ EUR 35,00

559.Ù�=��
<å�, )¦, 2004, 148 p.
130lg¸L¡ EUR 35,00

Langue et Linguistique

+�.ê

560.Gª$ÏÄø�{��ö
®^Vö, 2003, 440 p. EUR 15,00

561.�SGªª�få#�-�{�
�Ç �,�, 8�L¦,
2003, 957 p. EUR 86,00

562.G]!c�º#Î2003 A Hand-
book of Latest Chinese Idioms 2003
Þ0öÌ)¦Ó, 2003, 469 p.
Bilingual Chinese-English Dictionnary of IdiomsEUR14,00

R�ef�erence Oe

563.¥)�k#A2003
¥)�k#Aö, 2003, 516 p. EUR 75,00

564.¥)|=:�#A 2003 China
Population Statistics Yearbook 2003
¥):�ñÇö, 2003, 273 p.
Bilingual edition English-Chinese with CD-

Rom EUR 56,00

565.2004¥):�#A
¥):�, 2004, 1010 p.
Bilingual edition English-Chinese with CD-Rom

��c�< EUR 132,00
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